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Abstract
s
shapee is directly ccombined witth such pheno
omena like thhermal expan
nsion, lateral
The pisston bearing surface
on processes bbetween pisto
on and cylindeer liner. Duriing the examination of the
movements of a piston annd with frictio
s
all of these
t
phenom
mena have to be considered, so the finaal result will provide low
most favourrable piston shape
friction lossses and engine efficiency im
mprovement, with keeping
g in mind the requirementss which resultt from piston
lateral moveements. In ordder to achievee the best posssible result off a optimizatio
on process thee piston bearin
ng surface as
a rule are ccoated with grraphitoidal va
arnish. The auuthors have advanced
a
this idea and usedd the lacquerr with carbon
nanotubes(C
CNT) additivee. In the papeer issues connnected with measurements
m
of a piston bbearing surfa
ace, which is
coated by C
CNT, are preesented. The methodology
m
of carried ou
ut measuremeents with use of coordinatte measuring
machine is discussed. Thhere are also
o presented thhe results of piston
p
bearin
ng surface shaape measurem
ments before
gine tests. Obtaained results allow
a
to estim
mate the wear ddegree of a CNT
C coating.
mounting into the engine and after eng
s
piston bbearing surface shape meassurements, caarbon nanotub
bes
Keywords: ccombustion enngine, piston shape,

1.

Introduction

e
placce a special emphasis on
o selected
The deevelopment process off modern coombustion engines
criteria, like emissionn reduction
n of toxic exxhaust com
mponents, fu
uel consumpption reduction, mean
effective pressure increase an
nd engine noise restrriction for example. It is com
mmon that
developmeent of menntioned criteeria is conttradictory and
a it is neecessary to reach a co
ompromise
between thhem. The phase
p
of com
mbustion enngine devellopment, wh
hen new coonstruction could give
revolutionnary improvvement of selected opeerating paraameter, endeed long tim
me ago. Now
wadays the
combustioon engine design
d
develops by meeans of evolution rath
her than revvolution. Fo
or example
wie decyzji Ministra
M
Naukii i Szkolnictw
wa WyĪszego
Projekt finannsowany przeez Narodowe Centrum Nauuki na podstaw
nr 5112/B/T
T02/2011/40
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selected pphenomenonn, that so far was noot considereed as a facctor which has an inffluence on
processes that occur in combusstion enginee, now can be analyzeed and becoome sourcee of engine
improvem
ment. Engineeers also haave to improove constru
uction solutiions in alreaady designeed engines,
because evven if indeppendently th
heir influennce for exam
mple on fuell consumptiion is smalll, as a total
can bringg relative hiigh benefitss. The reseaarch and deevelopment process beecome moree and more
It does nott mean thatt evolution
labor conssuming andd expensivee, but resultts are less significant.
s
approach is economicc unground
ded, becausee on the con
ntrary preseent developm
pment level of modern
engine aroose from succh detailed researches.
One off the main field of inteense enginee developm
ment is fuel consumptioon reduction
n, which is
directly coonnected with
w carbon dioxide em
mission redu
uction. Carrbon dioxidde is found as a main
cause of sso called greeenhouse efffect. The m
most populaar approach to fuel connsumption reeduction is
a trend called as doownsizing, which com
mbines man
ny technicaal solutionss like gaso
oline direct
injection aand superchharging [3]. It can be eexplained th
hat downsizing consist in decreasee of engine
displacem
ment with maintaining
m
power of larger engiine. As a result
r
enginne in averaage driving
conditionss operates with
w higher mean effecctive pressu
ure and whaat is more iimportant with
w higher
efficiencyy, which leaads to the reduction oof fuel con
nsumption. Higher levvel of effecctive mean
pressure ccause increaase of mech
hanical loadd in the engine elementts, particulaarly elements of crank
mechanism
m.
Main kkinematic pair of crank
k mechanism
m is formed
d by piston and
a cylindeer liner. In n aspects of
mating wiith cylinder the bearing
g surface off the piston
n is the most significannt. This fricttion pair is
essential ffor total fricction losses of the com
mbustion engine. Many
y researchess in the field
d of piston
bearing suurface frictioon were carrried out [4, 7, 11].
The prrimary functtion of pisto
on bearing ssurface is to
o carry the normal
n
forcce to the cyllinder liner
surface. N
Normal forcee has signifficant imporrtance for friction
fr
and wear of pisston and cyllinder liner
and its hiigh value results
r
main
nly from hhigh pressu
ure inside superchargeed engine combustion
c
chamber. The coursee of normal force as a function off crank anglle, which w
was determined on the
basis of coompressionn ignition en
ngine indicaator diagram
m, is presen
nted in Figuure 1. The engine
e
was
turbochargged and equuipped with direct fuel injection. The
T operatin
ng point was
as set on 190
00 rpm and
full load.

Fig. 1. Thee course of norrmal force N against
a
the baackground of indicator
i
diag
gram; additionnally course of
o N force of
c
coaxial
crankk mechanism aand inertial force Fb are preesented [6, 10]
0]

Results presentedd on Figuree 1 testify that in ran
nge of mediium enginee speed the course of
normal forrce is deterrmined by the course oof the presssure inside cylinder. FFor a typical operating
conditionss of examiined enginee the inerttial force contribution
c
n in top deead center (TDC) is
negligible.
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Because of reverses of direction of normal force vector sense, which occur repeatedly during
engine cycle, the piston moves laterally in the cylinder in perpendicular direction to the cylinder
axis [11]. In consequence of lateral movement the piston hits the cylinder liner, especially when it
moves from counter pressure side to the pressure side of the cylinder during the beginning of the
power stroke. These hits cause measurable elastic deformation of the piston and cylinder liner [3],
which increase load of piston bearing surface and are one of the main sources of engine noise [11].
The force caused by bearing surface hit and surface distortion when the piston is near TDC and
its velocity is low, can lead to the oil film brake and mixed friction. The problem of piston lateral
movements apply especially the supercharged engines.
Engine manufacturers often decide to apply special layer on the piston bearing surface, and for
supercharged engines it applies almost to all modern designs. Primary goal of additional layer
usage was to avoid the piston seizing in extremely adverse operating conditions such as:
 local decrease of piston clearance generated by deformation which results from thermal
and mechanical loads of the cylinder,
 decrease of piston clearance as a consequence of its overheating,
 insufficient oil layer thickness during engine start up,
 deterioration of engine oil properties caused by high temperature, dilution by fuel, ageing
or contamination,
 engine condition before the end of the running in process [3].
Layers, which usually contain graphite dissolved in the polyamide-imide resign (PAI), are
created by the serigraphy and are harden in high temperature. The Grafal 255 is an example of
commonly used layer which contains circa 35 % of graphite without any antifriction additives.
New developed layer types incorporate molybdenum disulfide (Evo Glide type) and another
chemical compounds which modify friction.
The influence of piston bearing surface layer type on the mating elements wear and friction
losses is the subject of intense researches [1]. The results unequivocally prove positive role of
commonly used layers in piston seizing and cylinder wear reduction in regular operation
conditions of the engine. As a consequence of tribological researches, which were carried out
outside the engine, a possibility of significant friction reduction by coating the aluminum alloy
with mentioned layers was pointed. In actual engine operating conditions total friction losses
depend first of all on fluid friction conditions, that is why application of additional layers do not
result in high friction losses reduction.
Intense development of layers which contain carbon in their structure and its application in
various kinematic pairs of combustion engine, can be recently observed. For example a diamond
like carbon (DLC) coating was recently put into a series production. The DLC layer contains
amorphous carbon which up to now was successfully used in many fields not related with
combustion engines. For example the DLC layer is used on the valve lifter surface which mates
with the cam, on the gudgeon pin and on piston ring [2].
Another contemporary material, which is classified as a nanomaterial, which during last decade
find more possible applications in many industry areas, is carbon nanotube (CNT). Selected
specific CNT properties focused authors attention on possibility of CNT application on piston
bearing surface in order to improve its mating with cylinder liner surface. The probability is that
some functional dependences which are observed for standard coatings quality measures could be
effective for CNT layer. It applies especially to the influence of the layer surface roughness on the
friction losses and problems of the piston clearance in the cylinder.
2.

The experimental pistons design

The CNT layers were coated on the bearing surfaces of standard pistons produced by Záotecki
Company. The CNT layers were prepared and coated by experts of the NanoLab Inc. from
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Waltham iin the Uniteed States of America.
Expectted physicoochemical properties
p
oof the layerrs were deccisive factoors for prop
per coating
method seelection. It was
w also neecessary to take into account
a
tech
hnological rrestrictions, especially
the highesst allowablee process teemperature.. In case off pistons made
m
of alum
minum allo
oy it is not
possible to apply staandard CVD
D process oof CNT syn
nthesis whiich occurs iin the temp
perature of
approximaately 500 Celsius degreee. To prepaare the expeerimental piistons the m
method of sp
praying the
CNT in foorm of a liquuid solution
n by means of compresssed air on the
t piston suurface was applied. In
the NanoL
Lab laborattories many
y versions of pistons with CNT coating w
were made, and every
consecutivve experimeent was an attempt
a
to iimprove thee technologiical processs. In Figure 2 standard
piston, pisston from thhe first batch and from
m the secon
nd improved batch aree shown. Prresented in
Figure 2 ppistons withh CNT coatting were allready afterr running in
n process, thhat is why clear wear
traces of thhe CNT layyers can be seen.
s
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Standdard piston off FIAT 170A.0 00 engine(a) and
a modyfied pistons with C
CNT layers (b
b, c)

3.

ments of piston bearin
ng surface with
w CNT coating
Shapee measurem

The m
main goal off carried ou
ut researchees was to deetermine the influencee of the CN
NT layer on
piston maating condittions with the
t cylindeer liner. Am
mong many
y parameterrs, which ch
haracterize
phenomenna which occcur between
n piston beaaring surfacce and cylin
nder liner, thhe highest importance
i
is assignedd to the fricction losses. The effectt of applyin
ng the CNT layer was eevaluated on the basis
of frictionn losses comparison for
f standardd and experimental piistons. The essential part
p of the
which allow
research w
was carried out
o on engin
ne test bed w
ws to measu
ure the valuee of friction
n losses.
In ordder to achieeve satisfacttory frictionn losses measurement
m
ts reliabilityy it was neecessary to
assure thee highest poossible geom
metric valuees of tested
d pistons. Th
herefore meeasurements of piston
shape andd roughness were carried through . Measurem
ments of cyllinder liner shape and roughness
were madde as well. Additionaally after eending the researchess on the eengine test stand the
microscoppe researchees of CNT structure
s
onn the piston bearing surrface were m
made. The purpose of
this microoscope reseaarch was to
o find the innfluence off the operatting conditiions on posssible CNT
destructionn.
Becausse of compplexity of tasks the m
measurementts and reseearches werre carried out
o in four
following steps:
T coating,
 piston meaasurements before CNT
 piston meaasurements before mouunting into the
t engine,
gine test bedd,
 researchess on the eng
 wear evaluuation.
d second step, which concern piston shape
In the paper resuults obtained during thhe first and
ments, will be
b discussed
d.
measurem
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The first stage of measurements consists in determining piston bearing surface roughness and
shape deviation of the brand new pistons selected to be covered with CNT layer. Measurements
were carried out by Division of Metrology and Measurements Systems at Poznan University of
Technology. Measurements roughness profiles were made on Mahr Perthen Perthometer S8P
profile measurement gauge. The contact measuring head with RHT6-50 slider was used. The
rounding radius of the diamond needle was 5 m and the trust was 0,8÷1,2 N. Obtained results
were used to verify pistons truth of form.
Second stage was also carried out by metrological laboratory. It consisted in conducting the
same roughness measurements as in the first stage but for the pistons already coated with CNT
layer. Moreover the shape deviation measurements were accomplished with use of DEA Global
Image 7.7.5 coordinate measuring machine with the Renishaw SP25M measuring head and SM252 module. The 62 mm length gauging point with 6 mm diameter of measuring nodule were used.
Authors made use of PC-DMIS CAD++ measuring software.
Results obtained during this stage of researches were used to accomplish following tasks:
 comparison with results of analogous measurements after engine tests served to
determine CNT layer wear,
 piston shape and roughness analysis and the impact of these factors on friction losses.
To make this part of researches complete, the cylinder liners shape deviation was measured
with use of digital rod gauge at Combustion Engines Laboratory of Poznan University of
Technology. Cylinders shape knowledge is necessary to define the mating conditions of CNT
coated pistons, but it is not subject of this paper.
Pistons shape deviation measures were occurred after mounting the piston in coordinate
measuring machine and determination of the coordinate system, which would be connected with
the piston. The piston axis was assigned by guiding straight line across the middle points of
orthogonal planes. The plane at the fire ledge near piston crown and the plane between second
piston gas ring ledge and oil ring ledge were chosen. It was decided because:
 scanned points of the piston surface form closed elliptic perimeter, which allows
precise assignation of the plane middle,
 chosen planes do not wear during engine run,
 planes, which were scanned, characterize with high stiffness and are resistant to
accidental deviation during piston mounting into the engine.
Second axis of the spatial coordinate system is integral with the piston pin axis, and third axis
is orthogonal with two previously mentioned axes.
After coordinate system was determined the essential measures were made according to
defined measuring procedure, which was repeated for all of the pistons. The procedure
compromised two independent measuring series, which are presented below. Measuring planes are
presented in Figure 3.
 Piston shape measures at selected orthogonal planes to its axis. Planes at the ring packet
part of the piston were chosen, distant from piston pin by 19,4 mm, 24,2 mm, 29 mm
and 32 mm. Also planes at the piston bearing surface were chosen, correspondingly 11,
5, -1, -7, -13 and -19 mm distant. The negative value means that the measuring plane is
under the piston pin axis. Part of measures made at the piston bearing surface were
restricted with angle range because of the material recess at piston pin axis plane.
 Measures of the generating lines shape, which were made at piston bearing surface at
perpendicular axis to the piston pin axis marked as generating lines 1 and 4 during
previous roughness measures. The most important results obtained for A2 piton are
presented in Figure 4. For both pistons (A2 and A3), which were consecutively mounted
into the engine, results are similar, that is why only A2 piston results are presented, but
conclusions apply to both pistons.
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In twoo upper diaggrams in Fig
gure 4 the leengths of raadius from piston
p
axis for various angles are
presented.. In both graphs resultss only from
m piston beaaring surface are presennted. The liine colours
in Figure 4 correspoond with colour schem
me in Figu
ure 3. Becaause of thee figure leg
gibility the
n the basis of
o figures 3 and 4 the ovality of
pressure aand counterr pressure siides are sepparated. On
piston beaaring surfacce and local shape devviations cou
uld be evalu
uated. At thhe bottom of
o figure 4
second serries results are presenteed, which ar
are the estim
mation of generating linnes shape off the piston
bearing suurface.

Fig.
F 3. Graphiic presentatio
on of selected
planes andd generating lin
nes which
shape was ddetermined and analysed
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The coordinate system and following data handling allow to very precise evaluation of piston
shape. Lines from first and second series intersects in certain points at piston surface. Comparing
intersection points positions for both series, the differences do not exceed 2 m. The location
estimation is saddled with higher measuring error because middles of all horizontal sections were
reduced to common axis. In reality the middles create polyline. The less precisely piston is
manufactured the more polyline differs from the straight line. For A2 piston the differences are
relatively high and reach 14 m. In all diagrams the piston diameter at selected section can be read
by adding two corresponding radiuses and the piston diameter error will not exceed 4 m. The
maximum error of radius measure is 14 m.
The analysis of results which are presented in Figure 4 leads to observations and conclusions.
 Among all of chosen sections only the highest, which is located 11 mm over piston pin
axis, is the one that is fully located outside the area coated by CNT. The lowest section,
located 19 mm under piston pin axis, is situated at the boundary of CNT layer,
 The piston bearing surface shape, which can be observed in presented figures,
characterize with distinct ovality. The CNT layer did not significantly change value of
this parameter.
 Comparison of piston shape at section located 11 mm over the piston pin axis and all
other section, reveals significant differences. The course of graphs indicates that the
CNT layer increases the surface wavy finish.
 It can be expected that the roughness crests at the CNT layer will wear off soon after
engine start.
 Local and limited to single measuring points of the piston diameter is not unequivocal
basis of piston clearance in cylinder liner.
 In obtained profiles the area with CNT layer can be distinctly seen but profiles preserve
basic shape which results from barrel and taper shape of the piston.
 The discrete changes of piston diameter, which can be observed at piston pressure side
at -18 and 6 mm, and at -21 and 7 mm of the counter pressure piston side, determine the
areas which are coated with CNT.
 Precise determination of CNT layer thickness is not possible because of profile shape
and surface waviness, but it can be estimated that CNT layer is circa 30 m thick on
both sides of the pison.
After engine test and dismounting the pistons, measures of shape deviations were repeated. The
measuring scheme and results presentation scheme, which were described in second stage of
researches, was used and obtained diagrams are presented in Figure 5. To evaluate the wear level
of experimental pistons diagrams in Figures 4 and 5 should be compared. The shape measures
results of reference piston after engine test are presented in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Piston bearing surface shape after engine test; reference R02 piston

4.

Conclusions

As a result of shape comparison of reference R02 and experimental pistons (A2 and A3) before
mounting into the engine and after engine test, several conclusions can be formulated.
1. Reference pistons diameter is 79,998 mm and experimental pistons diameter is 79,990 mm;
both measures were obtained after engine test. These are very close results and it can be
assumed that difference of 8 m did not have direct influence on friction losses.
2. High surface waviness made difficult to precise determination of experimental pistons
diameter before they were mounted into the engine; it can be assumed that the diameter
was about 80,015 mm. During first few hours of engine operation the CNT layers wear was
considerably high.
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3. The bearing surface ovalisation of reference pistons, basing on figures presented in the
paper, was 350 m. For experimental pistons before engine test the ovalization was also
350 m, but after engine test it was only 300 m. The experimental piston ovalization
decreased as a consequence of CNT layer thickness reduction at middle part of bearing
surface of the piston. The difference between final values of ovalizaton of reference and
experimental pistons most likely did not have significant influence on friction losses value.
Experimental piston have much the same profile shape as reference pistons. The counter
pressure side profile of experimental pistons did not change much during engine test. The
pressure side profile was subject to flatten process; maximal radius of changed profile is
not present in the lowest part of the piston but at the piston pin axis height. Such change of
profile shape could have impact on friction losses and it could be the integral effect of
piston coating application. It is also possible that CNT layers wear was high because of
cylinders deformation, which diameters are minimum in area of TDC.
4. High waviness at the beginning of experimental pistons surface, during engine operation
were smoothen; the same dependences occur in this case which were observed for surface
roughness. The area of piston bearing surface on the pressure side where it is smoothen is
higher than on the counter pressure side. The process of surface progressive smoothing
most likely had measurably impact on friction losses course during engine operation and it
can be assumed that this effect was most intense during preliminary test.
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Abstract
Exploitive features of lubricate oils are externalised by various physical and chemical parameters (for example
temperature dependencies of density and viscosity, ignition point or water content). On the other hand it is well-known
that fluorescence spectra of various types of crude oils and their derivatives are strongly differ from each other. It is
reasonable thesis, that exploitive features of oil may be related to transformations of light inside the oil. Therefore,
despite of that fact light transformations strongly depend on chemical composition of oil (especially from the content
of cyclic and polycyclic molecules). No one can exclude, that physical conditions are for fluorescence processes
closely related to changes of physical and chemical properties of oil (and consequently to exploitive features) as well
as to newly arising compounds and intrusions (for example metals, caused by contact with various engine elements).
The paper presents spectra of fluorescence of exemplary lubricate oil (Marinol) in various configurations,
namely: emission spectrum for individual excitation wavelength, excitation spectrum for single emission wavelength,
excitation-emission spectrum, synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy and total synchronous fluorescence
spectroscopy. Dynamic structures of those spectra gives reason to conclude that shapes of fluorescence spectra may
be controlled by exploitive features of oils.
Keywords: fluorescence spectroscopy, total synchronous spectra, lubricate oil

1. Introduction
Lubricate oils are the hydrocarbon substances originating mainly from petrochemical industry.
Only a small amount of this substance is formed using vegetable oils. Marine lubricate oils are
produced on the basis of refined mineral oils (crude oils) and special additives to improve
exploitive features (for example anti-wear, anti-corrosion and washing properties). Every type of
oil can be characterised by a set of physical, chemical and physicochemical or specialised
exploitive indicators of lubricate oils [4, 9] which is important from two points of view, namely:
knowledge about suitability for use in a specified engine and as an indicator of actual quality of
operation of the engine (signalling an increased risk of malfunction or possible damage in a short
time). On the other side, petroleum substances, similarly like crude oils, have the ability to
fluorescence [15]. Therefore it is natural, to crude oil derivatives emit light when are lightened and
that emitted light has spectral structure depended on the excitation light spectrum and on a type of
oil as well as on its degree of wear [8, 16].
Taking into account above mentioned, there is a need to study the relationships between values
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of indicators of petroleum substance and their impact on the emitted fluoresce light. Furthermore,
the oil fluorescence ability is utilised to protect the natural marine ecosystem from the oil
contamination basing on changes of the fluorescence spectra of natural seawater caused by the
presence of the petroleum substances such as crude oils, lubricate oil, etc. [5, 6, 11, 13, 14].
In this paper we characterise an exemplary type of lubricate oil, namely the Marinol 1240
using for lubrication of high pressure ship engines, supercharged, working in conditions of
high heat loads. The oil diluted in n-hexane is described based on fluorescence spectroscopy,
namely: emission spectrum for single wavelength excitation (SWEx), excitation spectrum for
single wavelength emission (SWEm), excitation-emission spectrum (EEMs), synchronous
fluorescence spectroscopy (SFS) and total synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy (TSFS).
2. Materials and methods
Lubricate engine oil Marinol 1240 was applied to prepare oil sample in n-hexane for analysis
with 96.0 % purity. Based on dilution method from the stock solution of Marinol oil in n-hexane,
individual concentration of Marinol oil, respectively, 130 mg/kg was prepared.
Using Aqualog Horiba spectrofluorometer the excitation-emission spectrum (EEMs) of
Marinol oil in n-hexane was measured [1, 10]. The quartz cuvette with dimensions 1u1 cm was
applied to measure EEM spectrum of Marinol oil.
Measurement specifications for measure EEM spectrum were applied: excitation wavelength
(Ȝ ex ) were changed in the range from 240 nm to 600 nm with a 5 nm sampling interval and
emission wavelength (Ȝ em ) were changed in the range from 212.75 nm to 622.97 nm with a 1.623
nm sampling interval. Specification for excitation slit, emission slit and integral time were applied,
respectively, 5 nm, 5 nm and 1 s.
EEM spectrum for lubricate oil Marinol diluted in n-hexane was measured at a stabilised
temperature of 20º C. Raman and Rayleigh scattering automatically were removed based on the
software package of the Aqualog Horiba spectrofluorometer [10].
3. Results and discussion
Measured EEM spectrum for Marinol oil in n-hexane with concentration 130 mg/kg was
presented in figure 1. Particular axis of EEM spectrum describe, respectively: axis X – excitation
wavelengths, axis Y – emission wavelengths and axis Z – intensity of fluorescence. This spectrum
has fixed oil spectral information in excitation and emission wavelengths [2, 12].
Basing on measured EEMs spectrum of Marinol oil in n-hexane, different possibilities of
consideration of data presentation are presented. Other possibility to oil identification based on
synchronous fluorescence method could be the possibility of measured data presentation as
synchronous fluorescence spectra for different wavelength-interval ∆Ȝ [3].

Fig. 1. Excitation-emission spectrum (EEMs )of the lubricate oil
Marinol as 3D and contour-map visualisations
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Figure 2 presents emission spectra for different individual excitation wavelengths changing in
the range from 240 nm to 340 nm. There is observed the change of the shape of emission spectrum
while the excitation wavelength changes. The intensity of fluorescence strongly decreases when
the excitation wavelength increases. For the shortest excitation wavelength 240 nm in the shape of
emission spectrum two individual maxima show up, while for higher excitation wavelengths the
picks decrease and the shape of emission spectrum is planar.

Fig. 2. Fluorescence emission spectra (SWEx) of lubricate oil Marinol for various excitation wavelengths

Based on measured excitation-emission spectrum it is possible to obtain also excitation spectra.
Figure 3 presents excitation spectra for different emission wavelength changes in the range from
340 nm to 480 nm. In Figure 3 there is observed the change of the shape of the excitation spectra
when the emission wavelength is changing. When the emission wavelength increases the intensity
of fluorescence decreases and achieves low value for longer excitation wavelength in range from
440 nm to 480 nm.

Fig. 3. Fluorescence excitation spectra (SWEm) of lubricate oil Marinol for various emission wavelengths
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Other possibility to data presentation can be explained as synchronous fluorescence spectrum
(SFS) and total synchronous fluorescence spectrum. These spectra were determined based on the
wavelength interval (∆Ȝ – parameter described by the dependence (1) [7, 12]:
'O

Oem  Oex ,

(1)

where:
∆Ȝ– the wavelength interval,
Ȝ ex – the excitation wavelength ,
Ȝ em – the emission wavelength.
Figure 4 presents synchronous fluorescence spectra (2D spectra) for lubricate Marinol oil in nhexane for various wavelength intervals - ¨Ȝ IRU 130 mg/kg concentration, respectively: Figure
4(a) non-normalised spectrum and Figure 4(b) normalised spectrum. The values of wavelengthintervDO¨ȜZHUHUHVSHFWLYHO\20 nm, 40 nm, 60 nm, 80 nm, 120, nm, 160 nm. Both in figure 4(a)
and 4(b) is observed strongly change of the maximum fluorescence pick position in the
synchronous fluorescence spectra. Figure 4(a-b) indicate that the maximum fluorescence intensity
will be reached for excitation wavelength below 240 nm.

Fig. 4. Synchronous fluorescence spectra (SFS) of the lubricate oil Marinol for non-normalised (a) and normalised (b)
for various wavelength intervals

Taking into account both excitation wavelength, wavelength interval ∆Ȝ DQG IOXRUHVFHQFH
intensity the data could be presented as total synchronous fluorescence spectra (3D spectra). Axis
of total synchronous spectra are described by: excitation wavelengths – axis X, wavelength
interval ∆Ȝ – axis Y , intensity of fluorescence – axis Z.
Figure 5 present total synchronous spectra for Marinol oil in n-hexane for concentration 130
mg/kg IRU YDULRXV ZDYHOHQJWK LQWHUYDOV ¨Ȝ changing from 20 nm to 200 nm for six considered
concentration of oil. At the top of figure 5 there is visible contour-surface visualisation as a 2D
contour map of 3D synchronous fluorescence spectra. There is detectable pick typical for this kind
RIRLOFKDUDFWHULVHGE\H[FLWDWLRQZDYHOHQJWKDQGZDYHOHQJWKLQWHUYDO¨Ȝ The pick is described by
excitation wavelength maximum about 240 nm and wavelength interval ¨ȜLQWKHUDQJHIURP 80
nm to 100 nm.
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Fig. 5. Total synchronous fluorescence spectrum (TSFS) of the lubricate oil Marinol as 3D and contour-map
visualisations

Taking into account presented results we indicate, that in the fluorescence area there is broad
spectrum of techniques to characterise petroleum substances. Particular methods allow to
characterise fluorescent substances (in our case oil substances) basing on different parameters.
Thinking into account considered Marinol oil, the most important spectral information about
Marinol oil are fixed in the excitation-emission spectra described by excitation wavelength and
emission wavelength and total synchronous spectra described by the wavelength-interval ∆Ȝ. In the
future, it would be interesting to monitor the changes of oil fluorescence spectra with changes of
particular oil indicators.
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Abstract
Paper presents the structure and principle of operation of a stand for measurements of influence of the lubrication
method and process on functioning of journal slide bearings in their various technical states. Measurements
performed on the stand make it possible to take advantage of the new method of evaluating the influence of physical
and chemical properties of lubricating oil on the coefficient of friction in the mixed friction conditions.
On the basis of the presented investigation results pertaining to journal slide bearings loaded with a constantdirection force during fast increasing and decreasing of loads within an assumed time interval, the Author has come to
a conclusion that relation between physical and chemical properties of lubricating substance and properties of
bearing metal can be determined by means of the operation indicator.
Key words: functioning, operation indicator

1. Introduction
Functioning of journal slide bearings [3,4,5] as machine elements is determined by their
capability of carrying out functions in given conditions and within an assumed time interval. Main
characteristics of journal slide bearing operation are their reliability and durability, which depend
on:
x lubrication process;
x lubrication method;
x material and structure properties of the bearing sleeve and journal.
The process taking place during fast increasing and decreasing of machine loads has a negative
effect on operation of a journal bearing. The contacting surfaces are then not fully separated by a
layer of lubricating substance (mixed friction) and in the friction nodes a complex process occurs
of friction of solid bodies in the presence of lubricant.
The paper analyses this complexity and an attempt is made to determine the operation
reliability indicator of a journal slide bearing during increasing and decreasing the loads on a test
stand within an assumed time interval.
2. Investigation methodology
The test stand (Fig. 1) consists of a TSA16 bench lathe with a connected journal slide bearing.
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Fig.1. Diagram of the test stand where: 1 – steel shaft; 2 – TUP1 slide sleeve; 3 – bearing aluminium casing;
4 – lubricating oil inlet channel; 5 – 300 ml oiler; 6 – electronic weigher; 7 – carriage; 8 – UT 50 digital meter;
9 – 0.4 kW electric motor

The journal slide bearing has the form of a pendulum suspended on a steel shaft fixed in the
lathe fast headstock and loose headstock. A 6 mm diameter channel was drilled in the aluminium
casing to supply gravitationally the lubricating substance to space between the slide sleeve
(bearing metal with PTFE sliding surface) (Fig.2) and the steel shaft. The radial clearance is 0.041
mm. The bearing casing is pressed down by the lathe carriage.

Fig.2. Slide sleeve, where: d = 25 mm; D = 28 mm; = 6 mm; L = 30 mm

As the force system is closed within the pendulum and the pendulum is freely suspended on the
shaft, it can deflect from the balance point under the influence of friction in bearing. By balancing
the friction torque in bearing with a weight force transducer the frictional resistance is measured
and then the coefficient of friction calculated.
The test is carried out in two stages lasting about 1 minute:
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x

The start-up stage: the stand is activated, with not loaded bearing, then it is slowly
loaded up to a requested value the bearing is to operate at. Measurements are carried
out each time the load is changed.
x
The hold-up stage: When the requested bearing operation load has been reached,
the load is slowly decreased until the bearing no-load state is reached.
Additionally, by changing the bearing casing position in relation to carriage, the lubrication
process can be changed, which may be treated as equivalent to deteriorated lubrication conditions.
Therefore, the test stand makes it possible to investigate coefficients of friction with taking into
account changes in the lubrication method and process.
3. Investigation results
Experimental tests were carried out on a journal slide bearing. When the lubricating substance
was supplied through channel 1, a correct lubrication method was applied, when it was supplied
through channel 2, deteriorated lubrication conditions were brought about (Fig.1 detail A-A).
Two kinds of lubricating substance were supplied:
x Pure SAE 30 CastelGarden lubricating oil (correct lubrication process) with 255 mPas
viscosity at 20C;
x Pure SAE 30 CastelGarden lubricating oil with 10% addition of the Lotos diesel oil
(deteriorated lubrication conditions) with 153 mPas viscosity at 20C.
All the tests were carried out at constant 20C temperature of lubricating substance controlled
by a UT 50 digital meter.
Table 1. Results of tests carried out when the journal slide bearing was lubricated with pure lubricating oil supplied
gravitationally through channel ”1”
Journal
speed
n [rpm]

0

92
148
224

0
0
0

2,5

5

7,5

10

Increase of the bearing load F [N]
12,5
15
15
12,5

Weigher indications during increasing
the load G [N]
0,09
0,12
0,13

0,26
0,23
0,28

0,5
0,39
0,47

0,72
0,65
0,66

10

7,5

5

2,5

0

Weigher indications during decreasing
the load G [N]

0,9
0,88
0,87

1,09
1
1,06

1,09
1
1,06

0,84
0,81
0,85

0,64
0,54
0,64

0,32
0,29
0,42

0,17
0,15
0,23

0,06
0,06
0,09

0
0
0

Table 2. Results of tests carried out when the journal slide bearing was lubricated with pure lubricating oil supplied
gravitationally through channel ”2”
Journal
speed
n [rpm]

0

92
148
224

0
0
0

2,5

5

7,5

10

Increase of the bearing load F [N]
12,5
15
15
12,5

Weigher indications during increasing
the load G [N]
0,12
0,15
0,17

0,3
0,31
0,38

0,56
0,54
0,59

0,8
0,78
0,82

10

7,5

5

2,5

0

Weigher indications during decreasing
the load G [N]

1,04
1,03
1,07

1,3
1,27
1,3

1,3
1,27
1,3

1
0,99
1,04

0,75
0,75
0,78

0,48
0,48
0,51

0,23
0,25
0,32

0,1
0,1
0,1

0
0
0

Table 3 . Results of tests carried out when the journal slide bearing was lubricated with pure lubricating oil with 10%
addition of Lotos diesel oil supplied gravitationally through channel ”1”
Journal
speed
n [rpm]

0

92
148
224

0
0
0

2,5

5

7,5

10

Increase of the bearing load F [N]
12,5
15
15
12,5

Weigher indications during increasing
the load G [N]
0,2
0,21
0,23

0,52
0,42
0,52

0,79
0,69
0,81

1,05
0,96
1,11

10

7,5

5

2,5

0

Weigher indications during decreasing
the load G [N]

1,36
1,28
1,38

1,66
1,56
1,64

25

1,66
1,56
1,64

1,3
1,2
1,23

0,99
0,84
1,02

0,67
0,58
0,74

0,43
0,32
0,42

0,16
0,16
0,17

0
0
0

Table 4 . Results of tests carried out when the journal slide bearing was lubricated with pure lubricating oil with 10%
addition of Lotos diesel oil supplied gravitationally through channel ”2”
Journal
speed
n [rpm]

0

92
148
224

0
0
0

2,5

5

7,5

10

Increase of the bearing load F [N]
12,5
15
15
12,5

Weigher indications during increasing
the load G [N]
0,2
0,22
0,26

0,47
0,53
0,54

0,75
0,77
0,81

0,98
1,02
1,05

10

7,5

5

2,5

0

Weigher indications during decreasing
the load G [N]

1,22
1,26
1,29

1,45
1,52
1,56

1,45
1,52
1,56

1,09
1,17
1,22

0,78
0,92
0,95

0,57
0,68
0,66

0,37
0,42
0,5

0,17
0,18
0,2

0
0
0

Then, using the test results (Fig.1), the coefficient of friction (1) and the Hersey number (2) are
calculated:

(1)

(2)
where:

Coefficient of friction

L – pendulum height [m],
r – journal radius [m],
G – weigher indications [N],
F – bearing loading force [N],
K - dynamic viscosity [Pas],
n" – journal rotational speed [rpm],
which are used as a basis to determine the change processes.

Hersey number
Fig.3. Diagram of coefficient of friction change as a function of bearing static loads, where: BA – load increase, AC
– load decrease

The field enclosed by the lines of coefficient of friction changes is a measure of slide bearing
operation in the presented measurement conditions. The operation indicator WD equals to the ratio
of the field area to the range of Hersey number.
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Table 5. Results of the journal slide bearing operation indicator calculations
Journal
speed
[rpm]

Correct lubrication
method and process

WD

92
148
224

0,25
0,26
0,29

Correct lubrication method,
deteriorated lubrication
process
0,51
0,51
0,55

Deteriorated lubrication
method, correct lubrication
process
0,32
0,34
0,35

Deteriorated
lubrication method
and process
0,55
0,57
0,59

4. Final remarks and conclusions
The presented test stand may be used for determining the durability of journal slide bearings in
various technical states, loaded with a constant-direction force during fast increasing and
decreasing the loads within an assumed time interval by means of the calculated operation
indicator WD. Its calculation makes it possible to evaluate:
x durability of the lubricating substance boundary layer, i.e. the smaller the operation
indicator value the greater the boundary layer durability.
x bearing lubrication method, i.e. the smaller the operation indicator value the better
the lubrication method.
The performed investigations have shown that rational evaluation of the journal slide bearing
lubricating ability is possible by evaluating the operation indicator determined from changes of the
coefficient of friction as a function of static loads, without taking into account the lubricant
viscosity changes due to changing temperature.
In order to make the rightness of the above conclusion reliable [1,2] and to formulate a
diagnosis, more tests must be carried out on different systems (e.g. with other kinds of bearing
metals). Also different diagnostic systems should be used (e.g. electric motor power loss gauge,
vibration pick-up etc.).
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1. Introduction

Storage of crude oil and petroleum products (mostly fuels) is one of the most crucial issues
regarding ensuring the energy security of state. The reserves are maintained according to different
formal rules and in different technical conditions. Despite this, the most important thing is that the
product doesn’t deteriorate in manner excluding its use as intended after the set period of time.
Storage course, and mostly, the course of possible quality changes during this process, are
enforced by many conditions, both internal - connected directly with chemical composition and
characteristics of products being stored as well as external ones - connected with storage
conditions. The first group can cover the following:
x chemical composition - regarding the selection of components with defined susceptibility to
ageing;
x extent of base product modification using additives.
The second group can cover the following:
x type, design and capacity of storage tank (e.g. horizontal/vertical, single-/double-walled,
equipped with systems protecting from external contamination;
x way of foundation (underground, semi-underground, ground-based);
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x condition of tank and distribution facility;
x frequency and mode of product handling, rotation;
x catalytic effect of construction materials.
The changes during long-term storage are inevitable. Modern technology regarding storage
and distribution equipment only restricts this process and inhibits its dynamics. Provided the
infrastructure development effects positively on long-term storage, the fuels’ development doesn’t
do it so explicitly. Use of significant amount of additives means problems with stability (both
chemical and one regarding physical and chemical characteristics). Moreover, the use of new
components such as the bio-ones, causes some different behaviour - also during storage. Chemical
composition mostly involves loss of part of original properties. The changes intensity and type are
not equal for all parameters. The fuel characteristics can be classified into the following three
areas:
x technological - covering the parameters important in fuels’ manufacturing process;
x ecological - connected with restriction of harmful effect of fuel on environment both during
vehicle (machinery) use and during fuel storage and distribution;
x operating - typical for fuel’s behaviour in engine.
It’s that not every change causes elimination of fuel from use. For the purpose of this paper,
author limited himself to parameters affecting engine use. In most cases, the single use of out-ofspec fuel doesn’t have to cause negative effect. However, it’s a risk that long-term engine fuelling
using fuel with parameters even close to acceptable ones also can affect the combustion process
and other phenomena regarding the fuel use (corrosion of fuel system construction materials,
sluggish fuel system contamination, formation of harmful carbon deposits on hot engine parts).
2. 7HVWUHVXOWV

Existent gum content, mg/100 ml

The research covered such fuels as: diesel fuel (ON), medium distillate marine fuel (PM),
and aviation turbine fuel (TSL). The fuels were stored in steel barrels in different environment
conditions. Testing was performed every 3 months. The extent of testing covered specification
parameters and the ones that could show some chemical processes taking place in stored fuels. The
following graphs show changes of selected parameters possibly connected with fuel behaviour
during use.
The fig. 1 shows the course of existent gums content increase in aviation fuel. We can see the
increasing tendency, more intense in case of fuels stored in confined space, at higher temperatures.
roofed open space
confined space
roofed open space
confined space
roofed open space
confined space
roofed open space
confined space

Storage period, months
Fig. 1. ([LVWHQt gums content LQDYLDWLRQIXHO LQFUHDVHGXULQJVWRUDJH
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Deposits intensity (qualitative)

The second reason for deposits formation, connected with previous one, is lowering the
thermal stability. The basis is different a little bit but the result is similar. The thermal stability
describes hydrocarbons in respect of their resistance to chemical decomposition under severe
thermal conditions. Due to high temperature (sometimes together with elevated pressure), the
thermal degradation of hydrocarbons structure of minimum resistance takes place. As a result of
the reactions the deposits and high-molecular compounds creation takes place. They don’t burn in
the engine, and like gum compounds, deposit on different engine parts. The fig. 2 shows the
example of the course of aviation turbine fuel thermal stability change during storage.

Storage period, months
Fig. 2. 7XEHUDWLQJFKDQJHGXULQJ-)727WHVWLQJ PXOWLFRORXUHGFROXPQVPHDQQRWQDWXUDO´SHDFRFN´GHSRVLWV
DFFRUGLQJWR$670G>@ 

Gums content in fuel and too low fuel thermal stability are harmful with regard to possible
contamination of injection system and hot parts of the engine. The gums and thermal degradation
products, as a high-molecular, don’t undergo spraying, and, as a result, don’t burn in engine.
However, they enter combustion chamber together with the fuel. Due to high temperature,
relatively big hydrocarbon molecules that didn’t evaporate, deposit on injectors and hot parts of
engine as carbon deposits. Such usually leads to disturbing the fuel-air mixture formation, and as a
result, to incomplete combustion, and intensification of carbon depositing process, and irregular
heat removal (thermal deformation of combustion chamber and cracks and melting can take place
as a consequence). Deposits cause partial or, in extreme cases, full blocking of micro orifices for
fuel injection into the combustion chamber. Such leads to unsprayed fuel jets (fig. 3).
Results of incomplete combustion, deposits formation, and adverse thermal phenomena
formation as a consequence, are shown in fig. 4 and 5 [2].

Jets of notatomized fuel

Fig. 3. Jets of not-DWRPL]HGIXHOGXULQJWHVWLQJWKHFDUERQGHSRVLWHGLQMHFWRU
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Fig. 4. &DUERQGHSRVLWVRQLQMHFWRU

Fig. 5. 7KHUPDOGDPDJH of IODPHWXEH

The water content in fuel increases together with storage period extending (fig. 6).
confined space
roofed open space

Water content, mg/kg

confined space
roofed open space
confined space
roofed open space
confined space
roofed open space
confined space
roofed open space

Storage period, months
Fig. 6. :DWHUFRQWHQWLQIXHOV 76/30DQG21 YVVWRUDJHSHULRG

It’s noticed that bigger water content occurs in fuels stored at elevated temperatures
(confined spaces). Such is because the water solubility in fuel is proportional to fuel temperature.
In case of fuel stored under roofed open space, where the ambient humidity is higher, the water
content was lower. One should take into consideration that this is dissolved water, and the water
excess condensed as separated (free) water on the tank bottom. Total water content was higher in
case of fuels from roofed open-space storage. Water presence (content) effects on fuel use at low
temperatures. It can cause ice locks that stop fuel flow to engine. In case of aircrafts without fuel
warming systems it’s necessary to use the fuel special additives - fuel system icing inhibitors. The
other adverse result of water presence is its effect on corrosion of fuel and exhaust systems. The
steam, together with exhaust gases, can generate acids that, in turn, can be aggressive to metallic
construction materials. But there is also positive aspect of water presence in combustion process. It
significantly lowers the combustion temperature and leads to lower the NO x emission.
Properties regarding safe use of the fuel are also the subject of changes. It’s clear especially
in case of conductivity decrease with time, which is the most intense at the beginning, and then
stabilise (fig. 7). Conductivity decrease during use means worse circumstances for discharging
from the volume of fuel being stored. Such could lead the single-signed charges to cumulate,
resulting in significant differential potentials in products being stored (even up to over ten
thousand volts). It can be dangerous because of possible explosion.
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Fig. 7. &RQGXFLYLW\FKDQJHLQGLIIHUHQWVDPSOHVRIDYLDWLRQWXUELQHIXHOV 76/ GXULQJVWRUDJH [3]

The changes mostly are not individual, isolated from other phenomena. They are the most
often connected with each other in cause-result way, and are the most frequent reason of process
intensification. Such situation take place in case of microbial contamination of fuels. Fuel under
storage often has contact with water. Such circumstances promote microbial growth, i.e. fungi,
mould, and bacteria (fig. 8). The microorganisms presence has two meanings. First - they cause
acceleration of some ageing phenomena (e.g. it’s observed that thermal and chemical stability
decrease together with contamination growth). Contamination decomposition products have
mostly acidic reaction, causing additionally so called biological corrosion. Second - dead
microorganisms can cause filter clogging and problems with fuel flow.
0

6

12

15

months

Fig.8 $YLDWLRQWXUELQHIXHO 76/ PLFURELDOFRQWDPLQDWLRQGXULQJVWRUDJH

There are visual indications of adverse effects caused by long-term storage. The fig. 9 shows
the colour change vs. reference colour scale. Darker fuel - more chemically changed - the lower
number. We can see that fuels change the colour - get darker, as a result of majority of ageing
processes, i.e. high-molecular compounds creation, oxidation, and microbial contamination.
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Fig. 9. )XHOV¶FRORXUFKDQJHGXULQJVWRUDJH
76/- DYLDWLRQWXUELQHIXHO21- GLHVHOIXHO%6- JDVROLQH

In general, the colour of the fuel has no effect on its operation properties, but it is the
indication of some problems with fuel. Moreover, it has an effect of our imagination - the user
pays an attention on fuel appearance.
3. Summary
Above mentioned selected changes of fuels’ properties are based on test results. Taking them
into consideration we can say that changes in fuel took place. Such changes are often so significant
that use of engine or fuel becomes impossible or hard. Often it’s impossible to prevent the losses.
It’s possible, indeed, to follow trends, but it relates to fuel already being stored. More important
are parameters that enable prediction of potential storage period just yet at the preliminary stage of
the process. Such parameters are not included in specifications at the moment, but it’s obvious that
its very significant issue. Changes predicting during storage would enable managing the reserves
efficiently. Such attitude would eliminate cases of excessive quality deterioration. It would restrict
the possible use the fuels with parameters being close to acceptable ones. Thanks this the operation
safety would be better.
Storage process is important in relation to quality, and its course depends on many factors.
The intensity of changes is different depending on both storage conditions - external circumstances
as well as composition and original properties of product itself. Having the knowledge about the
effect of such conditions, and ageing process mechanisms it’s possible to take technical and
technological remedial measures.
This paper bases mostly on the results of research work covered by Applied Testing
Programme (PBS I), nr 180105, carried out by AGAT IT - ITWL consortium.
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1. Introduction
The explicit definition of term ”lubricity” doesn’t exist at the moment. In general, we can say
that lubricity is the lubricant property describing its behaviour at boundary friction conditions. The
lubricity means the ability to generate the durable boundary layer as a result of adsorption
(chemisorption) on solids (base). This ability varies depending on type of solid being in contact
with lubricant. The boundary layer durability can be determined indirectly basing on assessment of
wear phenomena evaluated using such parameters as wear scar diameter, weight or estimation of
the friction coefficient or other criteria [4].
Lubricity problem due to fuel use have appeared at first in 60s of XX century in relation to
aviation engine injection system components failure. Later, during war in Vietnam, users of
aircraft powered with turbine engine have faced similar problems caused by the fuel quality. The
work focused on working out the laboratory test method for aviation fuel lubricity has been started
then [6].
The problem of insufficient lubricity of diesel fuel have appeared at the turn of 80s and 90s of
XX century (first in the United States, and then in Sweden). The problem has been caused
indirectly by ecological action directed towards restriction of harmful emission from vehicles.
Such action covers, among others, strives to lower the content of sulphur and aromatics (mostly
the cyclic (1- and 3-) ones in diesel fuel. The hydrotreating process, used commonly by refinery
industry to remove sulphur compounds from diesel fuel also removes naturally existing
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compounds that give appropriate lubricity of the fuel. So the lubricity lowering is the negative
result of such action. Such diesel fuel can cause premature injection system of CI engines, esp.
injection pumps [6].
Currently various additives are added to mineral fuels. They also include biocomponents. The
properties of biocomponent added to mineral fuels have to be close to properties of this fuel.
Therefore such additives as bioethanol and ETBE can be added to gasolines, inc. the aviation ones,
and FAME (fatty acid methyl esters) and biohydrocarbons can be added to diesel fuels and
aviation turbine ones. In relation to aviation needs, biohydrocarbons are especially important [3].
Diesel fuel, acc. to specification PN-EN 590, used commonly in automotive industry as CI engines
fuel can contain FAME up to 7 % (vol.).
The Air Force Institute of Technology has taken in 2007-2009 the research program to
investigate usefulness of FAME biocomponent as component of aviation turbine fuel. Basing on
test results it’s found that use of I generation biocomponent - FAME as component of aviation fuel
for aviation turbine engines is limited [2]. However, there is no any reason to restrict the
application of this biocomponent in fuel used in turbine engines other than aviation ones.
There are many research centres all over the world that carry out lubricity testing. There are
many publications related to lubricity research work currently being performed. According to
accessible information, we can say that no currently existing standard test method allows lubricity
estimation for every case of fuel/additive combination. Moreover, it was impossible to get the
correlation between test results from different test methods. Also there are no experiments
confirming that criteria for petroleum fuels are appropriately reliable for fuels with
biocomponents. Quite the opposite - there are reasons to suppose that methods performing well in
case of petroleum fuels are not reliable in case of fuels with modified composition. Use of the
FAME could be such an example. Laboratory test results indicate considerable lubricity
improvement with biocomponent adding, and, at the same time injection equipment failure cases
have appeared, that could be connected with new components in fuel.
Additional the most frequent factor influencing on characteristics, both standard and operation
ones, is long-term storage where fuel is exposed to many external conditions such as: temperature
(in principle its change), humidity, contamination, pressure, catalytic effect of contaminants and
construction materials, and the like. But, the core factor is time. A number of internal reactions
resulting in change of fuel characteristics take place during storage. Due to variety of forcing
factors some phenomena can be unpredictable. The most frequent result of storage is fuel
parameters deterioration, but this direction of changes doesn’t have to prevail in every case.
Moreover, the nature and intensity of changes can vary in time.
The paper describes the effect of FAME biocomponent additive, added to Jet A-1 fuel and
diesel fuel on lubricity of resulting blends. The lubricity was determined according to standard test
methods with BOCLE and HFRR test rigs, basing on wear scar size. The effect of FAME added to
mineral fuels and resulting changes in lubricity of fuel blends were tested at the preliminary stage
of storage.
2. 7HVWPHWKRGRORJ\
Lubricity evaluation was carried out for in-house fuel blends prepared by laboratory personnel.
The blends include aviation fuel Jet A-1 and diesel fuel (DF) (without biocomponent) as the base,
and FAME as the additive. All samples of base components met standard requirements regarding
selected physical and chemical parameters: density, kinematic viscosity at specific temperature,
and water content (see Tab. 1).
The test fuel blends contained various concentration of specific components. To determine the
initial lubricity, the following blends od Jet A-1 and diesel fuel with 2, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30
and 50 % (vol.) FAME were prepared. Research work covering 6-month storage was performed
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for two types of blend using several selected FAME concentrations: 5, 10 and 20 % in mineral
fuel.
The first one (Type I) was created to determine initial lubricity. The blends then underwent the
process of laboratory storage in opaque bottles. So, the storage process covered base components
mixed together. Another blends (Type II) were created using separate base components, and mixed
then before laboratory lubricity testing. Such blends were created just before test in all cases. The
reason for such way of sample preparation was information from storage facilities that different
processes took place in final fuel blends and base fuels during storage.
Lubricity was tested at laboratory of Division Fuels and Lubricants of AFIT, using common
standard test methods for lubricity evaluation of petroleum fuels. According to standard
requirements, aviation fuel Jet A-1 lubricity is determined using device BOCLE (Ball-on-Cylinder
Lubricity Evaluator) [1], and, in case of diesel fuel, this property is determined using HFRR - High
Frequency Reciprocating Rig [5]. The measure of lubricity, acc. to above standard test methods, is
wear scar diameter.
7DE. 6HOHFWHGSURSHUWLHVRIEDVHFRPSRQHQWVDPSOHV
FUEL
Pos.

Result
1

2a

2b
3

Density
at 15 oC, kg/m
Kinematic
viscosity
at -20 oC, mm2/s
Kinematic
viscosity
at 40 oC, mm2/s
Water content,
mg/kg

DLHVHOFXHO ')

Jet A-1

ProperW\

801,4

Requirement

Result

775,0

837,5

to 840,0

4,154

max. 8,000

X

X

X

2,94

43,1

X

110,6

Requirement
od 820,0
do 845,0
X
2,00
to 4,50
max.. 200

FAME
Result

Requirement
860

883,1

to 900

X

X
3,50

4.483
249,4

to 5,00
max.. 500

3. 3RWHQWLDOGLUHFWLRQRIIXHOEOHQGVOXEULFLW\FKDQJHGXULQJH[WHQGHGVWRUDJH time
Chapter 4 shows results of initial testing regarding the effect of storage time (appr. 6 months)
of mineral fuels and FAME mixtures on lubricity. Results regarding the effect of extended storage
time on lubricity will be published later, after the next testing.
Following, we can see an attempt to estimate potential direction of lubricity change of mineral
fuel with FAME during extended storage time. In order to accomplish this goal, selected fuel
blends were submitted to accelerate ageing. Prepared blends (Type II) of diesel fuel with 0 % and
20 % FAME content were put into transparent bottles and exposed to daylight for 20 days. At this
time, at 5-days interval the HFRR lubricity of these blends was estimated.
According to Fig. 1, it can be seen that in case of neat diesel fuel (without FAME) there is
tendency to wear scar diameter reduction during accelerated ageing. In case of mixture containing
20 % FAME there is no such clear tendency. So, we can expect that during extended storage of test
blends lubricity change would be noticed for fuels with low FAME concentration (including neat
fuels without FAME). Such changes can go towards reduction the wear scar. But the fear of
turning such tendency due to chemical changes in fuel during extended storage.
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Fig/XEULFLW\RIVHOHFWHGGLHVHOIXHODQG)$0(PL[WXUHVGXULQJDFFHOHUDWHGDJHLQJ

4. /XEULFLW\RIEOHQGVDWLQLWLDOVWRUDJHSHULRG
The effect of storage period (appr. 6 months) on lubricity of fuel blends containing FAME is
shown in Figures 2 to 5. The description „0, 1, 2 and 3” on X-axis relate to test numbers. A
description „0” means results of initial lubricity testing that are used as reference in case of
lubricity evaluation during storage. Consecutive numbers mean lubricity tests performed one by
one at specific time intervals. Such interval was in the range of 1,5 to 2 months.

Fig. 2 /XEULFLW\RIDYLDWLRQIXHODQG )$0(EOHQGV 7\SH, GXULQJVWRUDJH
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)LJ/XEULFLW\RIDYLDWLRQIXHODQG )$0(EOHQGV 7\SH,, GXULQJVWRUDJH

Fig.4. /XEULFLW\RIGLHVHOIXHODQG)$0(EOHQGV 7\SH, GXULQJVWRUDJH
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Fig/XEULFLW\RIGLHVHOIXHODQG)$0(EOHQGV 7\SH,, GXULQJVWRUDJH

According to Fig. 2 to 5 we can assume that lubricity of blends of petroleum fuels (aviation Jet
A-1 and diesel fuel) of different FAME content (5, 10 and 20 % vol.), estimated using standard test
methods, generally doesn’t change during analysed storage period. Time between test number „0”
and „3” is 6 months. It’s estimated that such storage period is too short to notice significant
changes of lubricity.
Since the biggest fluctuations of wear scar diameter have been obtained for neat petroleum
fuels (without FAME), we can confirm the expectation from chapter 3 that noticeable lubricity
changes during storage relate to fuels of low FAME concentration. In case of diesel fuel,
maximum test result was 436 Pm (standard requirement 460 Pm) so this is noticeable increase.
For all blends of Jet A-1 and diesel fuel with FAME, the lubricity at analysed storage period
meet standard requirements in relation to neat petroleum fuels. According to relevant
specifications, maximum wear scar diameter for Jet A-1 (BOCLE) is 0.85 mm, and for diesel fuel
(HFRR) is 460 Pm. The following figure shows selected test results at another data set.
a)
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b)

Fig/XEULFLW\RIPLQHUDOIXHOVDQG)$0(EOHQGV 7\SH, GXULQJVWRUDJH
D DYLDWLRQIXHO DQG)$0(E GLHVHOIXHO DQG )$0(

Tests performed using standard devices BOCLE and HFRR show that FAME content
(up to 20 %) effects on lubricity improvement of blends (smaller wear scar diameter) in relation to
the same properties for neat petroleum fuel. In fig. 6 we can see that FAME content increase
results in wear scar diameter decrease. Such tendency, however, is true up to appr. 5 % (vol.)
FAME contribution in fuel. Then, despite FAME concentration increase, the wear scar diameter
actually doesn’t change.
The following figures show overall lubricity test results for model blend of mineral fuel with
5 % FAME concentration, covering two types of blends (Type I and II).

Fig. 7. /XEULFLW\RIVHOHFWHGEOHQGRI DYLDWLRQIXHODQG)$0(GXULQJWVWRUDJHGHSHQGLQJRQW\SHRIWKHEOHQG
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)LJ/XEULFLW\RIVHOHFWHGEOHQGRIGLHVHOIXHODQG)$0(GXULQJWVWRUDJHGHSHQGLQJRQW\SHRIWKHEOHQG

According to above Fig. 7 and 8 we can see that type of the blend of mineral fuel with 5 %
FAME content has no significant effect on lubricity. It means that way of blending doesn’t matter.
It doesn’t matter whether testing is performed using premixed base products (Type I) or using
blends of separately stored base products, mixed together before testing (Type II). Such pattern is
confirmed at whole considered storage period, also in relation to other FAME concentrations under
testing.
5. 6XPPDU\
Taking into consideration obtained test results we can formulate the following conclusions:
1. BOCLE and HFRR lubricity of mineral fuels containing 5, 10 and 20 % of FAME doesn’t
change noticeably during initial storage period (appr. 6 months). Wear scar diameter
fluctuations are the most noticeable in case of neat mineral fuels, especially the diesel fuel.
2. The biggest differences of wear scar diameter in relation to neat mineral fuel (0 % FAME)
were noticed for blends containing up to 5 % (vol.) of FAME. There were no significant
difference above this level.
3. The way of blending mineral fuels and FAME doesn’t influence the lubricity. Similar
results were obtained both for mixed base components, and then stored as homogenous
blend, and blends obtained from stored base components mixed just before laboratory
testing.
4. In order to evaluate wear scar size during longer storage, the lubricity testing should be
continued. It would allow to verify the laboratory test results in relation to real operation.
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Abstract

7KHSDSHULVGHYRWHGWRVDIHW\RIVKLSVLQHPHUJHQF\FRQGLWLRQV7KHFXUUHQWO\YDOLGSUHVFULSWLYHPHWKRGRIVDIHW\DV
VHVVPHQWRIVKLSVLQGDPDJHFRQGLWLRQVLVLQFOXGHGLQWKH62/$63DUW%&K,,UHJXODWLRQV,WLVGHYRWHGWR
WKHGHVLJQVWDJHDQGGLIILFXOWWRDSSO\LQRSHUDWLRQ  $SRVVLEOHDOWHUQDWLYHGHVFULEHGLQWKLVSDSHULVDPHWKRGEDVHG
RQDVVHVVPHQWRI  SHUIRUPDQFHRIVKLSVDQGULVNDVVHVVPHQW7\SHRIULVNHYDOXDWLRQLVWKHTXDQWLWDWLYHULVNDVVHVV
PHQW7KHPDWUL[W\SHULVNPRGHOKDVEHHQDSSOLHGIRUHVWLPDWLRQWKHULVNDQGWKHPHDVXUHRIVDIHW\RIVKLSVOHYHOLV
EDVHGRQWKHULVNDFFHSWDQFHFULWHULDIURPWKHULVNPDWUL[$IWHUWKHULVNDVVHVVPHQWWKHPHWKRGPD\EHXVHGIRUWKH
VDIHW\PDQDJHPHQWSXUSRVHVXVLQJWKHULVNFRQWURORSWLRQV


INTRODUCTION
The paper presents a few problems regarding a method of safety assessment of ships in
emergency conditions. The research is correlated with development of a performance-oriented
risk-based method for assessment of safety of ships in emergency conditions, Gerigk (2010).
The proposed method is based on assessment of ship performance and risk assessment.
Assessment of ship performance in emergency conditions should enable to obtain a set of ship
characteristics then to be used during the risk estimation. For the risk estimation the matrix type
risk model has been applied. The preparation of the risk model was with holistic approach in
mind. It means that the goal was for it to enable to estimate the risk values for almost all the
possible emergency scenarios development. The above mentioned scenarios consist of
combinations of hazards, intermediate events, additional events and consequences. Such the risk
model enables to take into account the uncertainties connected with the possible scenarios of an
accident. After obtaining the risk values or the risk level the risk acceptance criteria can be applied.
After the risk assessment the safety management can be used applying the risk control options.
Such the procedure enables safety of ships to be evaluated and adequate decisions on ship safety to
be made.
The current methods of assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions are based on the
regulations included in the SOLAS convention (Part B-2 Chapter II-1), (IMO 2005a, IMO 2005b,
IMO 2008). These methods are directed towards solving the design problems. Those methods are
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prescriptive in their character and based on the attempt to apply adequate measures for countering
hazards by implementing probability of them happening to the equations. . The structure of these
methods is such that they only take into account certain sets of scenarios of accidents leading
to what is perceived as emergency condition. In these methods emergency condtion means in
damage conditions and it concerns flooding of single compartments, or groups consisting of two or
more adjacent watertight compartments caused by collision with another ship or grounding.. The
other property associated with application of these methods regards the problem that using those
methods in case of certain types of ships e.g. car-carriers, ro-ro vessels or passenger ships may
lead to insufficient or inappropriately high level of safety or in addition provide unnecessary
design or operational restrictions,(University of Strathclyde - 1998).
The basic criteria of the prescriptive method as included in e.g. SOLAS 2009 Part B-2 Ch.II-1
regulations is the following condition, (IMO 2005a, IMO 2005b, IMO 2008):
A>R

(1)

where:
A = attained subdivision index calculated for the draughts d s , d p and d l defined in regulation 2,
according to the formula, IMO (2005):
сєƉ i s i

(2)

where:
p i = accounts for probability that only the compartment or group of compartments under
consideration may be flooded, as defined in regulation 7-1; s i = accounts for probability of
survival after flooding the compartment or group of compartments under consideration, as defined
in regulation 7-2; R = required subdivision index.
The p i and s i are calculated according to the formulae accepted by IMO, (IMO 2005a, IMO
2005b, IMO 2007). The typical process of assessment of safety of ships in damaged conditions at
the design stage or when the survivability of existing ships is considered is directed to satisfy the
criterion (1).
Presentation of SELECTED METHODS OF safety ASSESSMENT OF SHIPS IN
EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
The concepts of the following methods developed for assessing the safety of ships in
emergency conditions remain within the conditions stipulated by criterion (1) and formula (2).
The first method is based on the so-called holistic risk model. The risk should be calculated by
a formula, (Jasionowski et al. 2006, Skjong et al. 2006):
R=P c x P c/f x P c/f/ns x P c/f/ns/tts x C

(3)

Where: P c = probability of collision (hazard); P c/f = probability of flooding having the ship hit from given
direction at data position with given extent conditional on collision; Pc/f/ns = probability of not surviving
conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit from given direction at data position with given extent
conditional on collision; P c/f/ns/tts = probability of given time to sink conditional on not surviving the
conditional on having flooding when the ship is hit from given direction at data position with given extent
conditional on collision; C = consequences regarding the fatalities, property (cargo, ship) and/or
environment.

In this method The P c/f/ns and P c/f/ns/tts remain defined as per the currently used p i and s i
definitions.
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Another method that has been recently published is based on the casualty threshold, time to
capsize and return to port concepts, where the basic ship safety objectives have been divided into
three categories, Vassalos (2007):
x category I - vessel remains upright and afloat and is able to return to port under own power
(RTP – Return To Port);
x category II - vessel remains upright and afloat but unable to return to port under own power
and is waiting for assistance (WFA – Waiting For Assistance);
x category III - vessel likely to capsize/sink and abandonment of the ship may be necessary
(AS – Abandonment of the Ship).
The safety assessment of the ships in damage conditions is then based on estimation of the
probability of ship capsizing which is again calculated according to the formulae used to obtain the
p i and s i .
From the above mentioned it follows that it seems to be very difficult to submit a new method
for the safety assessment using as a basis the requirements and formulae included in the SOLAS
2009 regulations. Three major difficulties in developing a kind of risk-based method using the
SOLAS 2009 regulations were identified. The first problem is the structure of those regulations.
They are prescriptive and hence may only take into account fixed number of hazards/coefficients.
The second is that that hazards have been prepared/weighted to address ship-ship collision
scenarios only. Therefore the risk model is not a holistic one. The third problem is associated with
the risk definition. It follows from the fact that within the risk model defined there is no weight
factor difference between the probability of the hazard occurrence and conditional probabilities
calculated using still the same formula (s i ). The above problems do not let to submit a common
measure of safety of ships in damage conditions.
THE SSAMADC METHOD OF SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF SHIPS IN ABNORMAL/
DAMAGE CONDITIONS
For the purpose of defining the method an “abnormal/damage” description has been added.
This is to distinguish the emergency conditions and damage conditions from all the other
conditions that do not appear in normal ship operation, but are not necessarily caused by damage
or emergency situation.
In this Chapter the basic information on the SSAMADC Ship Safety Assessment Method in
Abnormal/Damage Conditions will be introduced. The methodology where the risk-based design
and a formalized design methodology were integrated together the first time was introduced by
Vassalos and the others, (Skjong et al. 2006, SSRC 2009, Vassalos 2006).
The SSAMADC method is a performance-oriented risk-based method which enables to assess
the safety of ships in abnormal/damage conditions at the design stage, in operation and during the
ship salvage using the same procedure, Gerigk (2010). Within the SSAMADC method the holistic
approach to safety assessment is applied. The method is based on implementation of the system
integrated approach to safety. The method takes into account an influence of many design and
operational factors on safety and safety management related factors.
For the ship performance evaluation the investigations using the physical models and
numerical simulation techniques can be applied. The ship performance evaluation enables to
determine the intermediate events, additional events (releases) and consequences and risk of each
accident scenario.
However, it is difficult to determine and investigate all such as the above scenarios and
determine the response from a ship. Instead of trying to predict all the possible events it is
proposed to determine ships ability to mitigate the risks which, among others, involve loss of
stability and/or floatability.
The risk assessment is based on application of a risk model which is to allow consideration of
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all the possible scenarios and the consequences of events during an accident, but from a designed
object perspective.
As an example of such approach a simple Monte Carlo simulation has been made. The floating
objects of given geometries, but random sizes and weights; both within a predetermined by
empirical formulas ranges have been generated and their stability parameters such as range of
positive stability and maximum value of GZ have been calculated. The overall number of ships
generated exceeded (20000) twenty thousand and allowed for a most vulnerable parameters to stay
within a statistical confidence level of 0,95 or more.

)LJXUH$QH[DPSOHRIWKHUHVXOWIURP0RQWH&DUORDQDO\VLVIRUIL[HGVKDSHVRIDIORDWLQJERG\DQGLPSDFWRI%/
UDWLRRQWKHVWDWLVWLFDO0D[LPXP*=YDOXH   

The natural conclusion from the above presented (Fig.1) calculation is that the risk of a vessel
with lower Breadth to Length ratio (B/L) having lower GZ can be quantified with use of a linear
function of first degree. This result, if correctly applied, can be used to evaluate the risk.
The aim of a performance based risk assessment method is to achieve an adequate level of risk
by reducing the risk if necessary. Providing a sufficient level of safety based on the risk assessment
is the main objective. It is either the design, operational or organizational objective. Then, safety is
not a limitation existing in the regulations. It is just the design objective parallel to other
objectives. The measure of safety of a ship in abnormal/damaged conditions is the risk or level of
risk.
The structure of a method must remain such to allow the results from the calculation to be
used at any ship’s life circle, including safety assessment of a ship during a catastrophe. Some
elements of the method can be used for this purpose. The application of this safety assessment to
different means and systems of maritime transportation can also be made. In the future the method
can be useful in elaboration of a new methodology of safety assessment of ships in
abnormal/damage conditions using the risk assessment.
The SSAMADC method is based on the following main steps:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

setting the requirements, criteria, limitations, safety objectives;
defining the ship and environment;
identifying the hazards;
identifying the sequences of accident (scenarios development);
assessing the ship performance in abnormal/damage conditions;
evaluating the risk;
assessing the risk according to the risk acceptance criteria and safety objectives;
managing the risk according to the risk control options;
selecting the design (or operational procedure) that meets the requirements, criteria, limitations,
safety objectives;
optimizing the design (or operational procedure);
making the decisions on safety, (Abramowicz-Gerigk 2006, Abramowicz-Gerigk 2008,
Abramowicz-Gerigk & Burciu 2013, Arangio 2012, Burciu & Grabski 2011, Gerigk 2004, Gerigk
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The structure of the SSAMADC method is presented in Figure 2, Gerigk (2010).

FLJXUH6WUXFWXUHRIWKHPHWKRGRIULVNDQGVDIHW\DVVHVVPHQWRIVKLSVLQGDPDJHGFRQGLWLRQV

THE MATRIX TYPE RISK MODEL
The safety case concerns the ships in abnormal/damage conditions when the ship skin is
damaged due to the following hazards: collision, grounding, stranding or other reasons, Gerigk
(2010).
The risk assessment starts from the modeling of the risk contribution tree. For each recognized
hazard a separate standard event tree is modeled using the Event Tree Analysis ETA, Gerigk
(2010).
The holistic approach to ship safety has been applied. According to this approach two major
assumptions have been done. First that the system failures can be either the hardware, software,
organizational or human failures. The second assumption was that the risk model for assessment of
safety of ships in abnormal/damage conditions should be the holistic risk model. The holistic risk
model should enable to take into account all the possible scenarios development, Gerigk (2010).
From the mathematical point of view the relations between the events within an event tree
(ETA) are represented by the conditional probabilities which are the components of the risk
formula for each sequence of events (accident scenario), Gerigk (2010).
The basic formula for the risk evaluation associated with the different hazards and scenario
development is according to the well known general formulae, Gerigk (2010):
Ri = Pi x Ci

(6)

where: P i = probability of occurrence of a given hazard; C i = consequences following the occurrence of the
data hazard and scenario development, in terms of fatalities, property losses and damage to the
environment.
Of course in this model, the major problem is how to adequately quantify the consequences:
In order to mitigate the risk of assigning inadequate weights to consequences the risk model (6) was
divided into four different kinds of losses regarding the human fatalities (HF), cargo and ship losses (CS),
environment pollution (E) and financial losses ($) and for a given ship can be presented as follows:
R=P c P c/f PoC dam x C

(7)

where P c = probability of hazard occurance; P c/f = probability of extent of damage conditional on hazard
occurance; PoC dam = probability of capsizing or loosing floatability subject to the P c and P c/f; and which
allows for adding the transformation function between the environment, object and consequences and C =
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consequences regarding the fatalities, property (cargo, ship), environment and finance (C = CHF/C , C CS/C ,
C E/C , C $/C ). The PoC dam probability of capsizing in damaged conditions in given time can be calculated
according to the following formulae, Gerigk (2010):
PoC dam = P c/f/ns P c/f/ns/tts

(8)

where P c/f/ns = probability of not surviving after hazard occurred; P c/f/ns/tts = probability of given time to sink
conditional on not surviving after hazard occurred.

The PoC dam probability can be estimated during the accident at sea using the following
methods, Gerigk (2010):
- binary method;
- method based on definition of the probability of surviving a collision;
- method based on definition of the damage stability;
- method based on definition of the ship performance during the accident.

In the case of the last method the roll function in time domain has been anticipated as a major
characteristcs/function enabling the risk assessment, Gerigk (2010).
The risk analysis requires to calculate the conditional probabilities regarding the initial events
ZI i , major events (hazards) ZG j , intermediate events ZP k and final events ZK l which can be
treated as consequences. The basic mathematical formula are as follows, Gerigk (2010).
First of all the row matrix of initial events is evaluated:
P(ZI) = P(ZI i )

for i=1 to n

(9)

Then the matrix of major events is calculated:
MP ZG = P(ZG j / ZI i )

for j=1 to m

(10)

After that the matrix of intermediate events is calculated:
MP ZP = P(ZP k / ZG j ) for k=1 to m1

(11)

Then the matrix of final events is calculated:
MP ZK = P(ZK l / ZP k ) dla l=1 do m2

(12)

Finally, the row matrix of final events may be estimated as follows:
P(ZK) = P(ZI) MP ZG MP ZP MP ZK

(13)

The above mathematical model is representing the entire risk model called as the matrix type
risk model. This model enables to consider almost all the possible scenarios of an accident using
event trees. In the case when additional events occur the PoC(C i ) probability of occurring the C i
given consequences can be calculated according to the formula presented by Gerigk, Gerigk
(2010). The typical additional events may concern e.g. water on deck, air cushions, cargo leakage
passenger behavior or terrorist attack.
APPLICATION OF THE SSAMADC METHOD
The ship accidents at sea may lead to the loss of life, loss of properties (ship and cargo) and
pollution of environment. The modern approach to safety of maritime transportation requires to
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apply the so-called life-circle approach by integrating the design for safety, safe operation and safe
salvage methods. Most of the salvage activities have been associated with using the rules of thumb
without a support based on the safety assessment process. The effective and safe ship salvage
requires to develop the methods, models and tools for the assessment of risk and safety of ships in
damaged conditions.
The SSAMADC method approach to ship safety assessment in abnormal/damage conditions
is focused on predicting any further deterioration of a damage condition. In any case the further
flooding of compartments and ship listing increase may be expected. This assessment also regards
predicting how long it would take a ship to capsize or sink. If a ship survives flooding (a ship
remains upright (or heeled) and afloat) and is unable to return to port under own power it is
necessary to solve the problems associated with towing when waiting for an assistance. The
number of towing points and towing speed in the calm and rough weather conditions should then
be evaluated. (Perera & Soares Guedes 2011, Skjong & Vanem & Rusas & Olufsen 2006, Soares
Guedes & Teixeira 2001).
The structure of the entire procedure for the assessment of safety of ships in abnormal/damage
conditions during the accident at sea and for salvage purposes is presented in Figure 2, Gerigk
(2010).

)LJXUH$QH[DPSOHRIWKHUROOIXQFWLRQLQWLPHGRPDLQDQGULVNHYDOXDWLRQFULWHULDDSSOLHGIRUWKHDVVHVVPHQWRI
VDIHW\RIDVKLSLQGDPDJHGFRQGLWLRQV

An example application of the SSAMADC method has been done and is summarized below.
The original assessment took place for a container ship, but has been generalized to a
transversally irregularly subdivided barge of block coefficient equal to a midship coefficient and
equipped with main propulsion engine. The example barge parameters are presented below:
- length: L BP =163,0 m
- breadth: B = 26,5 m
- height to the main deck: H = 14,2 m
- draught to subdivision waterline: d 1 = 9,0 m
- draught to summer waterline: d 2 = 10,5 m
The arrangement of internal spaces of the barge is presented in Figure 3.
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FLJXUH7KHDUUDQJHPHQWRILQWHUQDOVSDFHVIRUWKHEDUJHXQGHUFRQVLGHUDWLRQ

During the safety assessment, for the purpose of stability and floatability, of the barge in
abnormal/damage conditions the following damage zones were considered to be flooded:
-zone 13: compartment 4+5
-zone 14: compartment 5+6
-zone 15: compartment 6+7
-zone 16: compartment 7+8
-zone 17: compartment 8+9
-zone 18: compartment 1+2+3
-zone 19: compartment 2+3+4
-zone 20: compartment 3+4+5
-zone 21: compartment 4+5+6
-zone 22: compartment 5+6+7
-zone 23: compartment 6+7+8
-zone 24: compartment 7+8+9

-zone 1: compartment 1
-zone 2: compartment 2
-zone 3: compartment 3
-zone 4: compartment 4
-zone 5: compartment 5
-zone 6: compartment 6
-zone 7: compartment 7
-zone 8: compartment 8
-zone 9: compartment 9
-zone 10: compartment 1+2
-zone 11: compartment 2+3
-zone 12: compartment 3+4

The event tree for a floating object was prepared and published by Gerigk, Gerigk (2010).
Other scenarios, though not calculated, were not neglected and were accounted for, but with use of
another model that does not calculating response from an object.
Generally, sixteen safety functions have been used for each event tree from the ship safety in
damaged conditions point of view. Between them are as follows, Gerigk (2010):
- function1 (avoiding the hazard),
- function 2 (water ingess (flooding)),
- function 3 (position and extent of damage),
- function 4 (equalization of the ship heel at the preliminary stage of flooding),
- function 5 (loss of the ship stability at the preliminary stage of flooding),
- function 6 (loss of the ship stability during the intermediate stages (and phases) of flooding,
- function 7 (loss of the ship stability at the final stage of flooding),
- function 8 (loss of the ship floatability at the final stage of flooding),
- function 9 (ship is waiting for assistance),
- function 10 (ship returns to port under own power),
- function 11 (ship returns to port by tow),
- function 12 (ship is continuing the mission),
- function 13 (mustering and abandonment of the ship (evacuation)),
- function 14 (SAR action),
- function 15 (fire and/or explosion),
- function 16 (emergency cargo unloading (pollution of the environment)).
Assessing the performance of the damaged container ship the following impacts were taken
into account, (Gerigk 2004, Gerigk 2005, Gerigk 2006, Gerigk 2008, Gerigk 2010, Gerigk 2012):
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- gravitational forces,
- hydrostatic forces,
- excitation Froude-Krylov forces,
- excitation diffraction forces,
- accumulated flood water forces,
- cargo shift forces.
An example of the damaged container ship performance data as the roll function in time
domain is presented in Figure 4.
An example of the risk evaluation criteria for the assessment of safety of the container ship in
abnormal/damage conditions is presented in Figure 5.

)LJXUH4:7KHH[DPSOHRIWKHUROOIXQFWLRQLQWLPHGRPDLQ


)LJXUH$QH[DPSOHRIWKHUROOIXQFWLRQLQWLPHGRPDLQDQGULVNHYDOXDWLRQFULWHULDDSSOLHGIRUWKHDVVHVVPHQWRI
VDIHW\RIWKHFRQWDLQHUVKLSLQDEQRUPDOGDPDJHGFRQGLWLRQV

CONCLUSIONS
A few elements of the method of assessment of safety of ships in abnormal/damaged
conditions are presented in the paper. The method is based on the assessment of ship performance
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and risk assessment.
The method has the following features:
1. no disadvantages which exist in SOLAS;
2. holistic approach to safety (design, operation, catastrophe, salvage);
3. holistic approach to safety: safety factors (sources of factors: design, operation, management,
human factor);
4. holistic approach regarding the risk model;
5. assessment of safety for all the possible scenarios.
The key issue to apply the method is to have accurate matrix type holistic risk model. The
proposed risk model enables to estimate the risk level for all the possible scenarios of an accident.
The proposed risk model is much more complicated than the models published in literature.
The current research is associated with further developing the risk models necessary for the
ship performance-oriented and risk-based assessment. From the practical point of view the
research should bring a model for the computer simulation of the ship salvage process.
The research has been carried out at the Gdansk University of Technology according to
support obtained from the Ministry of Science and Higher Education in Warsaw. The author would
like to express his sincere gratitude to the above organisations.
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Abstract:
7KHSDSHUGHVFULEHVWKHSURSHUWLHVRIVHPL-0DUNRYSURFHVVHVDQGWKHRSSRUWXQLWLHVDQGEHQHILWVIURPWKHLUXVH
DVPRGHOVRIWKHRSHUDWLRQSURFHVVHVIRUPDULQHFRPEXVWLRQHQJLQHVDQGRWKHUPDFKLQHVRIVKLSSRZHUSODQWV
7KHHPSKDVLVLVSXWRQWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHWKHRU\RIVHPL-0DUNRYSURFHVVHVIRUGHYHORSPHQWRIWKHWKHRU\RI
PDULQH FRPEXVWLRQ HQJLQHV DQG RWKHU PDFKLQHV RI VKLS SRZHU SODQWV DV ZHOO DV IRU GHYHORSPHQW RI WKH
RSHUDWLRQDO SURJUHVV RI WKH PDFKLQHV 7KH XVHIXOQHVV RI  WKH WKHRU\ RI VHPL-0DUNRY SURFHVVHV LQ
WKHWKHRU\DQGRSHUDWLRQDOSUDFWLFHRIVKLSPDLQHQJLQHVDQGRWKHUPDFKLQHVRIVKLSSRZHUSODQWVLVH[SRVHGWR
GHILQHRSHUDWLRQDOUHOLDELOLW\DQGVDIHW\LQGH[HVIRUWKHPDFKLQHV7KHUHDUHGHILQHGWKHFRQGLWLRQVZLWKUHJDUG
WRWKHSURSHUWLHVRIVHPL-0DUNRYSURFHVVHVZKLFKVKRXOGEHVDWLVILHGWRHQDEOHWKHXVHRIWKHPDVPRGHOVRIWKH
UHDO SURFHVVHV UXQQLQJ GXULQJ RSHUDWLRQ RI PDULQH PDLQ HQJLQHV DQG RWKHU VKLS¶V PDFKLQHU\ 7KH VXLWDELOLW\
RIGHFLVLRQ(FRQWUROOHG VHPL-0DUNRYSURFHVVHV IRUPDNLQJRSHUDWLQJGHFLVLRQVLVDOVRSURYHGKHUHLQDVWKHLU
DLPLVWRREWDLQDUDWLRQDOSURFHVVRIRSHUDWLRQRIWKHPHQWLRQHGHQJLQHVDQGPDFKLQHV
Keywords: load, semi-Markov process, diesel engine, wear

1. Introduction
During operation of marine main engines and other machines of ship power plants, there
is a need to apply the models of their operation processes. This is due to the fact that the
operation phase of engines and machines desires rational control over realization of the
operation processes of the machines. The models of the processes, which are indispensable for
this purpose, allow to plan actions and make rational operating decisions.
The studies on various machines show that building models of operation processes for the
machinery, including marine main engines and other machines of ship power plants, in the
form of stochastic processes, requires application of the theory of semi-Markov processes and
the theory of decision (controlled) semi-Markov processes [3, 4-11, 13, 14, 15, 20-22, 26].
The mentioned publications, which expose the properties and significance of the theories,
argue in favour of their application. However, the application of these theories is not easy due
to the nature of semi-Markov processes. Ignorance of the nature or not sufficient
consideration of it, may lead to development in the form of the semi-Markov processes,
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inadequate models of the real processes of operation for marine main engines and other
machines of ship power plants. Therefore, the theory of semi-Markov processes should be
skillfully used for modeling the operation processes for the machines, including the specificity
of the theories. This specificity shows in which cases the semi-Markov processes can be used
as models of the real processes of operation of the engines and other machines. This indicates
the necessity of having knowledge on physical aspects of applying semi-Markov processes as
models of the processes of changes in technical and operational states of marine main engines
and other machines of ship power plants, and also the processes of simultaneous changes in
the mentioned types of states, which are called the processes of machine operation [4-12].

2. Extent of application of the theory of semi-Markov processes during operation of
marine main engines and other machines of ship power plants.
The theory of semi-Markov processes is increasingly used in studies on reliability, wear
and safe operation of machines, with regard to decision making, in order to optimize the
operation processes of the machines, including marine main engines and other machines of
ship power plants. It allows to build models of different real processes, including the models
of machine operation processes [513, 15, 20, 22, 26]. The models are created in the form of
specific stochastic processes, which are semi-Markov processes and recently also decision
(control) semi-Markov processes, i.e. whose realizations depend on decisions made at time of
changes in their states [9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 21]. The processes are not easy to apply due to their
nature. Ignorance of this nature is the cause of building models of real processes as semiMarkov processes which are not able to provide new information on the modeled process, e.g.
on life and reliability of the machines, their load spectra, etc. Accordingly, it is necessary to
draw attention to the physical aspects of application of semi-Markov processes as the models
of real operation processes for marine main engines and other machines of ship power plants.
This requires identification of the specific nature of this type of stochastic processes.
A model of any real process in the form of a semi-Markov process, can be built only
when the states of the process can be such determined that the duration of a state existing at
the moment W Q and the state possible to get at the moment W Q1 do not depend stochastically
from the earlier states and their durations [6, 7, 9, 11-15]. Development of such a model of the
real operation process of marine main engines and other machinery of ship power plants is
a necessary condition for applying the theory of semi-Markov processes. This theory allows
to determine probabilistic characteristics of any random process (if such a model was
developed for it in the form of a semi-Markov process), which may have an important
practical meaning.
For the operation process of marine main engines and other machinery of ship power
plants, mainly the following characteristics are of the important practical meaning [7, 8, 11]:
x one-dimensional distribution of the process (momentary distribution), whose elements
are the functions 3 N (W ) constituting the probability that at time t the process reaches
the state N
x limiting distribution of the process 3 j lim 3{ X (W ) j},
W of

x

conditional probabilities called probabilities of the process transition from state
„L” to „j”, 3 LM (W ) 3{ X (W ) j / X (0) L} (transition probabilities)

x

expected value ( (7 L ) of the duration time 7 L of the i-th state of the process regardless
which state it transits at the moment W Q1 to,

x

variance D 2 (7 L ) of the duration time 7 L of the i-th state,
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x

expected value ( (7 LM ) of the duration time 7 LM of the i-th state of the process,
providing that the j-th state is the successive state.

States L and j(L, j = 1, 2, Q; L z j) can be interpreted differently. The publications [5, 6, 8, 9,
11-15] provide interpretations of technical, operational and other states.
Obtaining numerical values for the listed characteristics is possible if the following two
conditions are satisfied [7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 26]:
x there are collected the adequate statistics, whose values constitute estimations of the
transition probability S LM , of the expected value ((7 L ), etc.,
x there is developed a model of the machine operation process in the form of a semiMarkov process, but with a small number of its states and, simultaneously, an
uncomplicated (in the mathematical sense) matrix function Q(t).
The second condition is essential to calculate the momentary distribution of states of the
process 3 N (W ) , N = 1, 2, …, m. As known, the distribution can be calculated from the initial
distribution of the process (3) and the functions 3 LM (W ) defined by the formula (9). Calculation
of the probabilities 3 LM (W ) consists in solving the system of Volterra equations of the second
kind, where the functions Q LM (W ) , that are the elements of the matrix function Q(t) of the
process, are known values (2). When the number of states of the process is small, and when
thereby the matrix function Q(t) of the process is uncomplicated, this system can be solved by
applying the Laplace transform [9, 13]. However, when the number of states of the process is
high, and the matrix Q(t) (kernel of the process) is highly complex, only an approximate
solution can be obtained to the system. This solution (numeric one) does not allow to
determine the probability values of occurrence of the particular states of the process, when W
takes a large value (theoretically, for W o f). A numerical solution does not answer the
question which is very important for operational practice: how do the probabilities of states of
the semi-Markov process change, when W is high? The theory of semi-Markov processes
shows that for ergodic semi-Markov processes the probabilities tend over time to the precisely
defined constants [13]. The constants are called the limiting probabilities of states and the
sequence of the constants forms a limiting distribution of the process. This distribution allows
to define the coefficient of the machine’s technical readiness and assess the economic income
or working costs per unit of the operating time [9, 13]. The obtained quantities are the
criterion functions for solving the problems of optimization of machinery operation. This
distribution can also be calculated much easier than the momentary distribution.
3. Interpretation of a semi-Markov process
Semi-Markov processes are stochastic processes with special properties. The publications
concerning the semi-Markov processes provide different definitions of a semi-Markov
process, which are of different scale of generality and accuracy. For the need of modeling of
the process of machinery operation, a semi-Markov process (family of random variables)
{X(W): W t 0}, can be defined with the so-called homogeneous Markov renewal process. Such
a definition provided by F. Grabski [13, 15] is similar to the definitions of W.S. Jewell [17],
V.S. Koroluk and A. F. Turbin [19, 20], R. Pyke [25], D.S. Silvestrov [26], and also E. Cinlar
[1].
The definition of a semi-Markov process is based on the assumption that the consecutive
moments ^W Q `Q 0,1, 2... of time W create an increasing sequence of non-negative random variables,
such that W 0

0 . The stochastic process ^X (W ) : W t 0`, that in the random intervals [W Q , W Q1 )
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takes the constants from the finite or countable set 6 , is called a semi-Markov process (the
60 process), if for any L, j  6 and any W t 0 the following equation is true [13, 15]

3^X (W Q 1 )

j , W Q 1  W Q d W | X (W Q )
3^X (W Q 1 )

L, X (W Q 1 ),..., X (W 0 ), W Q  W Q 1 ,..., W 1 ,W 0 `

j , W Q 1  W Q d W | X (W Q )

L`

QLM (W ) .

(1)

This condition means that a state of the semi-Markov process and its duration depends
only on the directly preceding state, and not on the earlier states and their duration.
The matrix function of the process ^X (W ) : W t 0`, called the kernel of the semi-Markov
process,

Q(t)

where
QLM (W )

3^X (W Q 1 )

> Q (W )@ ,

(2)

LM

L`

j , W Q 1  W Q d W | X (W Q )

and its initial distribution
SL

3^X W 0

L`,

L6

(3)

fully define the semi-Markov process [13, 15, 20, 26].
The definition of the 60 process indicates that the sequence ^X (W Q ) : Q
a Markov chain with the matrix of transition probabilities
3

>S @ ,

0, 1, 2,...` is

(4)

LM

where

SLM

lim QLM (W ) .
W of

The sequence of the random variables ^X (W Q ) : Q

chain embedded in the SM process ^X (W ) : W t 0` .
The
FLM (W )

3^ W Q 1  W Q d W | X (W Q )

0, 1, 2,...` is called a Markov

function
L, X (W Q 1 )

j`

QLM (W )
SLM

(5)

is a distribution function of the random variable 7LM defining duration of the state L , where the
successive state is the state j . The below formula is derived from the previous formula (5):
QLM (W )

The function
GL (W )

SLM FLM (W ) .

3^W Q 1  W Q d W X W Q

(6)
L`

¦Q
j6

LM

(W )

(7)

is a distribution function of duration of the state L . The random variable with the distribution
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defined by the distribution function is denoted with the symbol 7L .
In the models of machine life and reliability, the parameters and characteristics of the 60
process are reflected in the reliability parameters and features of the machinery (marine
combustion engine or other devices of ship power plants). The transition probabilities defined
as conditional probabilities, belong to the significant characteristics of the process
3LM (W )

3^X (W )

j | X (0)

L`, L, j  6

(8)

The probabilities (8) satisfy the Feller equation [13]
W

3LM (W ) G LM [1  GL (W )]  ¦ ³ 3NM (W  [)dQLN ( [),

L, j  6

(9)

N6 0

In many cases, the conditional probabilities 3LM (W ) defined by the formula (8) and the
probabilities of states
(10)
3j (W ) 3^X (W ) j`, j  6
after some time, stabilize and their values tend to precisely defined constants. These
probabilities can be replaced by the limiting probabilities

3LM

lim 3LM (W ),

3j

W of

lim 3j (W ),

(11)

W of

The works by Koroluk and Turbin [19], as well as the work by Grabski [13, 15], provide
the theorems comprising sufficient conditions for existence of the limiting probabilities. From
the theorems, there are limiting probabilities that describe semi-Markov processes as models
of the operation process of combustion engines and other machines of ship power plants [5, 7,
9, 13, 15]. They are expressed by the formula
S j ( (7 j )
,
(12)
3LM lim 3LM (W ) 3j lim 3j (W )
W of
W of
¦ S j ( (7 j )
L6

where the probabilities S j , j  6 constitute a stationary distribution of the embedded
Markov chain in the 60 process, so the distribution which satisfies the system of linear
equations [13]:

¦S
L6

L

SLM

S j,

j  6,

¦S
L6

L

1.

(13)

4. Physical aspects of application of semi-Markov processes as models of operation
processes for marine diesel engines and other machinery of ship power plants
The presented considerations indicate that models in the form of semi-Markov processes
are characterized by the following [9, 15]:
1) It is satisfied the Markov condition, that future evolution of the operation process of
a given machine (marine combustion engine or other machinery of ship power plant)
for which the model is built as a semi-Markov process, depends only on its state at a
given time W of its operation, and not on the operation (functioning) of the machine in
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the past, thus that the IXWXUH of the process does depend not on its SDVW, but on its
SUHVHQW,
2) random variables 7 L and 7 LM have distributions other than exponential.
Therefore, the modeling, whose the aim is to develop a model of the operation process, in the
form of a semi-Markov process, for any ship’s propulsion machinery, including main engine,
should include an analysis of state changes in its real process of operation.
For each marine combustion engine (and any other ship propulsion machine), its
operation process can be interpreted as a process of simultaneous changes in its technical and
operational states [4, 6, 7, 9, 11]. The duration intervals of each of the process states are
random variables. Particular realizations of the random variables depend on many factors,
including wear of the machine. In the case of diesel engines and many other machines of ship
power plants, it was stated that wear of their sliding tribological systems (e.g. bearings) is
weakly correlated with time [2, 20, 22, 28, 29, 30]. This observation allows to predict the
technical states of the machines by considering only their current states and ignoring the states
that existed earlier. An explanation of this fact enabled to develop (as a result of application of
the theory of Markov processes or the theory of semi-Markov processes) more adequate
probabilistic mathematical models needed to predict the technical states of particular diesel
engines and other machines of ship power plants [5, 9, 11]. The mentioned explanation can be
formulated as the following hypothesis (H): VWDWH RI DQ\ VOLGLQJ WULERORJLFDO V\VWHP RI HDFK
PDFKLQHLQVWDOOHGLQaVKLSSRZHUSODQWDQGLWVGXUDWLRQGHSHQGVLJQLILFDQWO\RQWKHGLUHFWO\
SUHFHGLQJVWDWHDQGQRWRQWKHHDUOLHUVWDWHVQRUWKHLUGXUDWLRQSHULRGVEHFDXVHWKHORDGRI
WKH V\VWHP DV ZHOO DV WKH ZHDU UDWH DQG WKH ZHDU LQFUHPHQWV LPSOLHG E\ WKH ORDG DUH WKH
SURFHVVHVZLWKDV\PSWRWLFDOO\LQGHSHQGHQWYDOXHV.
The point in the hypothesis that the load as well as the wear rate and wear increments
implied by the load, are the processes with asymptotically independent values, results from
two facts recognized during empirical research:
1) there is a close relationship between load of sliding tribological systems
and their wear [22, 24, 25, 28, 29];
2) there are no monotonic changes in load of the tribological systems in machines in the
longer time of their operation, and therefore it can be assumed that the load of the
systems is stationary [22, 24, 27, 28].
Stationarity of the load (in a broader sense) means that all the multi-dimensional
probability density functions depend only on the mutual distance between the moments W 1 , W 2 ,
..., W Q ,, but do not depend on them themselves [2, 8, 11]. Thus, the one-dimensional
probability density function of the load value does not depend on the moment, which this
value corresponds to, and the two-dimensional probability density function depends only on
the difference between the moments, at which the observed values of load appeared. In turn,
in the narrower sense, the stationary load (stationary completely) is understood as the load
(being a process) whose all possible higher order statistical moments and the combined
moments are time independent. If the process is completely stationary (in the narrow sense):
the expected value of load m(W) = m = const, and also the variance V(W) = V2 = const, the
autocorrelation A(W 1 , W 2 ) = A*(W 2 – W 1 ) = A*(U) and the autocovariance K(W 1 , W 2 ) = K*(W 2 – W 1 )
= K*(U). The stationary process in a broader sense is characterized by the following:m(W) = m
= const and A(W 1 , W 2 ) = A*(W 2 – W 1 ) = A*(U). In practice, stationarity of load LQ WKH EURDGHU
VHQVH is of significant meaning. However, study of load on tribological systems in order to
determine the mentioned properties is not necessary in this case. From research so far on
different machines it is known that load on their tribological systems changes in a continuous
manner so that the individual values measured after very small time intervals are strongly
correlated with each other. However, when the time space (distance) between the
measurements of the load increases, the correlation between the loads decreases. Thus, the
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load values measured at time intervals (or at moments) significantly distant from each other,
can be considered as independent. This property is called the asymptotic independence of the
load value measured at the moment, e.g. W L+1 , from the value measured at the moment W L when
the gap 'W = W L+1 – W L (W L+1 > W L ) is large enough. Such understood the asymptotic
independence between the load values measured (or calculated) at the moments W L and W L+1
reflects the fact that with the increase of the gap 'W the dependence between these values
decreases. Nevertheless, it is known from the operation principles of each machine that in the
long time of proper operation, the load considered over time does not undergo (and cannot
undergo) any changes, neither monotonically increasing nor decreasing. Thus, it can be
assumed that the maximum (as well as minimum) values of load occur randomly at the
designated moments, always with a defined probability. This lack of monotonicity of load is
called the load stationarity [2, 22, 28].
Verification of the hypothesis (H) requires to determine (foresee) the consequences, of
which occurrence can be established in empirical studies, if the hypothesis is true. The
consequences (K), which can be deduced (inferred) from this hypothesis (with regard to the
mentioned properties of loads on the machines of ship power plants and their sliding
tribological systems) are as follows [2, 11, 22, 28]:
x K 1 – irregular run of the wear process of particular sliding tribological systems,
x K 2 – interweaving realizations of the wear processes of specific sliding tribological
systems,
x K 3 – flow of the autocorrelation function for a specific sliding tribological system, that
with increase in the gap 'W, decreases rapidly from the beginning and then oscillates
around zero, with a relatively small and still getting smaller amplitude,
x K 4 – almost normal distribution of wear incrementsof sliding tribological systems for
a sufficiently long time interval ('W) of their correct work,
x K 5 – linear dependence of the variance of the wear process of sliding tribological
systems, from their operating time.
The consequences can be justified by that when the load characteristics of ship's
propulsion machines and their tribological systems are as mentioned, thus the wear process of
the systems should be of irregular flow. This, in turn, gives a base to recognize that the wear
increments recorded at time intervals significantly distant from each other, are asymptotically
independent, and that with the time increase (gap T, where e.g. T = K'W, K = 1, 2, ..., Q)
between the intervals, the dependence between the mentioned wear increments, decreases.
Hence, the wear processes of the systems can be considered as the processes with
asymptotically independent increments [2].
One of the most important characteristics of the wear process, like of each stochastic one,
is the autocorrelation function U(T). This function constitutes the dependence of the
autocorrelation coefficient U from the gap T, so U = I(T) is the coefficient value of
autocorrelation of two wear increments for the given tribological system, between which the
time T passed. If the function U(T) decreases, it can be assumed that the wear process of the
tested tribological system is the process with asymptotically independent increments. An
assumption that such a process is a wear process of tribological systems, is equal to that
a normal distribution of wear increments of this process over the sufficiently long period of
time should be expected in approximation. It is also known that if a wear process has
asymptotically independent increments, the variance of the process V(W) increases linearly
over the time of correct work [2].
The consequences K L (L = 1, 2, ..., 5) disclose the probabilistic logic of wear of sliding
tribological systems. They are not mutually contradictory, and their logical truthfulness raises
no doubts. Thus, the non-contradiction condition for the consequences is satisfied. This means
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that nothing prevents from using the listed consequences as a combined, i.e. one, consequence
K, to test empirically the hypothesis (H), so to verify the hypothesis for accepting or
falsifying. Such verification consists in experimental testing of wear of sliding tribological
systems and in checking the veracity of the consequences K L (L = 1, 2, ..., 5), thus K L  K,
which is synonymous with finding whether the consequences K L (as facts) occur or not.
Verification of the hypothesis H requires recognition of the following syntactic implications
as true [9]:
HK

(14)

Then, the non-deductive (inductive) inference can be applied, which proceeds according
to the following scheme [9, 23]:
(K, H  K) Ō H

(15)

where
K = {K L , L = 1, 2, ..., 5}
The logical interpretation of this inference scheme is as follows: ,I WKH H[SHULPHQWDO
YHULILFDWLRQ RI WKH FRQVHTXHQFHV K L   K(L = 1, 2, …, 5) SURYHV LWV ULJKWQHVV DQG LI WKH
LPSOLFDWLRQ (14) LV WUXH DOVR WKH K\SRWKHVLV H LV WUXH DQG FDQ EH DFFHSWHG The inductive
inference according to the given scheme (15) is called the reductive inference [23]. The
inference, like any other of the same type, does not lead to reliable conclusions, but only
probable.
5. Semi-Markov decision processes
Semi-Markov decision (control) processes are a convenient mathematical tool tor
formulating and solving decision problems related to operation of marine combustion engines
and other machines of ship power plants [9, 10, 13, 16, 21]. The literature on semi-Markov
decision processes is extensive. The key publications include works by W.S. Jewell, [18] R.A.
Howard [16] H. Main and S. Osaki [21] I. B. Gercbach [3] and F. Grabski [13, 15]. SemiMarkov decision (control) processes were also investigated in the publications [5, 9, 10].
Semi-Markov decision process is the 60 process { X (W ) : W t 0} , whose realization
depends on the decisions made at the initial moment W 0 and the moments of state changes

W 1 ,...,W Q ,... .. The decision at the moment W Q , when X (W Q ) L , is denoted with the symbol
d L (W Q ) { N . It is assumed that the set of decisions DL for each state L is finite. Decision
making means selection of the L-th row of the functional matrix (process kernel), which
defines the probabilistic mechanism of the process evolution for the interval [W Q , W Q 1 ) . The
selection is made from the set

^Q

(N )
LM

`

(W ) : W t 0, N  DL , L, j  6 ,

(16)

where

QLM( N ) (W )

SLM( N ) FLM( N ) (W ) ,

whereas the set of states 6 is finite. Denoting the particular states of the process as 1, 2, 3, …,
N, a set of states Z {1, 2, ..., U} can be considered. The states, however, can be denoted
as: ] 1 , ] 2 , ] 3 , …. , ] U .
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The decision d L (W Q ) { N  DL means that the semi-Markov process evolves in a way that
the process state j is drawn in accordance with the distribution ( SLO( N ) : O  6 ) , to which the
transition takes place at the moment W Q 1 , whereas the length of the interval [W Q , W Q 1 ) is drawn
according to the distribution defined by the distribution function FLM( N ) (W ).
The sequence
d {( d1 (W 1 ),..., d 1 (W Q )) : Q 0, 1, 2, ...}

(17)

is called WKHGHFLVLRQ VWUDWHJ\[13, 16, 21]. The elements of the sequence are vectors whose
components are the decisions made at the defined states, in the moments of changes of these
states. During operation of combustion engines and other machines of ship power plants, the
Markov strategies are of particular significance.
The strategy d is called the 0DUNRYVWUDWHJ\ if, for each state L  6 , and each moment of
change in state W Q , Q 1, 2, ... , the decision d L (W Q )  DL does not depend on realization of
the process till the moment W Q . When the decision does not also depend on Q, i.e. d L (W Q ) d L ,
the strategy is called WKHVWDWLRQDU\GHFLVLRQVWUDWHJ\ Then the semi-Markov decision process
is a homogeneous process. Optimization of the semi-Markov decision process consists in
selection of such a strategy for which the function constituting the optimization criterion takes
the extreme value (maximum or minimum).
The model of operation process for combustion engines, as a semi-Markov process is
presented in the publications [4, 5, 9]. It allows to determine reliability and safety indexes
necessary to plan and ensure the rational operation of marine combustion engines. It can also
be used to determine the reliability and safety indexes for other machinery of ship power
plants. In operational practice, the decision control over the operation process of this type of
machines requires, however, a model in the form of a semi-Markov decision (controlled)
process. Such a model allows optimization of the operation process of marine combustion
engines and other machines of ship power plants. Examples of such optimization are provided
in the publications [9, 10, 13, 16, 21].
6. Remarks and conclusions
In research, the semi-Markov processes are convenient models of the real processes that
run during machine operation. This is due to the fact that construction of a semi-Markov
model for any process, particularly the operation process of a machine of any kind, allows
(due to the existing theory of semi-Markov processes) to determine easily probabilistic
characteristics of the process.
Semi-Markov processes as models of real processes of machine operation are more useful
in practice than Markov processes. This is because the finite-state continuous-time semiMarkov processes are characterized by that the time intervals of staying the processes in
particular states are random variables with arbitrary distributions focused on the set
R  [0, f) . This fact differs them from Markov processes, whose time intervals are random
variables with exponential distributions.
A semi-Markov model of the machine operation process is a finite-state continuous-time
process.
An additional advantage of applying the semi-Markov processes (just like in the case of
Markov processes) is that there are available professional computer tools which allow to solve
various systems of equations for states of this type of models of real processes.
A semi-Markov model of the operation process can be applied for such technical devices
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like machines, even when using diagnosing systems (SDG) [9]. This is due to the fact that
when formulating a diagnosis (inference) on the state of a given technical device (combustion
engine, other machines of ship power plants), considered as a diagnosed system (SDN), the
expression that WKHUH LV MXVW WKLV DQG QR RWKHU YHFWRU RI YDOXHV RI GLDJQRVWLF SDUDPHWHUV, is
recognized as an absolutely reliable premise. This expression can be denotes as K d . However,
the expression that WKHUHLVMXVWWKLVDQGQRRWKHUVWDWHRI6'1 can be denoted as 6 6'1 . This
expression is an inference formulated on the basis of the expression K d ,, in the process of
non-deductive inference [9, 22, 29]. Such inference proceeds in accordance with the following
scheme [9]:
(Kd, 66'1 Kd) 66'1
where:
K d absolutely reliable premise
6 6'1 inference formulated on the basis of the expression K d .
The output of this inference is therefore the following hypothesis: 6'1 LV
LQWKHVWDWH6 6'1 , EHFDXVHWKHYHFWRUK d RIYDOXHVRIGLDJQRVWLFSDUDPHWHUVLVREVHUYHG Of
course, this hypothesis (hypothesis about the state of 6'1) may also be formulated in other
(equivalent) term, that is: 7KH YHFWRU K d  RI YDOXHV RI GLDJQRVWLF SDUDPHWHUV LV REVHUYHG
EHFDXVH 6'1LVLQWKHVWDWH 6 6'1 .
Such an inference is reductive one which (as mentioned above) does not allow to
develop a reliable inference (in this case, the expression 6 6'1 ), only probable inference.
Therefore, it is not possible to determine exactly the technical state of 6'1and thus to control
the process of its operation in a way to make the future state dependable on a number of states
that occurred earlier.
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Abstract
The paper presents a possibility of determining (assessing) operation of sliding bearings with multilayer
bushings in crank-piston mechanisms of diesel engines Properties of load and wear, particularly fatigue and
abrasive, are FKDUDFWHUL]HG in general Acoustic emission as a diagnostic signal was proved to be useful for
detection of the wear of sliding and barrier layersResults of measurements of acoustic emission parameters,
made with AMSY-5, the -channel system, manufactured by Vallen GmbH are presented herein The
measurements include such parameters as: the number of discrete emissions determined by counts of EA events,
the effective value (RMS), the number and also the rate per unit of time of oscillating above the threshold level
(the number of H[FHHGLQJWKHthreshold level), amplitude of discrete emission signal, rise time, duration time and
damping time of discrete emission, power (energy unit) of discrete emission signalThe usefulness of acoustic
emission (AE) application as a diagnostic signal for detection of micro-damage in sliding and barrier layers of
bearings in crank-piston mechanisms of diesel engines ZDVFRQILUPHG
Keywords: acoustic emission, sliding bearing, load, diesel engine, wear

1. Introduction
Operation of marine diesel engines, especially the main ones, requires determination
(assessment) of work of their main and crank sliding bearings. This is because the sliding
bearings in piston-crank mechanisms of diesel engines, just like of other internal combustion
engines, are these tribological systems which are the most loaded [1, 9, 14, 16, 17]. The load
on the bearings may be different, depending on the engine rotational speed (n) and the rate of
pressure rise (M p ). Bearings of high-speed engines receive higher dynamic load than the
bearings of medium- and low-speed engines. Consequently, the life of these bearings till
damage is shorter. Mechanical load in high-speed engines is characterized by a high rate of
dp
), which in significant way affects adversely the wear of main and
pressure rise ( M p
dD
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crank bearings. As a result, the bearings get damage faster. Sometimes, the damage occurs to
the bearings during a ship's cruise. The empirical studies show that values of loads on engine
piston-crank mechanisms at any time t (Q t ) cannot be predicted accurately, but with a certain
probability only [3, 4, 5, 8, 17, 18, 21]. Thus, the following hypothesis H 1 can be formulated:
"the load on bearings Q t in engine piston-crank mechanisms, at any time t, is a random
variable, because its values of the sequentially performed measurements, can be
predicted only with a specified probability". Thus, at any time t, different values of ratings
(parameters) can be registered for the said load, which are random events [1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12, 14,
16, 19, 20].
The so far studies also provide that a stochastic relation should be expected between
mechanical load QM (t ) and thermal load QC (t ) of bearings in crank-piston mechanisms of
marine diesel engines [2, 4, 5, 11, 20]. Hence the conclusion comes that the relationship
between the processes of QM (t ) and QC (t ) loads cannot be described by applying a common
method of algebraic equations [10, 14]. The relationship between the said loads on diesel
engine bearings is affected by a large number of factors, including those which cannot be
measured [4, 13, 18, 19, 21]. Thus, for any bearing the degree of association of its QtM with
its QtC , at any arbitrary time t, may be very different. Explanations for this dependence can be
included in the following hypothesis H 2 : " for any bearing in crank-piston mechanisms of
internal combustion engines, at any time t, there is a stochastic dependence between its
thermal load Q tC and mechanical load Q tM , because the specific variants of the thermal
load Q tC are accompanied by different variants of its mechanical load Q tM " [2, 6, 8, 10,
19]. Therefore, it is clear why the up to now studies on diesel engines say that bearing failure
cannot be predicted precisely (but only with a certain probability).
For that reason, an assumption needs to be made that wear of sliding layers of bushings,
due to their loading, must also be considered at any time t as a random variable Z t . The wear
analyzed in any time interval t 0 d t d t n ,, should be considered as a random function Z(t)
which is a set of random variables Z t for the said time interval [t 0 , t n ]. It is essential that the
wear is possible to be noticed at the earliest possible stage of its occurrence. This requires
application of appropriate diagnosing systems (SDG) to control the operation D(t) of bearings
up to the distinguished time t. In this case, engine sliding bearings must be treated as
diagnosed systems (6'1), which along with the SDG make diagnostic systems (SD) [4, 22].
Nowadays, the method which allows investigation of acoustic emission (AE) [11, 13, 23] and
vibroacoustic processes [20] is more and more often used to identify technical condition of
sliding bearings. The further considerations provide a proposal of applying acoustic emission
(AE) as a diagnostic signal to identify technical condition of bushing layers for sliding
bearings in diesel engines [6]. This proposal follows from the fact that acoustic emission as an
effect of spreading the vanishing low-energy elastic wave formed in the consequence of
micro-damage occurrence in sliding layers of bushings, detects the damage initiation earlier
than other diagnostic signals [11, 13, 22, 23, 25-28]. Due to this, the time of correct work of
main and crank bearings in diesel engines can be determined more precisely. This in turn
makes that operation of bearings in any piston-crank mechanism of the engines can be
determined more precisely. As for assessment of the operation it is necessary to determine the
accurate time of correct work of the bearing (apart from work that the bearing is to perform),
which results from the interpretation of operation of bearings in the crank-piston system
2. Interpretation of operation in terms of energy for bearings in crank-piston
mechanisms of diesel engines
During operation of bearings in crank-piston systems of a diesel engine there is a need to
prevent damage in sliding layers of their bushings. This requires control over the wear of
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sliding layers of the bushings. This is necessary because with increase in bushing wear, the
operation (D à ) of bearings, so the engine as well. is reduced [7]. This operation consists in
transferring the mechanical energy that induces exchange of piston motion to crankshaft
movement so that the work L needed to complete the task Z = ¢), W, t² can be performed at
a given time t. This task means such operation of ) of bearings, to enable them transfer of the
occurring loads Q t = ¢Q tC , Q tM ² under the given conditions W and at the demanded time t.
Such understood bearing operation can be analytically expressed as a relationship [24]:
t]

³ L(t )dt

Dà

(1)

t0

where: D à - bearing operation, L - work that allows performance of a specific task,
t - time of task performance, t 0 - start time of operation, t z - time needed to perform the
task =
Operation D à defined by the formula (1) can be shown as a graph in a „L–t”
coordinate system, which is called the graph of bearing operation [7]. An example of such an
operation graph for a selected time t ] , t min and t max is depicted in Fig. 1.
Lr = fr(t)
L(t)
Lr
L]
Lp

L1 = f1(t)
L2 = f2(t)
operation area Dà(t)
E[L(t)]+V[ L(t)]
2
E[L(t)]
3
1
E[L(t)]V[ L(t)]
4

5
t0

tu

t]

– DWà]
– Dàmax
– Dàmin

t
tmin tmax

Fig ([Hmplary graph of operation for an engine bearing: L(t) – work performed at any time t t 0, L 1 – work
performed by bearing 1R less worn), L  – work performed by bearing
1R more worn), L r – work at time t 0 of starting operation D à , L p – work at any time (t) needed for bearing
operation without its useful load, L r – real work during performance of the task Z, L ] - average work needed to
perform the task Z, E[L(t)] – H[SHFWHGYDOXHRI L t ,
V[L(t)] – standard deviation of L t , D à (t) – operation at (any) time t, D à] – operation until t ] , D àPD[ – operation
at time t PD[ , D àPLQ – operation at time t PD[ , D àPLQ – bearing operation demanded to perform the task Z, t u –time
of correct work of the bearing, t ] –time needed to perform the task Z, t – time

The importance of accurate diagnosis on the technical state of bushings of engine main
and crank bearings and thereby establishment of the value of the possible operation D 0à for
this kind of bearings can be explained on the example of the operation graph shown in Fig. 1.
The operation graph shows the area of operation D :à] for the required bearing, which is
necessary to perform the task Z. The operation area L ] –1–2–4–L p is colored with green.
Possible operations D 0à] depend on the condition of bearings. The bearing, whose work
possible to perform is denoted with the function L 1 = f 1 (t), is capable to perform the task Z.
However, the bearing in the condition, that allows performance of work defined with the
function L 2 = f 2 (t), is unable to perform the task.
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The operation graph (Fig. 1) shows that the bearing which is capable to perform the work
only following the equation L 2 = f 2 (t), cannot perform the task Z. This is due to the fact that
the bearing's demanded operation D :à] is defined by the area L ] –1–2–4–L p . The bearing's
possible operation D 0à] is determined by a smaller area L ] –1–3–4–L p .
Therefore, using the formula (1) and Fig.(1) the following can be determined [24]:
1) demanded operation for a bearing to perform the task
t]

DWà , ]

³L

]

 L p dt

L]  L p  t ]

(2)

0

2) possible operation for a bearing during task performance, when L 2 = f 2 (t),

t]

DMà , ]

³
0

t]

L ]  L p dt  ³ L ]  L 2 dt
tu

t]

DWà , ]  L ]  t ]  t u  ³ f 2 (t )dt

(3)

tu

Assuming that changes in bearing's work on the track 1 - 3 are linear, the considerations
can include the bearing operation illustrated by the triangle with vertices 1 – 2 – 3. In this
case, its cathetus 1-2 is equal to (t ] – t u ), while the cathetus 2-3 is equal to 1/ 3 (L ] – L p ). In this
case, according to equation (3), the bearing's possible operation D Mà] can be determined with
the formula
D 0à] = D :à] – 1/ 6 (L ] – L p )(t ] – t u )
(4)
From equations (2) and (3) and the equation (4) as well, it follows that
D 0à] < D :à] ,

(5)

which means that bearing's possible operation (D 0à] ) is not sufficient to perform the task
Z = ¢), W, t². The task can be performed by a bearing whose operation allows to carry out the
work (i.e., convert energy into work) according to the equation L 1 = f 1 (t).
The considerations show that we should tend to determine the time of correct work for
each bearing, i.e. the time of its operation until its damage. The time can be determined with
diagnosing systems (SDG) capable to record and analyze parameters of acoustic emission
(AE), which here is considered as a diagnostic signal, that enables assessment of bearing
condition. This requires investigation of acoustic emission in order to determine the
relationship between diagnostic EA parameters and the technical state of sliding layers of
engine bearings.
3. Detection of micro-damage in sliding layers of bearings in crank-piston mechanisms
of diesel engines
Bearings of marine engines generally comprise multilayer bushings, which consist of
a sliding surface on the contact side with a journal (or main crankshaft) and, further in
succession there are: barrier layer, supporting substrate (sliding layer), a steel shell (husk), and
a protective coating [14, 16].
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During operation of diesel engines, damage of bearings in the crank-piston mechanisms
is usually the result of raising wear of their bushings [6].
Damages such as fatigue cracks in the bushings are the consequence of their dynamic
loading which has roughly a pulsing character, and may cause a fatigue damage.
Tests of bearings with bushings type MB 58 were carried out at the rotational speed of
3000 rev / min, the values of load P = 20y111 kN and the pressures p = 71 MPa, In
consequence a flow of cyclic load was obtained for the tested bearing, which is shown in Fig.
2. The averaged course of this load, registered by an EA measuring system is depicted in Fig.
3 [6].

)LJ Flow of the load on a sliding bearing with tested bushings type MB58 []

)LJFlow of the load on a sliding bearing with tested bushings type MB58, averaged by AE measuring system
>@

Permanent monitoring and recording of load and temperature of the tested bearing and
the support, temperature of oil and shaft rotational speed were provided by the measuring
system on the bench (Fig. 4). Prior to mechanical and thermal overload the bearings were
protected by an automatic control system. If the temperature of any bearing rose above 403oK,
the bench would automatically switch itself off [6, 21].
Acoustic emission AE was recorded permanently in order to register the AE signals
coming from the working bearing with the tested bushings for both: a bearing in good
condition and a bearing with developing fatigue damage. The collected measurement data was
subject to parametric and frequency analysis in order to select out the signals characterizing
the states of bearing emergency operation for the tested bushings type MB58 [6].
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For analysis of the recorded AE signals there were applied the methods of analysis, such
as: wavelet transformation, neural networks, patterne recognition, finite element method
(FEM). One of the applications is VisualClass from the Vallen’s software, which uses the
method of patterne recognition. It allows to obtain the full shape and form of AE wave and its
frequency components (Fourier transforms), the peak amplitude, the amplitudes of the
components, RMS and the pulse signal energy, and classifies them into individual groups of
similar waveforms. VisualClass software enables to build classifiers that contain rules to
associate the particular waves with relevant classes that are used by VisualAE to identify the
AE sources.
The measurements of AE parameters were carried out by using the 12-channel AMSY-5
System and set of sensors: VS30-V, VS150-RIC, VS375-RIC, VS75-V, WD1, SAE45-A
[6, 22, 23]. The test system type AMSY-5 consists of the following components: EA sensors,
preamplifiers including pre-filter, primary filters, electronic unit performing integrations,
differentiations, logarithms and comparisons, digital converter boards (modules), main
processor controlling the system processes, with relevant software, data visualization and
analysis software [6, 22, 23]. A detailed description of the test bench and particulars on the
Vallen’s AMSY-5 system as well as methodology of the carried tests on bushings for sliding
bearings are presented in the publication [6].

)LJ Diagram of a measuring system displaying the quantities of: T b – temperature of the tested bearing, T p –
temperature of the support bearing, T ot – ambient temperature, T ol – oil temperature, F PD[ – loading force on the
tested bearing, p ob – lubricating oil pressure in the tested bearing, p op – lubricating oil pressure in support
bearings, n – rotational speed of the tested shaft [6, @

Registration by the AMSY-5 system of the first signs of AE activity was a signal to
interrupt the test. Then inspection took place to identify the technical condition of the
bushing. It was found that the bushing had small grooves caused by micro-cuttings in its
sliding surface with solid particles. No signs of seizure were found in the surface. A view of
the tested bushing surface is shown in Fig. 5
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)LJ  View of bushing surface made of MB58 material, with visible grooves that occurred by micro-cuttings in
the sliding surface with solid particles [6, @

After re-installing the bushing the tests were continued until a clear instability in values
of bearing operation parameters, the temperature in particular, was recorded. After breaking
the test (switching off the bench) and surveying the bushing, there were found visible changes
in its sliding layer, indicating fatigue damage. A view of the layer is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig A view of the bushing surface type MB58 with fatigue damage after test completion [6, @

Detection of the damage in the tested bushing made of the MB58 material, shown in Fig.
6 and 7, was possible due to AE signals registered during testing of the bearing. The signals
were processed through the defined filters provided by the Vallen’s "VisualAE" software to
eliminate interference (electrical, electromagnetic). For the signals the following parameters
were taken into account: rise time, counts, duration, amplitude and RMS. An analysis of the
obtained results enabled production of graphs, for each measuring channel, which illustrate
dependence of signal duration from amplitude (Fig. 7), counts as an amplitude function (Fig.
8) and RMS as a function of time (Fig. 9).
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)LJ Values of signal duration depending on the amplitude for individual channels throughout the entire period
of testing of the bushing type MB58 [6, ]

)LJ 8 Counts as an amplitude function for individual channels throughout the entire period of testing of the
bushing type MB58 [6, ]

Fig. 9 shows the graphs illustrating for each AE sensor, the dependences of RMS-Status
values from duration, with a significantly higher activity of AE. At that time the fatigue cracks
on the bushing surface were identified. The registered RMS values were from 50ȝV to
1900ȝV, depending on the used parameter and the type of sensor.
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)LJ 9 Graphs of RMS-Status parameters for individual measuring channels, as functions of time which enabled
identification of fatigue cracks in the bushing surface [6, @

Additionally, during the fatigue tests on the bushing, a frequency analysis of AE signals
was carried out. The results of the analysis, developed in the form of graphs, are depicted in
Fig. 10 and 11. The graphs demonstrate the frequency distribution for the maximum
amplitudes of AE signals during measurements, for individual measuring channels and all the
channels together.

)LJ 10 Graphs of frequency values IRUWKHPD[LPXP amplitude of the signals ) PD[$PS >N+]@ , as the
functions of time, for the entire period of testing of the bushing type MB58
[6, @
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)LJ  Distribution of frequency values IRUWKHPD[LPXP amplitude of the signals in time, for all measuring
channels throughout the entire period of testing of the bushing type MB58 [6, @

The above analysis allowed to carry out classification of the signals by using the
VisualClass application, which bases on frequency characteristics of AE signals [6].
The graphs (Fig. 12 and 13) were developed as a result of the analyzes, which indicate
that 2 (two) classes of AE signals can be distinguished. It has been found thereby that the
selected class 2 encloses signals produced by the damaged sliding layer of a bushing and the
class 1 encloses interference.

Fig  Probability distribution for particular classes, for fundamental features [6, @
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Prototype file of
AE from damage

Prototype file of AE
from interference

)LJ  Probability density function and features for classification of AE signals into  two) classes after the
transforms [6, @

In turn, Fig. 14 presents the intensity of the signals in the given class for relevant
measurement sequences. It shows that the signals from the class 2 dominate only when the
material damage in the sliding layer of the bushing occurs. In the early stage of testing, i.e.
when the bearing break-in proceeds, although the total number of the registered AE signals is
high, the signals from the class 2 are scarce. This reveals a possibility of selecting the signals,
registered during work of a damaged bushing, which are oriented to damage.

)LJ  Intensity of AE signals for the given class (1 - interference, - damage) during crack initiation and
development within the sliding surface of the bearing alloy type MB58 [6, @
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4. Remarks and conclusions
For bearings of marine diesel engines, both their load Q(t) and their wear Z(t)
investigated in their operation time t are stochastic processes. Hence, the conclusion that the
dependence between the load processes Q(t) and the wear Z(t) cannot be described by
applying a common algebraic equations method. This would make identification of bearings
condition complicated, because for each time t, the values of the processes are random
variables Q t and Z t . This is because it is impossible to predict the bearing technical state, only
to estimate the probability of its occurrence.
Following the considerations, the theory of random processes, stochastic in particular,
should be applied for investigating the process of changes in technical state of bearings for
crank-piston mechanisms of diesel engines.
No possibility for unambiguous identification of technical condition of main and crank
bearings for marine engines causes that operation of each of the bearings cannot be accurately
determined. Nevertheless, it is necessary to assess the possible operation (D 0à ) for each
bearing as well as the demanded operation (D :à ), which is essential for operation of the
bearings to perform the task (Z) taken by the engine operator. Hence, there is a need to
continue the studies which should aim at building diagnosing systems (SDG) for bearings,
capable to detect damage in bushings at the earliest possible stage of its initiation. Such
a possibility exists in case of use of diagnosing apparatus (UD) belonging to the said SDG,
which are designed to analyze acoustic emission (AE) as a diagnostic signal that contains
information on the technical state of sliding layers of bearing bushings for crank-piston
systems of marine diesel engines. The conducted empirical studies confirmed the usefulness
of acoustic emission as a diagnostic signal for identification of technical condition of the
bushings.
The analysis of the test results provide a conclusion that a dynamic load does not lead to
a sudden catastrophic fatigue damage in the alloy of bushings in sliding bearings. Fatigue
damage develops slowly, and its advance degree can be evaluated on the base of parametric
(amplitude-frequency) analysis of the recorded AE signals.
The data collected during the measurements and the classifiers built on this basis by using
the VisualClass application, are useful for identification of AE signals being produced by
damage in bushing alloys, for further studies on diesel engines. This means that the possibility
exists for application of the mentioned classifiers in diagnostic tests of bushings of main and
crank bearings in marine diesel engines, under operation in real conditions.
When building classifiers it is important to develop them with regard to as many
performed measurements as possible, because the classifier effectiveness grows with the
increase in number of performed measurements.
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THE IMPACT OF OIL ELASTICITY ON THE PISTON-CYLINDER
GROUP
Antoni Iskra, Maciej Babiak, -DURVáDZ.DáXĪQ\
3R]QDĔ8QLYHUVLW\RI7HFKQRORJ\
,QVWLWXWHRI&RPEXVWLRQ(QJLQHVDQG7UDQVSRUW
XO3LRWURZR-3R]QDĔ3RODQG
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H-PDLODQWRQLLVNUD#SXWSR]QDQSO
Abstract
7KHUHDUHQXPHURXVSURJUDPVWKDWDOORZWRHYDOXDWHWKHSDUDPHWHUVRIWKHRLOILOPEHWZHHQWKHHOHPHQWVRIWKH
SLVWRQ-F\OLQGHUJURXS%\LQFRUSRUDWLQJDODUJHQXPEHURIJHRPHWULFDOSDUDPHWHUVRIWKHHOHPHQWVRIWKHSLVWRQF\OLQGHUJURXSRQHREWDLQVDVXEVWDQWLDOFRQYHUJHQFHRIFRPSXWHUVLPXODWLRQZLWKWKHUHVXOWVDFKLHYHGRQWKHWHVW
EHQFK$WSUHVHQWWKHDXWKRUVDUHFRQGXFWLQJVWXGLHVRQWKHSRVVLELOLW\RILPSURYLQJWKHFRRSHUDWLRQSDUDPHWHUVRI
WKHHOHPHQWVRIWKHSLVWRQ-F\OLQGHUJURXSE\V\QWKHVL]LQJDOD\HURIFDUERQQDQRWXEHV &17 RQWKHODWHUDOVXUIDFH
RIWKHSLVWRQ3UHOLPLQDU\VWXGLHVVKRZHGDVLJQLILFDQWGHFUHDVHLQWKHIULFWLRQIRUFHRIWKHSLVWRQRQWKHF\OLQGHU
EHDULQJ VXUIDFH ZKHQ WKH ODWHUDO VXUIDFH RI WKH SLVWRQ LV FRDWHG ZLWK D OD\HU RI &17 7KH DWWHPSWV WR XVH WKH
5H\QROGVHTXDWLRQLQRUGHUWRGHWHUPLQHIULFWLRQORVVE\PHDQVRIDFRPSXWHUPRGHOVKRZHGVLJQLILFDQWGLIIHUHQFHV
EHWZHHQWKHUHVXOWVRIFRPSXWHUVLPXODWLRQDQGWKHH[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWV7KHDXWKRUVFDPHWRDFRQFOXVLRQWKDWWKH
GLIIHUHQFHVPD\EHGXHWRWZRFDXVHV
- RLOILOPGRHVQRWFRQVLVWRIODPLQDUOD\HUV
- EHVLGHVYLVFRVLW\OXEULFDWLQJRLOVKRZVHODVWLFLW\ZKLFKDIIHFWVWKHYDOXHRIIULFWLRQIRUFH
%HFDXVHWKHHVWLPDWHG5H\QROGVQXPEHUYLUWXDOO\H[FOXGHVWXUEXOHQWIORZRQHVKRXOGDVVXPHWKDWWKHVWUXFWXUH
RI WKH OXEULFDWLQJ RLO LQ FRQWDFW ZLWK WKH OD\HU RI &17 JLYHV VSHFLILF HODVWLFLW\ WR VXFK D FRPSRVLWH $V D
FRQVHTXHQFHLQRUGHUWRGHWHUPLQHWKHSDUDPHWHUVRIWKHRLOILOPRQHVKRXOGDGRSWWKH0D[ZHOOPRGHOUDWKHUWKDQ
WKH 1HZWRQ RQH ZKLFK LV WKH EDVLV RI WKH 5H\QROGV HTXDWLRQ ,W ZDV IRXQG WKDW WKH 0D[ZHOO PRGHO RI RLO ILOP
HQDEOHV REWDLQLQJ DPRUH DFFXUDWH FRPSXWHU PRGHO DFFRUGLQJ WR ZKLFK LQWHUQDO IULFWLRQ LQ RLO ILOP LV JHQHUDWHG
7KHXWLOLWDULDQHIIHFWLVLQGHHGWKHUHGXFWLRQRIIULFWLRQIRUFHVZKLFKLQGLFDWHVWKHGHVLUDELOLW\RIFRDWLQJWKHODWHUDO
VXUIDFHRIWKHSLVWRQZLWKDOD\HURI&17

Keywords: FRPEXVWLRQHQJLQHRLOHODVWLFLW\FDUERQQDQRWXEHV

1. ,QWURGXFWLRQ
Numerous studies on the oil film generated between the cylinder bearing surface and the
sliding surface of the rings prove that the Reynolds equation published in 1886 allows for
determining the parameters of this film. These parameters are primarily the thickness of the oil
film and the friction losses occurring in it. The starting point for the equation is the model
proposed by Newton. The current research conducted by the authors in connection with
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an attempt to reduce the friction losses by applying a layer of CNT on the lateral surface has
shown that in this case, the adoption of a classical model of the liquid, which lubricating oil is,
does not guarantee the compatibility of the obtained results of computer simulation with the
results on the test bench. Coating the lateral surface of the pistons with a layer of CNT should
not lead to changes in friction losses, unless the geometrical relationships of the gap between the
piston and the cylinder bearing surface change simultaneously. However, the bench tests results
have shown that the above procedure caused a marked reduction in frictional resistance from a
few to a dozen per cent depending on the operating parameters of the engine. This is obviously a
positive phenomenon. There is the need to clarify the reason for the differences between the
experimental results and the results of the computer simulation based on the Reynolds model
described by the following dependency:
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where:
x, y – coordinates,
ȡ
– the density of the lubricating oil,
h
– the height of the gap generating oil film,
Ș
– the coefficient of dynamic viscosity,
p
– the pressure in the oil film,
U
– the relative velocity of the surfaces confining the gap.
By using the Reynolds equation one adopts a number of simplifying conditions, and the most
important of them is the assumption that the lubricating oil is an ideal liquid, i.e. it behaves
according to the Newton model, and thus takes into account only the viscosity expressed by
coefficient K. Typically, the differences between the ideal model and the lubricating oil are not
large. However, in the case of oil flow through the gap limited by CNT conglomerate and the
cylinder bearing surface, it may turn out that the Newton model leads to an error of several or
even several dozen percent. This can explain the actual reduction of friction loss caused by the
motion of the piston in the cylinder of the order of several or several dozen percent.
2. Oil of viscoelastic properties
Despite the fact that model assumptions for visco-elastic liquid were published many years
ago, specific values of the G coefficient of elasticity for various liquids can hardly be found in
the literature. The difficulty lies in extracting the G coefficient from various properties of the
liquid. The Maxwell model approximates simulation results to the results obtained on the test
bench, but the model is not fully convergent with the real liquids. Consequently, an attempt to
determine the G coefficient leads to results varying widely depending on the ways of
determining this coefficient. A relatively simple station to determine the G coefficient of liquid
is the station shown in Figure 1 [1].

)LJ&RD[LDOF\OLQGHUVZLWKWKHLQWHU-F\OLQGHUVSDFHILOOHGZLWKWKH
WHVWHGOLTXLG
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By setting the inner cylinder in harmonic rotary motion one triggers the transfer of this
motion onto the outer cylinder. The viscosity and elasticity of the liquid filling the inter-cylinder
space affects both the amplitude and the phase delay of the outer cylinder. On the basis of the
value of these quantities, one can estimate both the viscosity and the elasticity of the tested
liquid [2]. However, as it was shown [1], depending on the relationship between the amplitude
and the phase delay, the methodic error can constitute a multiple of the obtained results making
them of little value for the correct description of the phenomena caused by the viscoelastic
nature of the liquid.
Without going into the complexities of the evaluation of the methodic error [1], table 1
shows the values of viscosity and elasticity coefficients of various liquids, including engine oils.
7aE6HOHFWLRQRIYLVFRVLW\FRHIILFLHQWKDQGHODVWLFLW\*IRUFKRVHQOLTXLGV>@
Type of liquid

Temperature

*

Oil

Oil 30W30

Glycerin

Tar

Dibuthyl phthalate

Dimethyl phthalate

Diaethyl phthalate

C
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
20
20
20
30
40
50
60
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50
20
30
40
50

Coefficient of
viscosity
K
Pas
0,652
0,295
0,142
0,075
0,042
0,4062
0,1859
0,0979
0,0573
0,0364
0,0036
0,0137
0,145
0,077
0,043
0,026
0,017
1,4
0,47
0,182
0,0208
0,0132
0,0092
0,0066
0,0175
0,0110
0,0075
0,0053
0,0130
0,0088
0,0065
0,0048

Coefficient of
elasticity
G
Pa
750
250
85
30
10
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
0,20
4,00
80,00
27,00
9,50
3,30
1,15
2200
650
200
2,00
0,88
0,40
0,18
1,75
0,67
0,26
0,10
1,24
0,48
0,18
0,07

Concentra
tion
%
100

100

39
63
87
87
87
87
87
100

100

100

100

Position

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Figure 2 shows frictional resistance of the lateral surface of the piston on the cylinder bearing
surface in the case of oil satisfying the conditions of the ideal Newton model, and the Maxwell
viscoelastic model.
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)LJ8QLWIULFWLRQDOUHVLVWDQFHRIWKHODWHUDOVXUIDFHRIWKHSLVWRQRQWKHF\OLQGHUEHDULQJVXUIDFH
IRUDQLGHDOPRGHO–WKHEOXHFXUYHDQGWKHZHDN0D[ZHOOPRGHO–WKHUHGFXUYH

A solution containing 87 % glycerin at the temperature of 20 °C was adopted as comparable
with oil. At first, the value of coefficient K from table 1, position 13 was adopted for the
calculations, but for the Newton model, so for large values of coefficient G. As it can be easily
noticed, for the value of coefficient G amounting to 1000000 Pa, the lubricating agent shows the
highest values of frictional resistance in the piston’s halfway, that is in the position where the
piston’s velocity is close to the maximum velocity. However, if one assumes that coefficient G
equals 80 Pa, such as indicated in table 1, position 5, the frictional resistance is approximately
20 % smaller, and the resistance reaches its maximum value with the delay of about 45° of the
crankshaft rotation. A more intensely described effect occurs in the case of oil included in table
1 [1], position 5. Figure 3 shows graphs obtained for this oil.

)LJ8QLWIULFWLRQDOUHVLVWDQFHRIWKHODWHUDOVXUIDFHRIWKHSLVWRQRQWKHF\OLQGHUEHDULQJVXUIDFHIRUDQLGHDO
PRGHO–WKHEOXHFXUYHDQGWKHVWURQJ0D[ZHOOPRGHO–WKHUHGFXUYH

Quite apart from doubts concerning the accuracy of results obtained in previous tests [1], one
can unequivocally assume that the liquid showing viscoelastic properties can reduce friction
forces. Therefore, if the presence of CNT in lubricating oil leads to a decrease in the elasticity
coefficient of oil, the friction force is also reduced. This observation was used while carrying out
comparable studies of friction losses in an engine lubricated in a typical way, and an engine
whose lateral surfaces of the pistons were coated with CNT.
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3. 7KHUHVXOWVRIEHQFKWHVWVRIfriction losses
The course of the moment of friction losses determined on the test bench in a piston engine
without a coat of CNT layer is shown in Figure 4.

)LJ7KHFRXUVHRIWKHPRPHQWRIIULFWLRQORVVHVLQDQHQJLQH–WKHEOXHOLQHDQGWKHFRXUVHFRUUHFWHGE\ILOWHULQJ
RXWWKHKDUPRQLFVZLWKWKHSHULRGZKLFKLVQRWDPXOWLSOHRIWKHHQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–WKHJUHHQOLQHWKHEODFN
OLQHVKRZVWRWDOKDUPRQLFVGHOHWHGIURPWKHPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVRQWKHWHVWEHQFK3LVWRQVZLWKRXWWKHFRDWRI&17
OD\HUHQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–USPRLOWHPSHUDWXUHO&


The tests were conducted at the speed of the engine shaft equal to 3000 rpm and the
temperature of the lubricating oil equal to 110 OC.
The results of the measurement of the moment taken by means of a moment meter embedded
in the shaft coupling the combustion engine with the electric motor were applied on the graph
with a blue line. Because the moment generated by torsional vibrations overlaps the course of
the signal of the moment generated by friction, the one generated by torsional vibrations was
filtered out. Then such a corrected signal was applied on the graph with a green line. The filtered
signal was drawn black.

)LJ7KHFRXUVHRIWKHPRPHQWRIIULFWLRQORVVHVLQDQHQJLQH–WKHEOXHOLQHDQGWKHFRXUVHFRUUHFWHGE\ILOWHULQJ
RXWWKHKDUPRQLFVZLWKWKHSHULRGZKLFKLVQRWDPXOWLSOHRIWKHHQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–WKHJUHHQOLQHWKHEODFN
OLQHVKRZVWRWDOKDUPRQLFVGHOHWHGIURPWKHPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVRQWKHWHVWEHQFK3LVWRQVFRDWHGZLWKDOD\HURI
&17HQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–USPRLOWHPSHUDWXUHO&

Above the graphs in Fig 4 and 5, there is the basic data for which the tests were carried out.
The second line shows the power which is necessary to overcome frictional resistance. In the
case of factory pistons, and thus not coated with a layer of CNT, the power lost due to friction
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stood at 1965 W – Fig 4, whereas after the lateral surface of pistons had been coated with a layer
of CNT, the frictional power decreased to the value of 1686 W, i.e. by 14%. This is the value
which especially in the conditions of longer and longer periods of vehicle engine use at idle run
clearly becomes significantly beneficial by generating a reduction of fuel consumption.
More extensive studies have shown that a reduction of friction in the engine obtained by
coating the pistons with a layer of CNT is largely dependent on the operating parameters of the
engine. At the rotational speed approximating the idle run, the reduction of friction caused by
the layer of CNT is low and in some circumstances may even lead to a slight increase in friction
loss. A lower engine operating temperature also leads to a more moderate reduction of friction
loss in engines with pistons coated with layer of CNT. Fig 6 and 7 show results of analogous
tests such as the ones corresponding to the graphs presented in Fig 4 and 5, but at the rotational
speed of 1000 rpm and the temperature of 50°C.

)LJ7KHFRXUVHRIWKHPRPHQWRIIULFWLRQORVVHVLQDQHQJLQH–WKHEOXHOLQHDQGWKHFRXUVHFRUUHFWHGE\ILOWHULQJ
RXWWKHKDUPRQLFVZLWKWKHSHULRGZKLFKLVQRWDPXOWLSOHRIWKHHQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–WKHJUHHQOLQHWKHEODFN
OLQHVKRZVWRWDOKDUPRQLFVGHOHWHGIURPWKHPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVRQWKHWHVWEHQFK3LVWRQVZLWKRXWWKHFRDWRI&17
OD\HUHQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–USPRLOWHPSHUDWXUHO&

)LJ7KHFRXUVHRIWKHPRPHQWRIIULFWLRQORVVHVLQDQHQJLQH–WKHEOXHOLQHDQGWKHFRXUVHFRUUHFWHGE\ILOWHULQJ
RXWWKHKDUPRQLFVZLWKWKHSHULRGZKLFKLVQRWDPXOWLSOHRIWKHHQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–WKHJUHHQOLQHWKHEODFN
OLQHVKRZVWRWDOKDUPRQLFVGHOHWHGIURPWKHPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVRQWKHWHVWEHQFK3LVWRQVFRDWHGZLWKDOD\HURI
&17HQJLQHURWDWLRQDOVSHHG–USPRLOWHPSHUDWXUHO&

The lack of CNT cover layer on the lateral surface of pistons leads to power lost due to
friction equaling 629 W. Coating the lateral surface of pistons with a layer of CNT changes the
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above power to the value of 633 W. Therefore, the difference is insignificant, since it amounts to
only 0,6 %.
4. &RQFOXVLRQV
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Coating lateral surfaces of pistons in combustion engines with layers of improvers leads to a
variety of effects especially in the area of engine operating parameters which do not
guarantee the continuity of the oil film.
When the conditions of continuity of the oil film between the piston and the cylinder were
provided, the existing improving layers which are mainly made on the basis of graphite did
not give any significant changes in friction forces.
Coating the lateral surface of pistons with a layer of carbon nanotubes (CNT) gives the
possibility of replacing the viscous structure with the visco-elastic one, and this leads to a
reduction of internal friction losses in the oil film. As a result of such a phenomenon, one
can reduce friction losses in a combustion engine under specific conditions, and thus reduce
fuel consumption as well.
The phenomenon of reducing friction losses by means of replacing the viscous structure of
oil with the visco-elastic one occurs with varying intensity. Low rotational speeds of the
engine and low temperature of oil limit the intensity of friction loss reduction obtained as a
result of coating the lateral surface of pistons with a layer of CNT.
Because a layer of CNT changes the viscous structure of oil to a more complex – the viscoelastic, one should very carefully build models describing the properties of such structure.
Preliminary studies prove that a pure Maxwell model may lead to inconsistencies between
the results of computer simulation and the results of measurements taken on the test bench.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Diesel engines, due to dynamics occurring during the combustion process of
thermodynamic phenomena, are one of the most important sources of anthropogenic emissions
of carcinogens, accumulating in the environment of organic substances (primarily polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and solid nano- and microparticles). According to the
latest reports, they determine the toxicity of exhaust gases, and the number of victims of lifestyle
diseases that they cause now exceeds the number of casualties resulting from road accidents.
To assess the risks resulting out of these hazardous compounds into the
environment analyzers of particulate matter, FID analyzers gas chromatography methods
with mass detection are currently used (for the purpose of qualitative and quantitative analysis
hydrocarbons). The analyzers mentioned above are expensive, beside chromatographic
methods require pre-emptive phases, compacting and extracting samples that are subject
to certain errors. Additionally, the end result - quality-quantity composition of organic matter in
exhaust gases, gives us relatively little information about their actual impact on human
health or the health of ecosystems, because such an answer can only be obtained by means
of toxicological studies - taking into account the definition of not only the nature of
substance
inducing
a
negative
effect
on
the
body
but
also
the
manner of its penetration to interior and the time of exposure to its action.
This study evaluated the possibility and purposefulness of toxicological methods as an
alternative to expensive and labor-intensive conventional chemical analyzes.
2. TOXICITY EQUIVALENT
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To assess and analyze toxicity of some chemical group compounds (i.e. polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons) knowledge of toxic characteristics and prevalence of toxic representative of a
group is often used (an exemplary compound – i.e. Bezno (a) pyrene for PAH).
Strength of toxicity (mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, irritation or sensitization) of other compounds
out of the group is then calculated relatively to the strength of the exemplary compound.
In this way it is possible to determine an toxicity equivalent (TEQ) for each compound from the
group. Toxicity equivalents can be determined by means of empirical and model
researches (i.e. relative carcinogenicity indexes were determined (RCC) for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons), or using numerical method - with the help of additional data (i.e. knowledge
of permissible concentrations standards for individual compounds of the group. Then
the allowable concentration of the exemplary compound is taken as a unit value and is
calculated according to TEQ proportion for subsequent compounds.
It should be taken into account that the value of toxicity index referred to standards change if
you change official limits for airborne concentrations. However, it can be assumed
that progressive changes reflect, to some extent, the state of knowledge concerning
substances toxic effects on human body, so in many studies toxicity indexes are used [1 - 8].
Examples of TEQ of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons determined by various authors in
empirical studies, toxicological analysis and mathematical models are presented in Table 1.
7DEOH Toxicity HTXLYDOHQWV (TEQ) SURSRVHG IRUWKHFRPSRXQGV of 3$+V by YDULRXVDXWKRUV (GHVFULEHGLQGHWDLO
in >])
Compound’s name
Naftalen
Acenatftylen
Acenaften
Fluoren
Fenantren
Antracen
Fluoranten
Piren
Benzo(a)antracen
Chryzen
Benzo(j,b)fluoranten
Benzo(k)fluoranten
Benzo(a)piren
Indeno(1,2,3-cd) piren
Dibenzo(a.h)antracen
Benzo(ghi)perylene
*lack of data

EPA
(1984)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Chu i Chen
(1984)
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
0,0130
0,0010
0,0800
0,0040
1
0,0017
0,6900
b.d*

Clemen
(1986)
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
0,32
l.o.d.*
0,0810
0,1450
0,0044
0,1400
0,0660
1
0,2320
1,1000
0,0220

Thorslund
(1990)
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
0,1450
0,0044
0,1200
0,0520
1
0,2780
1,1100
0,0210

Nisbet i LaGoy (1992)
0,0010
0,0010
0,0010
0,0010
0,0010
0,0100
0,0010
0,0010
0,1000
0,0100
0,1000
0,1000
1
0,1
1
0,0100

Fisher
(2011)
0,1
0,6
0,1
0,2
1
0,1
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*
l.o.d.*

As it can be seen PAHs equivalents considerably vary depending on the results
obtained thanks to methods used by a particular team of researchers who were carrying the
experiment
out.
Beside the undisputed advantage in which is an easy ability to apply the method in order to
compare the toxicity of a mixture of a particular group of compounds, numerical toxic
equivalents have also many drawbacks:
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Ȉ they can be used for mixtures fully characterized in terms of quantitative
and qualitative composition, which is not possible very often,
Ȉ do not take into account synergies that occur in the mixture
Ȉ are ambiguous, as they may in fact change their values depending on the introduction of
new legal norms (i.e. maximum allowable concentrations for which they are calculated),
or depending on the appearance of new scientific information on toxicity of the analyzed
group of compounds (as shown in table 1),
Ȉ it is practically not possible to define them for whole mixture of real gases, because, most
often, there are many compounds groups for which TEQ is determined in a different
manner (i.e. a mixture of exhaust gases which are present both PAH group compounds and
volatile organic compounds - VOCs ).
The author in her works [9-13] has tried to correlate toxicity factors derived
both empirically (as in the case of PAH), as well as referenced to the standard (as in the case of
VOCs) with applying biological methods in In vitro tests.
The researcher found that the results of the evaluation of group toxicity of compounds
present in the exhaust gases using TEQ calculation factors (calculated for PAHs
and VOCs) are incompatible with the result of mixture’s toxicity of these
substances (separated from exhaust gases of volatile connections, and separated polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons) applying biological methods (using human lung cells).
Table 2 presents the results of research concerning the analysis of hydrocarbons toxicity
present in exhaust gases, values considered as large ones in a particular sample were marked
red, especially small ones were marked blue [12].
Analyzing the group of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons it was found that there was a
correlation in 3 out of 9 cases which may indicate a better adequacy ratios empirically
determined (TEQ was used here and it was designated by Nisbet'a and La Goy'a (described in
details in [13] - Table 1).
7DEOH 5HVXOWVRI 3$+VWR[LFLW\HYDOXDWLRQH[WUDFWHGIURPDQHQJLQHH[KDXVWJDVHV  TDI and SB  ZLWK an
internal FRPEXVWLRQ FDWDO\VW (in order to DWWHPSW a correlation PHWKRGV YDOXHVFRQVLGHUHGDVVSHFLDO YDOXHV in a
JLYHQ ODUJHVDPSOHDUHPDUNHG ZLWKUHGFolorHVSHFLDOO\ VPDOO RQHVZHUHPDUNHGEOXH [@

Engine (rpm)
Work condition
Load, Nm
WWA concentration amount,
ȝJGP3
TEQ (Nisbet i La Goy)
Toxicity In vitro, %
Engine (rpm)
Working condition
Load [Nm]
WWA concentration amount,
ȝJGP3
TEQ (Nisbet i La Goy)
Toxicity In vitro, %

Initial state
Idle gear

SB3.1 (1600 rpm/min)
Internal combustion catalyst
(Pt/Rh)
30
Idle gear
30

0,059
0,0004
l.o.d.*

0,10
0,014
0,057
0,0004
0,00001
0,0004
l.o.d.*
> 12,5
50
1,9TDI (2500obr/min)
Initial state
Internal combustion catalyst
(Pt/Rh)
Idle gear
150
Idle gear
150
0,13
0,00013
>50

0,11
0,00011
50
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0,013
0,00001
Non toxic

0,04
0,00004
50

*) Lack of data concerning cytotoxicity of SB3.1 engine working in the initial state (without the use
of catalytic combustion - factory engine completion)

As it was mentioned, numerical methods basing on toxic equivalents do not
include interactions between the mixture components. Despite continuous methods
development in order to establish models of mixtures toxicity equivalent (i.e.[14]), it is
not practically possible with the use of them to describe their mutual relation in
an
mathematical
manner
as:
According to the definition:

ܶ ܳܧൌ σୀଵ ܽ ܶܨܧ
(1)
Simple, not taking into account interactions between the components, commonly
used model assumes therefore, that for a mixture of n-component it is possible to
calculate TEQ (toxicity equivalent) as the sum of TEF product (Toxicity Equivalent Factor) and
concentration of the compound in mixture as follows:
TEQ=a_1 TEF_1+a_2 TEF_2+a_3 TEF_3+ڮ+a_n TEF_n
(2)
An attempt to take into account interactions between the mixture components requires an
adjustment which takes them into account. In the case of four-component mixture, the
equation can then be reduced to a form:
ܶ ܳܧൌ ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ  ܽଶ ܶܨܧଶ  ܽଷ ܶܨܧଷ  ܽସ ܶܨܧସ  ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔଶ  ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔଷ 
ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔସ   ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔଶ ܨܧܶݔଷ   ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔଷ ܨܧܶݔସ  ܽଵ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔଶ ܨܧܶݔଷ ܨܧܶݔସ 
(3)
 ڮ ܽସ ܶܨܧଵ ܨܧܶݔଶ ܨܧܶݔଷ ܨܧܶݔସ
It can be seen that with an increasing number of compounds this relationship extends to a
size that prevent simple calculation. It should be also assumed that there would be a need
for designation of separate indicators describing the correlation (synergistic interaction) of
individual components, which should be empirically determined. Hence the need to work on a
method basing on the other dependencies.
3. DIRECT METHODS IN TOXICITY ASSESSMENT OF GAS MIXTURES
Due to continuous development of civilization and still expanding group of factors
toxically affecting human health and life, toxicological studies are performed more
often. Animals are used in these tests. Conducting the necessary studies would require,
therefore, an increasing number of researches on animals and chemical substances, which is
disadvantageous
in
terms
of
both
economic
and
also
raises
ethical
questions. Therefore, alternative methods are looked for, which could be used in
toxicity, mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, irritation and sensitization evaluation.
These methods are primarily based on in vitro tests.
According to PWN Encyclopedia cytotoxicity is one of the effects of immune cells
impact and their products (antibodies, cytokines) to the other cells of their own or
other (including grafts, tumors), leading to damage and cell death diagnosed and treated
in
this
interaction
[15].
In order to study primary cytotoxicity or acute toxicity, tests indicating the direction of toxic
substance on human or animal cells should be performed.
The test developed by Ames to study substances suspected to have mutagenic or carcinogenic
effects on living organisms is most commonly used [16 - 20].
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Studies on the development of non-invasive toxicity evaluation tests using in vitro methods,
especially the problematic issues associated with the operation of gas mixtures on the body led to
the development of methods, which were mainly used in tobacco corporations [17 - 20].
These methods base on exposing cell lines on gas mixture under suitable temperature
conditions and atmosphere composition.
An example of one of prototype systems for testing gas mixtures toxicity used in the
study evaluating the risk of cigarette smoke 17] is shown in Figure 1.

)LJ  A SURWRW\SH DSSDUDWXVIRUHYDOXDWLQJ FLJDUHWWHVPRNHWR[LFLW\ in in- YLWURPHWKRGV >]

Wolz et al [21] reported the results of genotoxicity of cigarette smoke assessment
using human lung epithelial cells, demonstrating the validity of in- vitro tests for gas mixtures
assessment. They indicated, however, some problems associated with the stage of proper cells
exposure to smoke.
In the same year, Knebel et al [22] were investigating the use of direct methods in the
evaluation of toxicity of exhaust gases in diesel engines. In the study of a German group of
scientists, a patented method CULTEX was used (Patent DE19801763.PCT / EP99 / 00295,
Fig. 2).
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)LJ (YDOXDWLRQVFKHPHRI H[KDXVWJDVHVWR[LFLW\IURPDQHQJLQHXVLQJ in vitro PHWKRGV >]

In all the above methods, the cells were placed on special monolithic or membrane
carriers and washed up with culture medium (nourishing cells), to which antibiotic substances
were added (Figure 3).

)LJ 'HVLJQRIDQH[SRVLWLRQPRGXOHXVHGIRU toxicity of JDVPL[WXUHV WHVWVDFFRUGLQJWR>]: - WHVWHG JDV
mixture- cell line on a membrane3 - culture medium HQULFKHGZLWK an antibiotic

Despite numerous studies [13,18 - 20], publication of numerous studies concerning mixtures
toxicity assessment, development of laboratory equipment and materials, automation and
steering systems for the evaluation of gas mixtures assessment ,since 2001 the
principle technique which is used has not considerably changed.
Figure 4 shows technical solution which is currently used of a system basic component to
evaluate the toxicity of VITROCELL mixtures that is currently used in several research centers in
the world dealing with the toxicological assessment of gas mixtures.
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)LJXUH7KHVROXWLRQZKLFKLVFXUUHQWO\XVHGRIDV\VWHPEDVLFFRPSRQHQWWRHYDOXDWHWKHWR[LFLW\RI9,752&(//

Construction of a system for toxicity assessment and its complexity practically prevents
from applying it in the field conditions. It may be applied only in laboratory. Exposure times in
the method are relatively long, because due to a film presence on the culture medium, and the use
of diluter (dilutional tunnel) it is necessary to provide cells with contact that guarantees an
answer to the test, which is not always adequate for real-time of organism exposure.
Another issue is the presence of the culture medium in the form of a film on the cells supplied through a membrane of a circulating fluid system and retaining appropriate
temperature (310 K) of the liquid and the cell line.
The next similar solution is a system for evaluating the exhaust gases toxicity from an
engine created in 2010 by an international team of researchers (the results of the study were
published in 2010-2013 [824-28]
This system uses a chamber in which an appropriate air temperature is maintained (310 K),
supplying gas to probes placed inside (air - to control trial, tested mixture – a sample subjected
to exposure). High speed of gas supplied to the probe, lack of information whether there is any
other protection against bacteria development in the sample beside antibiotic and long exposure
to exhaust gases (up to 6 hours), prove that the cells are in a culture medium which, however, has
not been clearly explained in any of the published articles.
Arrangement according to research conducted by Steiner, Muller and Czerwinski
team (2010 [28]) is shown in Figure 6.
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)LJ $V\VWHP IRUWHVWLQJ toxicity of HPLVVLRQVIURPDQHQJLQH DFFRUGLQJWR >]

In the methods described above, culture medium is present while cells exposure (in the form
of a liquid layer or a thin film of liquid retaining temperature and preventing the growth of
bacteria). Such a solution also allows for long exposure times (which are also necessary, to allow
for the contact of substances present in the mixture with the cells surface). In the case of the
actual exposure assessment gas mixtures on cells present in the culture fluid sampler comprising
a mixture of nutrients and antibiotics, reduces gas contact with the cells (even if it is
present only in the form of a film of flowing cells). In the case of actual exposure assessment of
gas mixtures on cells, the presence of culture medium (even in the form of overflowing layers) in
the sampler, which is a mixture of nutrients and antibiotics components, reduces gas contact with
the cells. Moreover, the diffusion process from gas phase into liquid is
unrecognized. Diffusion will depend on chemical composition of the mixture, concentrations of
individual compounds, temperature, pressure and physicochemical properties of fluid. It should
be also taken into account that among the mixture ingredients and liquid ingredients there may
occur reactions which products may also interact with the cells. Summarizing, quality and
quantity characteristics of a substance reaching the layer of cells is not known, so a dose that
causes toxic effects (or lack of it). It is difficult to talk about actual toxicity of gas mixture.
Despite the fact that systems to evaluate the toxicity of gas mixtures have not significantly
changed over 10 years, nowadays there is a new trend in in- vitro methods: instead of a single cell
line there are models of human tissues [29].
The use of 2D - 4D models (two to four cell lines superimposed on each other) allow for
better observation of a phenomena occurring during the actual exposure to toxins on a
human organism. The reaction of the first layer causes start of mechanisms (i.e. cytokines
production) which affect other cell layers.
An example of human respiratory tract tissue model by Jackson (2013) is shown in Figure 7.
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)LJ &URVV-VHFWLRQ WKURXJKWKHOD\HUVRIKXPDQ UHVSLUDWRU\WUDFWFHOOV: A) cilia% OXQJHSLWKHOLDO
FHOOV (WUDQVPLVVLRQHOHFWURQPLFURJUDSKPHWKRG) >]

This method according to Jackson’s team [29] allows to conduct pre-clinical research, on the
basis of which it is possible to assess toxicity of drugs and other toxins to which a human body is
exposed [30].
In future, such preparation of a tissue model can also be applied in methodology to assess
the toxicity of gas mixtures.
4. ORIGINAL TEST METHOD BAT-CELL BIO-AMBIENT TESTS
Many years of studying literature and own research in the area of gas mixture
toxicity assessment, carried out in co-operation with the Institute of Immunology and
Experimental Therapy at Polish Academy of Sciences, allowed to prepare the assessment of
the methods that are used in the world [13].
As a result of the analysis, it was found that the existing methods, despite
numerous advantages, are inadequate for the purpose they should serve for (assessing the
actual effect of toxins in the form of gas on human body tissues) and need to be improved.
Moreover,
the
existing technical
solutions
eliminate the
possibility of
using methods outside laboratory (research at emission source).
BAT-CELL Bio-Ambient Tests consists in a manner of real impact of toxic gas
mixtures on living cells measurement and therefore belongs to the group of direct methods.
The following method assumptions were adopted:
x elimination of physical and chemical barrier, in the form of culture medium, limiting contact
between tested gas and the surface of cells,
x the ability to perform research "at source" and not only in a laboratory,
x shortening the time of exposure,
x simultaneous exposure of at least three tests to determine an error and repeatability of the
method.
Based on the assumptions, the result of many years of experimental research in cooperation with the Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy at Polish Academy of
Sciences, the original method BAT-CELL Bio-Ambient-Tests® was developed and patented.
A method for measuring the effect of gas mixtures to living cells according to the
method is that the cell culture free from culture medium is placed in a
closed sterile chamber, and then by means of aspiration, using inlet conduit, through an
antibacterial filter gas is introduced into the chamber. After appropriate exposure of cell culture
onto gas (individually chosen to the type of medium undergoing analysis), they are filled with the
culture medium and then the toxicity of gas onto the cell culture is examined.
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Flow parameters matched to the shape of the probe so as to enable equal contact of gas
particles with the cell surface of the cell culture, so that at the same time do not damage
the cells by mechanical means. To achieve that, numerical methods used in fluid mechanics were
applied. In order to maintain vital functions of cells, the chamber with cells is in a
controlled environment of temperature and pressure chosen for the specificity of the applied cell
culture.
Behavior, appropriate to the requirements of the cell line, physical parameters allowed to
eliminate the culture medium limiting direct gas contact with the cells surface (while
maintaining safe the line, the time which the cells stay outside the incubator atmosphere and
supplying nutrients).
Due to the fact that the culture medium served as a carrier of additional antibiotic
substances in order to protect against the growth of bacteria in cell lines, antibacterial filters
(membrane) were installed on the probe’s inlet.
An advantage of measuring the impact of toxic gas mixtures on living cells is the ability
to study direct influence of various kinds of real gas mixtures deriving from various sources on
living organisms, taking into account the effects of additive synergism. Figure 8 is a diagram
of apparatus required to measure the toxicity of gas mixtures to living cells.

)LJ 8. 6FKHPDWLFGLDJUDPRIWKH V\VWHP to evaluate the toxicity RIJDVPL[WXUHV by SURSULHWDU\ PHWKRGRORJ\ BAT&(//Bio-Ambient-7HVWVZKHUHLQ  SUREH VWHULOHchamber   a cell line devoid of culture medium
(3) FRQGLWLRQLQJFKDPEHU HTXLSSHGZLWKD SUHVVXUHVHQVRU (6) and
WHPSHUDWXUH  (5) antibacterial filter(4) DVSLUDWLRQDOFLUFXLW

The method of measuring toxicity of gas mixtures (exhaust gases) to human respiratory
system is that there is a selectively chosen cell line placed in a sealable sterile chamber and then
selected gas mixture is introduced to it and that might have a negative influence
on human respiratory system. After an appropriate time exposure, cell lines are filled with the
culture medium and they are subjected to standard toxicological tests in accordance with the
standardized procedures i.e. determining mutagenic properties of investigated specimens by
determining p-53 protein in human peripheral blood cells by immunocytochemistry
method, determining cytokines level (TNF-Į,/-4) using ELISA test, cytotoxicity marked with
MTT
test.
Figure 9 shows the view of a device for measuring the impact of the actual gas mixture into the
living cells using BAT-CELL method.
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)LJ $QDSSDUDWXV IRUPHDVXULQJ the effect of real JDVPL[WXUHLQWR WKHOLYLQJFHOOV XVLQJBAT-&(// method

The method is currently under full validation procedure. Tests were performed under various
temperature conditions determining the scope of the device (Figure 10). It was estimated,
by the repeatability of 5%, which is a relatively small value in comparison with other biological
methods.

)LJ $SSDUDWXV BAT-&(//GXULQJWHVWLQJ

5. CONCLUSION
Methods of direct toxicity assessment are interesting, prospective alternative to test toxicity of
exhaust gases, in particular those from new types of combustion engines which are at a research
phase.
The results obtained so far using the author's method of research indicate
its usefulness to assess the actual impact of diesel engines on human health [13].
The advantage and the novelty of the author's BAT-CELL method, in relation to
other biological methods, is the fulfillment of the set of assumptions that allow for its practical
application to the analysis of exhaust gases emissions:
x elimination of culture medium during exposure, which is possible through proper
selection of exposure time and the use of technical solutions to maintain physicalchemical parameters to ensure correct functioning of the cell line during testing,
thereby DIRECT contact of gas mixture with cells layer,
x ease of testing (simple layout)
x ability
to
conduct
research
"at
source"
(outside
laboratory).

Research methodology was developed within the framework of research projects NR140016-10 / 2010 and INNOTECH-K2 / HI-2/218016 / NCBR / 12 funded by
the NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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)RURYHUKXQGUHG\HDUVWKHLQWHUQDOFRPEXVWLRQHQJLQHKDVEHHQDSSOLHGDVWKHGULYHRIYDULRXVYHKLFOHVDQGLWLV
FRQWLQXRXVO\LPSURYHG7KHPRVWLPSRUWDQWUHTXLUHPHQWVWKDWVKRuld be satisfied by future engines concern reduction
LQIXHOFRQVXPSWLRQDQGH[KDXVWHPLVVLRQVSUHVHUYLQJSRVVLEO\ORZFRVWRIHQJLQHPDQXIDFWXULQJ,QRUGHUWRIXOILOO
VXFKGHPDQGVDFRQFHSWRIVRFDOOHGGRZQVL]LQJKDVEHHQSURSRVHGZKLFKFRQFHSWLVEDVHGRQhigh values of mean
HIIHFWLYHSUHVVXUHDQGas DFRQVHTXHQFHKLJKPHFKDQLFDODQGWKHUPDOORDGV)XUWKHULQFUHDVHRIHQJLQHSRZHUSHU
OLWHULVVWLOOSRVVLEOHEXWQHZPDWHULDOVDUHQHHGHGLQRUGHUWRNHHSWKHPDQXIDFWXULQJFRVWVDWWKHUHasonable level.
7KH SDSHU SUHVHQWV DQ DQDO\VLV RI RSHUDWLRQDO FRQGLWLRQV RI VHOHFWHG SDUWV RI VXSHUFKDUJHG HQJLQHV FRQVWUXFWHG
DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH GRZQVL]LQJ FRQFHSW DQG VKRZV DUHDV ZKHUH WKH XVH RI QHZ PDWHULDOV FRXOG EH PRVW SURILWDEOH
Results of engine teVWVFDUULHGRXWXVLQJPRGHUQL]HGFDWDO\WLFUHDFWRUVDQGSLVWRQVLQZKLFKDGYDQWDJHVRIWKHFDUERQ
QDQRWXEHVXQLTXHSURSHUWLHVZHUHGHOLEHUDWHO\WDNHQKDYHEHHQSUHVHQWHGLQWKLVSDSHUDVZHOO7KHREWDLQHGUHVXOWV
allow to conclude that the nanotube layer RYHUWKHSLVWRQVNLUWRIIHUVWKHIULFWLRQORVVHVUHGXFWLRQE\DVPXFKDV
UHODWLYH WR WKH ZKROH HQJLQH 7KH REVHUYHG SURSHUWLHV RI QDQRWXEHV FDQ EH SURILWDEOH LQ D QXPEHU RI DSSOLFDWLRQV
LQGLFDWHGLQWKHSDSHU
Keywords: carbon nanotubes, combustion engines, catalytic converter, friction

1. ,QWURGXFWLRQ- FDUERQQDQRWXEHVYVRWKHUDOORWURSLFIRUPVRIFDUERQ
&DUERQ QDQRWXEHV DUH RQH RI QXPHURXV DOORWURSLF IRUPV RI FDUERQ OLNH JUDSKLWH GLDPRQG
IXOOHUHQHV JUDSKHQH DQG DPRUSKRXV RQH 7KHVH DOORWURSLF IRUPV GLIIHU GLDPHWULFDOO\ RQH IURP
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DQRWKHU LQ SK\VLFDO DQG FKHPLFDO SURSHUWLHV 7KHVH GLIIHUHQFHV UHVXOW IURP WKUHH-dimensional
FU\VWDOOLQH VWUXFWXUH RI FDUERQ DWRPV DQG WKHLU PXWXDO LQIOXHQFH 7KH VWUXFWXUH RI VRPH FDUERQ
DOORWURSLFIRUPVKDVEHHQSUHVHQWHGVFKHPDWLFDOO\LQ)LJ7KHFDUERQQDQRWXEHLQWKLVILJXUHLVD
6LQJOH :DOOHG &DUERQ 1DQRWXEH RI VLPSOHVW VWUXFWXUH SUHYDLOLQJ IRUP DUH WKH 0XOWL :DOOHG
&DUERQ 1DQRWXEHV FRPSRVHG ZLWK FRQFHQWULF VLQJOH ZDOOHG WXEHV RI GLIIHUHQW GLDPHWHUV %RWK
YDULHWLHVRIQDQRWXEHVRIOHQJWKZLWKLQDVHYHUDOQDQRPHWHUVWRVHYHUDOPLFURPHWHUVUDQJHFDQEH
REWDLQHGWKURXJKan DGHTXDWHVHOHFWLRQRIV\QWKHVLVSDUDPHWHUV&RPPRQO\WKHGLDPHWHURIVLQJOH
ZDOOHGQDQRWXEHVLVWRQPZKLOHWKHGLDPHWHURIPXOWLZDOOHGQDQotubes is 2 to few dozen nm
DQGWKHGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQFRQVHFXWLYHFRD[LDOOD\HUVLVFRQVWDQWDQGHTXDOVQP>@

a

b

c

)LJ&U\VWDOOLQHVWUXFWXUHRIJUDSKLWH D GLDPRQG E DQGFDUERQQDQRWXEH F

*UDSKLWHGLDPRQGDQGDPRUSKRXVIRUPRIFDUERQ- VRPHWLPHGHILQHGZLWK'/&DEEUHYLDWLRQ
'LDPRQG OLNH &DUERQ  IRXQG D ZHOO HVWDEOLVKHG LQGXVWULDO application also in construction of
LQWHUQDO FRPEXVWLRQ HQJLQHV >@ ,Q SULQFLSOH WKH FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV DUH WKH VXEMHFW RI LQWHQVLYH
DSSOLFDELOLW\WHVWVDQGWKHLULQGXVWULDODSSOLFDWLRQVDUHVWLOOUHODWLYHUDUH>@$QLQWHQVLILFDWLRQRI
carbon nanotubeVSURGXFWLRQPDNHVWKDWWKHLUSULFHJRHVGRZQE\DERXWDKDOIHYHU\\HDU>@DQG
LV QR PRUH DQ REVWDFOH LQ LQGXVWULDO DSSOLFDWLRQV 7KH DXWKRUV KDYH QRW FRPH DFURVV SDSHUV RI
LQGHSHQGHQWVFLHQWLILFWHDPVWKDWZRXOGSUHVHQWUHVXOWVRIWHVWVRQFDUERQQDQRWXbes applications to
WKH,&HQJLQHV7KHQDQRWXEHVSURSHUWLHVSUHVHQWHGLQQXPHURXVUHSRUWVIURPQRQ-HQJLQHUHVHDUFK
SURYHWKDWXQGHUWDNLQJVXFKHIIRUWVLVPRUHWKDQMXVWLILHG,QSDUWLFXODUZKHQFDUERQQDQRWXEHVDUH
applied as a layer of catalytic convertHUWKHDFKLHYHPHQWVGHVFULEHGLQ>@DUH
ZRUWK\RIQRWLFH$SSOLFDWLRQRIQDQRWXEHVWRWKHSLVWRQVNLUWVXUIDFHLVDFRQVHTXHQFHRIUHVXOWV
SUHVHQWHGLQ>@DVWKHRXWFRPHRIWHVWVRQXVHRI nanotubes
WRUHGXFWLRQRIIULFWLRQRQPDFURVFDOHREMHFWV7HVWVGLVFXVVHGLQIXUWKHUSDUWRIWKLVSDSHUZHUH
FDUULHG RXW ZLWKLQ WKH 1   - HLJKO\ HIIHFWLYH FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHU RQ WKH EDVLV RI
WKUHH-dimensional KLHUDUFKLFFDUERQQDQRVWUXFWXUHV DQG1 Effect of nanotube layer
RYHU D SLVWRQ VNLUW RQ SURHFRORJLFDO SURSHUWLHV RI ,& HQJLQH SURMHFWV 7KH DLP RI WKH SUHVHQWHG
VWXG\ZDVWKHUHFRJQLWLRQRISURILWVGXHWRWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIFDUERQQDQRWXEHVLQFRQVWUXFWLRQRI
selected parts RI,&HQJLQH([SHFWHGGHPDQGVWRZDUGVWKHSDVVHQJHUFDUHQJLQHVZHUHWDNHQLQWR
FRQVLGHUDWLRQLQSDUWLFXODU
2. TUHQGVLQSLVWRQ,&HQJLQHVGHVLJQ
,& HQJLQHV IRXQG D JUHDW QXPEHU RI ZHOO HVWDEOLVKHG DSSOLFDWLRQV LQ LQGXVWU\ DQG WUDQVSRUW
WKRXJK D GRPLQDWLQJ PDMRULW\ LV GHGLFDWHG WR FDU GULYHV $ SURFHGXUH RI QHZ VROXWLRQV
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implementation requires about ten years in automotive industry and involves successive
FROODERUDWLRQRI5 'TXDOLW\FRQWURODQGVHWXSGHSDUWPHQWV:KHQFKRRVLQJWKHDSSOLFDWLRQDUHD
IRU FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV RQH VKRXOG FRQVLGHU QRW WKH HQJLQHV SURGXFHG WR-GD\ EXW WKRVH ZKLFK DUH
VXSSRVHGWREHSURGXFHGLQWHQ\HDUV
,Q WKH QHDUHVW IXWXUH WKH GLUHFWLRQ RI HQJLQH GHYHORSPHQW ZLOO EH GHWHUPLQHG E\ WKH
GRZQVL]LQJ FRQFHSW ZKLFK OHDGV WR WKH LQFUHDVH LQ EUHDN PHDQ VSHFLILF SUHVVXUH DQG VSHFLILF
SRZHULQGH[HV(FRORJLFDOFRQGLWLRQVDQGPRUHVWULQJHQWHPLVVLRQVWDQGDUGVLQWURGXFHGDOVRLQWKH
GHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHVZLOOSOD\FRQVLGHUDEOHUROHDWWKHVDPHWLPH>@
7RPDNHWKHGRZQVL]LQJKLJKO\SURILWDEOHFRQFHSWDQDFKLHYHPHQWRIKLJKSRZHUDQGWRUTXH
IURPDQHQJLQHYROXPHXQLWLVPRVWGHVLUDEOH7KLVJRDOFRXOGEHDFFRPSOLVKHGERWKE\VSDUNDQG
FRPSUHVVLRQ LJQLWLRQ HQJLQHV E\ WKH XVH RI VXSHUFKDUJLQJ HVSHFLDOO\ WKH sequential RQH $Q
unavoidable UHVXOW RI VXSHUFKDUJLQJ is KLJKHU WKHUPDO DQG PHFKDQLFDO ORDGV HVSHFLDOO\ RI WKH
FUDQN V\VWHP HOHPHQWV )LJ  SUHVHQWV WKH RSHUDWLRQDO SDUDPHWHUV RI 6, HQJLQH sequential
VXSHUFKDUJHG GXULQJ WKH DFFHOHUDWLRQ WHVW WR  NSK DW WKH KLJKHVW JHDU 2QH VKRXOG QRWLFH WKH
LJQLWLRQ GHOD\ SUHVHQW VHYHUDO GHJUHHV DIWHU 7'& ZKLFK SUHYHQWV NQRFNLQJ EXW VLPXOWDQHRXVO\
OHDGLQJ WR WKH LQFUHDVH LQ QRUPDO IRUFHV DFWLQJ XSRQ SLVWRQ VNLUW )XUWKHU GHYHORSPHQW RI VXFK
FRQVWUXFWLRQVUHTXLUHVWKHXVHRIORZIULFWLRQPDWHULDOVVXFKDVFDUERQQDQRWXEHV:LGHUDQDO\VLV
RI ,&HQJLQHVGHYHORSPHQWH[FHHGVWKHIUDPHVRISUHVHQWHGSDSHUEXWFDQEHIRXQGLQOLWHUDWXUH
HJLQ>@
VWRSLHĔ
RWZDUFLD
przepustnicy [%]
SUĊGNRĞü
jazdy
>NPK@
NąW Z\SU]HG]HQLD
]DSáRQX
>2:.
SU]HG
GMP]

SUĊGNRĞü
obrotowa
[obr/min]
FLĞQLHQLH
GRáDGRZDQLD
>K3D@

)LJ'ULYLQJVSHHGDQGHQJLQHVHOHFWHGSDUDPHWHUVUHFRUGHGGXULQJDURDGDFFHOHUDWLRQWHVWIURPNSK
9RONVZDJHQ*ROI76,%0<HQJLQHFODVVLFJHDUER[ FRORUVRITXDQWLWLHVLQOHJHQGFRUUHVSRQGZLWKthe ordinate axis

3. &RQFHSWRIH[SHULPHQWDOFDWDO\WLFFRQYHUWHUZLWKDOD\HURIFDUERQQDQRWXEHV
7KH RSHUDWLRQ RI VWDQGDUG FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHU FRQVLVWV LQ UHGR[ UHDFWLRQ RI FDUERQ PRQR[LGH
and K\Grocarbons SUHVHQW LQ HQJLQH H[KDXVW ZKLFK LV SRVVLEOH GXH WR FDWDO\WLF SURSHUWLHV RI
SODWLQXPFRYHULQJPHWDORUFHUDPLFPRQROLWK(IILFLHQF\H[SUHVVHGDVWKHFRQYHUVLRQUDWHGHSHQGV
PDLQO\RQWKHVXUIDFHRIFRQWDFWEHWZHHQSODWLQXPDQGH[KDXVW
2QPDFURVFRSLFVFDOHWKHLQFUHDVHLQFRQWDFWDUHDFDQEHDFKLHYHGE\WKHVXLWDEOHVWUXFWXUH–
SRVVLEO\ KLJK QXPEHU RI FDQDOLFXOXV 2Q PLFURVFRSLF VFDOH HDFK FDQDOLFXOXV VKRXOG KDYH URXJK
DQGKLJKO\GHYHORSHGVXUIDFH2QVWDQGDUGFRQYHUWHUWKLVJRDOZDVDFKLHYHGE\WKHDSSOLFDWLRQRI
ZDVKFRDWZKLFKLVDFDUULHUIRUWKHFDWDO\WLFPDWHULDOV)HZJUDPVRISODWLQXPare XVHGRQDYHUDJH
in R[LGL]LQJ FDWDO\VWVLQVWDOOHGLQFDUH[KDXVWV\VWHPV>@
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7KH FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV ZHUH DSSOLHG DV D ZDVKFRDW RQ H[SHULPHQWDO UHVHDUFK FRQYHUWHU 0DLQ
IDFWRUVWKDWLQVSLUHGDSSOLFDWLRQRIQDQRWXEHVWRH[SHULPHQWDOFDWDO\WLFFRQYHUWHUZHUHDVIROORZV
x $FFRUGLQJWR FDUULHGRXWWHVWV>@SK\VLFDODQGFKHPLFDOSURSHUWLHVRIQDQRWXEHVallow to
EHOLHYHWKDWWKH\ would not be destroyed in conditions inside R[LGL]LQJFRQYHUWHU
x /DUJH DUHD DQG WKUHH-dimensional structure could facilitate FRQWDFW ZLWK H[KDXVW
([HPSODU\ SKRWRRIQDQRWXEHVVXUIDFHREWDLQHG E\ D WUDQVPLVVLRQ HOHFWURQ PLFURVFRSH LV
SUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ
x $QLQFUHDVHLQSODWLQXPDFWLYLW\DWDSUHVHQFHRIQDQRWXEHVUHVXOWLQJIURPWKHKLJKHULonic
FRQGXFWLYLW\RIQDQRWXEHV
x /LWHUDWXUHZLGHO\SUHVHQWVVLPLODUDSSOLFDWLRQVRIFDUERQQDQRWXEHVLQILOWHUVDQGFKHPLFDO
UHDFWRUV >@ 3DUWLFXODUO\ LPSRUWDQW DUH WKH WHVWV ZLWK FDWDO\WLF IXHO FHOOV ZKHUH SODWLQXP
FRPELQHV ZLWK FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV 1XPHURXV DXWKRUV maintain WKDW WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI
nanotubes and carERQ ILEHUV FRXOG LQFUHDVH WKH FDWDO\WLF DFWLYLW\ RI SODWLQXP XVHG IRU
FRQVWUXFWLRQRIIXHOFHOOV>@

200
)LJ&DUERQQDQRWXEHOD\HUZLWKVSRWGHSRVLWHGSODWLQXPQDQRSDUWLFOHVSLFWXUHUHFRUGHGE\WKH/(2$
WUDQVPLVVLRQHOHFWURQPLFURVFRSH[22]

6WDQGDUG FHUDPLF PRQROLWK ZDV XVHG WR FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI H[SHULPHQWDO FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHUV EXW
WKHLUYROXPHZDVOLPLWHGWRMXVWFFPZKLFKLVVHYHUDOOHVVWKDQLQVWDQGDUGFRQYHUWHUV7KUHH
VWDJHVFRXOGEHGLVWLQJXLVKHGZLWKLQWKHSURFHVVRIFRQYHUWHUSUHSDUDWLRQ
x GHYHORSPHQWRIPRQROLWK
x V\QWKHVLVRIQDQRWXEHV
x preparation of nanotubes surface functionality
x GHSRVLWLRQRISODWLQXPFRDWLQJ
7KLVSURFHVVZDVGHVFULEHGLQGHWDLOVLQ>@2PLWWLQJWHFKQRORJLFDOGHWDLOVLWVKRXOGEHQRWHGWKDW
ZHLJKW RI SODWLQXP XVHG IRU WKLV H[SHULPHQWDO FRQYHUWHU ZDV DW OHDVW  WLPHV OHVV WKDQ W\SLFDO
applied in R[LGL]LQJcatalytic converters of contemporary SDVVHQJHUFDUV
4. 5HVXOWVRIWHVWVRQH[SHULPHQWDOFDWDO\WLFFRQYHUWHUZLWKFDUERQQDQRWXEHVOD\HU
7KH FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHUV FRQVWUXFWHG RQ VLWH ZHUH VXEMHFWHG WR D VHULHV RI WHVWV DW SK\VLFDOFKHPLFDO ODE HQJLQH WHVW VKRS DQG FKDVVLV G\QDPRPHWHU 9LVXDO LQVSHFWLRQ SURYHG WKDW WKH
REWDLQHG WHVW FRQYHUWHU IXOILOOV LQWURGXFWRU\ UHTXLUHPHQWV DV WKH SODWLQXP DQG QDQRWXEH OD\HU
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VWUXFWXUH LV FRQFHUQHG $ FDWDO\WLF DFWLYLW\ UHODWLYH WR FDUERQ PRQR[LGH KDV EHHQ SURYHG 7HVWV
FDUULHGRXWDWSK\VLFDO-FKHPLFDOODEFould not reconstruct IXOO\WKHFRQGLWLRQVLQHQJLQHWDLOSLSH
'XHWRWKDWDNH\UROHSOD\VXLWDEO\SODQQHGHQJLQHG\QDPRPHWHUWHVWV3rimary tests were carried
RXW DW WKH &RPEXVWLRQ (QJLQH /DERUDWRU\ RI WKH 3R]QDĔ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 7HFKQRORJ\ DQG WKH
H[SHULPHQWDOFRQYHUWHUVZHUHLQVWDOOHGLQWKHH[KDXVWV\VWHPRI9:7',HQJLQH$YLHZRIHQJLQH
ZLWKKRRNHGXSFDWDO\WLFFRQYHUWHULVSUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ

)LJ$YLHZRIWKH7',HQJLQHRQWHVWVWDQGGXULQJWHVWVRQFDUERQPRQR[LGHFRQYHUVLRQUDWLR>@

7KHH[SHULPHQWDOFDWDO\WLFFRQYHUWHUZDVLQVWDOOHGSDUDOOHOZLWKDVWDQGDUGRQHLQH[KDXVWV\VWHP
RI HQJLQH ZKLFK facilitates FRPSDULVRQ RI WZR FRQYHUWHUV HIILFLHQF\ PHDVXUHG E\ WKH FDUERQ
PRQR[LGHFRQYHUVLRQUDWH7KHZD\ERWKFRQYHUWHUVZHUHLQVWDOOHGZDVSUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ
7HVWVRQVHYHUDOYHUVLRQVRIH[SHULPHQWDOFRQYHUWHUVPDUNHGZLWKVXFFHVVLYHOHWWHUVZHUHFDUULHG
RXWIRUVHYHUDORSHUDWLRQDOSRLQWVGHVFULEHGZLWKURWDWLRQDOVSHHGDQGIXHOGRVH&DUERQPRQR[LGH
concentration LQ H[KDXVW EHIRUH DQG DIWHU WKH FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHU ZDV PHDVXUHG ZLWK WKH 7HVWR
(PLVVLRQ$QDO\]HU5HVXOWVRIFDUERQPRQR[LGHFRQYHUVLRQUDWHFDOFXODWLRQVREWDLQHGIRUVHOHFWHG
FRQYHUWHUVZHUHVXPPDUL]HGDQGSUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ

Fig. 5. A view of the exhaust system with a VWDQGDUGR[LGL]LQJFRQYHUWHU EODFNKRXVLQJ DQGH[SHULPHQWDOFRQYHUWHU
VLOYHUKRXVLQJ FRQQHFWHGSDUDOOHO>@
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Fig. 6. Carbon monoxide conversion ratio GHWHUPLQHGIRUH[SHULPHQWDOFRQYHUWHUVDQGRULJLQDORQH 25<* 
standard fitted to an investigated engine of 9RONVZDJHQ7UDQVSRUWHU

7KH FRQYHUVLRQ UDWH RI FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHUV ZDV LQYHVWLJDWHG XVLQJ D QRQ-KRPRORJDWHG PHWKRG
EXWDQDO\]LQJWKHVRXUFHVDQGYDOXHVRIUDQGRPHUURUVRQHFDQFRQFOXGHWKDWWKHDGRSWHGSURFHGXUH
and applied instrumentation DOORZHGWRDFKLHYHGWKHanticipateGJRDO
&DWDO\WLF DFWLYLW\ WRZDUGV WKH FDUERQ PRQR[LGH ZDV demonstrateG IRU DOO FRQYHUWHUV WHVWHG
+RZHYHU YDULRXV UDWHV RI FRQYHUVLRQ ZHUH DFKLHYHG IRU LQGLYLGXDO FRQYHUWHUV DOO RI WKHP ZHUH
KLJKO\ GHSHQGHQW RQ HQJLQH RSHUDWLRQDO FRQGLWLRQV 7KH KLJKHVWUDWH RI FRQYHUVLRQ ZDV REWDLQHG
for multisectional converter consistinJ RI WKUHH PRQREORFNV – ( ' DQG & – put into common
KRXVLQJ $W WKH RSHUDWLRQDO SRLQW FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR PHGLXP DQG KLJK HQJLQH ORDG WKLV FRQYHUWHU
VKRZHG WKH KLJKHVW UDWH RI FRQYHUVLRQ DPRQJ DOO H[SHULPHQWDO FRQYHUWHUV WHVWHG 7KH ('&
converter presented tKHFRQYHUVLRQUDWHWKHVDPHRUHYHQVOLJKWO\EHWWHUWKDQPXFKELJJHUVWDQGDUG
FRQYHUWHU
$W WKH RSHUDWLRQDO SRLQW FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR ORZ ORDG DQG ORZ VSHHG DOO H[SHULPHQWDO FRQYHUWHUV
SUHVHQWHG XQVDWLVIDFWRU\ YDOXHV RI WKH FDUERQ PRQR[LGH FRQYHUVLRQ UDWH 6upplemental tests
SURYHGWKDWWKHFRPPRQdrawback RIDOOH[SHULPHQWDOFRQYHUWHUVZDVKLJKOLJKW-off temperature;
WKH('&FRQYHUWHUJLYHVFRQYHUVLRQUDWHDWDERXW°C 7KLVSUREOHPKDVQRWEHHQVROYHG
\HW
,QRUGHUWRFDUU\RXWDOOWHVWVSODQQHGHDFKRIFRQYHUWHUVZDVLQVWDOOHGLQH[KDXVWV\VWHPRIWKH
9: 7', HQJLQH UXQQLQJ VHYHUDO KRXUV XQGHU KLJK ORDG ZKHQ WKH H[KDXVW WHPSHUDWXUH H[FHHGHG
400 °C  7KH GHFUHDVH RI WR[LF FRPSRXQGV FRQYHUVLRQ UDWH GHWHUPLQHG IRU LQGLYLGXDO FRQYHUWHUV
was not observed GXULQJ VXFFHVVLYH PHDVXUHPHQWV 7KHUHIRUH one can assume provisionally WKDW
WKHFDUERQQDQRWXEHVDUHQRWVXEMHFWHGWRGHVWUXFWLRQLQWKHHQYLURQPHQWRIHQJLQHH[KDXVWEXWWKH
H[SHULPHQWVFDUULHGRXWFDQQRWUHSODFHWKHdurability tests in conditions of reJXODURSHUDWLRQDQG
ORQJPLOHDJH
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5. &RQFHSWRIH[SHULPHQWDOSLVWRQVNLUWFRYHUHGZLWKFDUERQQDQRWXEHOD\HU
7KHNQRZOHGJH RIHQJLQHSDUWVRSHUDWLRQDOFRQGLWLRQVDQGUHVXOWVRIVWDQGDUGWHVWVRISLVWRQVNLUW
OD\HUV DOORZ WR HVWLPDWHDV SUREDEOH WKHSUHVHQFH RI VHYHUDOinteraction PHFKDQLVPV RI QDQRWXEH
layer over piston skirt on functional features of piston-F\OLQGHUJURXS
x ([SHFWHG UHGXFWLRQ LQ IULFWLRQ ORVVHV XQGHU FRQGLWLRQV RI PL[HG OXEULFDWLRQ ZKLFK UHVXOWV
GLUHFWO\ IURP SURSHUWLHV RI FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV $GGLWLRQDOO\ QDQRSDUWLFOHV RI IULFWLRQ
PRGLILHUVDVPRO\EGHQXPGLVXOILGHFDQEHLQWURGXFHGLQWRQDQRWXEHVVWUXFWXUH
x Grindability of nanotubes superficial layerZKLFKLVQRWGLUHFWO\bound to piston material
FRXOGSURWHFWHQJLQHDJDLQVWseizure
x )RUPDWLRQRIQDQRWXEHOD\HUWKDWZRXOGEHLQWHQVLYHO\JURXQGDWWKHUXQ-LQVWDJHZLOOOHDG
WR WKHLU GLVSHUVLRQ LQ OXEH RLO 5HVXOWV GLVFXVVHG LQ &KDSWHU  SURYH WKDW HYHQ ORZ
concentration of nanotubes in lube oil favorably LQFUHDVH LWV OXEULFDWLQJ SURSHUWLHV 7KLV
HIIHFWFRXOGEHVHHQLQHYHU\NLQHPDWLFQRGHVXSSOLHGZLWKRLO
x Reduction in IULFWLRQORVVHVDWWKHfull film lubrLFDWLRQUHJLPH ZKLFKUHVXOWVIURPRLOIORZ
SURSHUWLHVWKURXJKDQDQRVWUXFWXUDOQHDU-ZDOOIORZ
x Reduction in IRUFHV FRQQHFWHG ZLWK SLVWRQ VHFRQGDU\ PRWLRQ DQG WKHLU LPSOLFDWLRQV OLNH
VXUIDFHZHDUYLEUDWLRQVDQGQRLVH
x Secondary limitation of friction losseV UHVXOWLQJ IURP LQWHQVLYH SLVWRQ VHFRQGDU\ PRWLRQ
IDFLOLWDWLQJDGMXVWPHQWRIRWKHUSDUDPHWHUVOLNHSLVWRQSLQD[LVVKLIW
$YLHZRIWKHH[SHULPHQWDOSLVWRQZLWKVNLUWFRYHUHGE\WKHOD\HURIFDUERQQDQRWXEHVKDVEHHQ
SUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ

)LJ([SHULPHQWDOSLVWRQZLWKQDQRWXEHVFRYHUHGVNLUWYLHZWDNHQEHIRUHDQGDIWHUHQJLQHWHVWV

%HFDXVHRISUREOHPVFRPSOH[LW\WKHPHDVXUHPHQWVDQGWHVWVZHUHGLYLGHGLQWRIRXUVWDJHV
x ILUVWVWDJH– SLVWRQPHDVXUHPHQWVEHIRUHFRYHULQJZLWKQDQRWXEHV
x VHFRQGVWDJH– SLVWRQPHDVXUHPHQWVEHIRUHILWWLQJRQHQJLQH
x WKLUGVWDJH– HQJLQHWHVWV
x IRXUWKVWDJH- HYDOXDWLRQRIZHDU
7KHDLPRISLVWRQPHDVXUHPHQWVZDVGHWHUPLQDWLRQRIVKDSHDQGVXUIDFHURXJKQHVVGHYLDWLRQ
and it was broadly GHVFULEHGLQ>@
7KHHQJLQHWHVWVZHUHFDUULHGRXWDIWHUILWWLQJSLVWRQVRQDSXUSRVHO\FRQVWUXFWHGWHVWULJZLWKD
two-F\OLQGHUHQJLQHGULYHQE\DQHOHFWULFPRWRU7KLVWHVWULJFDOOHGVLPXODWLRQVWDQGVHUYHVIRU
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SRVVLEO\SUHFLVHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIHQJLQHFUDQNV\VWHPUHDORSHUDWLRQDOFRQGLWLRQVZLWKFRQFXUUHQW
WRUTXH PHDVXUHPHQW ZKHQ HQJLQH LV H[WHUQDOO\ GULYHQ 7KH FDPVKDIW RQ WKLV HQJLQH KDV EHHQ
inactivateGZLWKFORVHGYDOYHVDVZHOODVZDWHUDQGRLOSXPSVGULYHQE\WKHFUDQNVKDIW7KHODWWHU
two were replaced by elecWULFDOGULYHQH[WHUQDOSXPSV
7KHVHFKDQJHVPDGHWKDWHDFKUHYROXWLRQRIFUDQNVKDIWIRUFHVDUHSHDWHGF\FOHRIFRPSUHVVLRQ
DQGH[SDQVLRQZKLOHDSDUWRIFKDUJHEORZVE\WRWKHFUDQNFDVHEHFDXVHRIleakiness:KHQWKH
valves are closed a possible leak can be made up by additional one-ZD\YDOYHVFDOOHGFKDUJHPDNH
XSYDOYHVDQGLQVWDOOHGLQVWHDGRIVSDUNSOXJV7HVWVWDQGFRQVWUXFWLRQDOORZVIRUYDOYHFORVLQJRU
RSHQLQJLQRUGHUWRDVSLUHIUHHO\DPELHQWDLURUFRPSUHVVHGDLUVXSSO\&RPSUHVVHGDLUVXSSO\WR
WKH F\OLQGHU DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ RI FRPSUHVVLRQ VWURNH OHDGV WR KLJKHU F\OLQGHU SUHVVXUH 7KLV FDQ
VHUYHIRUVLPXODWLRQRIUHDOHQJLQHKLJKHUORDGV
6. 7HVWUHVXOWV
2QO\HOHPHQWVRIFUDQNPHFKDQLVPDUHGULYHQE\WKHH[WHUQDOGULYHRQWKHPRGLILHGHQJLQHDQG
WKHUHIRUH D SUHFLVH GHILQLWLRQ RI IULFWLRQ ORVVHV LV SRVVLEOH E\ WKH PHDVXUHPHQW RI H[WHUQDO GULYH
WRUTXH)ROORZLQJVLJQLILFDQWIDFWRUV DIIHFWLQJWKHPHDVXUHGWRUTXHFDQEHGLVWLQJXLVKHG
D IULFWLRQORVVHVRFFXULQJEHWZHHQSLVWRQVNLUWDQGF\OLQGHUOLQHUZKLFKDUHDQDO\]HGLQWKLV
SDSHU
E IULFWLRQORVVHVJHQHUDWHGEHWZHHQWKHULQJSDFNDQGF\OLQGHU
F IULFWLRQORVVHVLQFUDQNVKDIWEHDULQJV
G ORVV RI FRPSUHVVHG FKDUJH DV D UHVXOW RI EORZ-E\ DV ZHOO DV WKHUPDO ORVVHV RULJLQDWHd in
KHDWWUDQVIHUEHWZHHQFKDUJHDQd VXUURXQGLQJV
,WFDQEHDVVXPHGWKDWNHHSLQJWKHSLVWRQGLDPHWHUXQFKDQJHGWKHQDQRWXEHVFRYHURYHUSLVWRQ
skirt does not affect substantially WKHSKHQRPHQDPHQWLRQHGLQSRLQWVEWRGFDXVLQJFRQVLGHUDEOH
FKDQJH LQ H[WHUQDO WRUTXH EDODQFH 7KHUHIRUH D Fomparison of torque values recorded in similar
FRQGLWLRQV IRU HQJLQH ZLWK VWDQGDUG SLVWRQV DQG WKH RQH ZLWK SLVWRQV FRYHUHG ZLWK QDQRWXEHV
IDFLOLWDWHWKHGHWHUPLQDWLRQRIQDQRWXEHOD\HUHIIHFWRQIULFWLRQORVVHV
7KH WRUTXH KDV EHHQ UHFRUGHG DW D IUHTXHQF\ RI  N+] DQG JDYH  WKRXVDQG successive
UHVXOWV 7KHUHIRUH HYHU\ PHDVXULQJ ILOH FRQWDLQV LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ WRUTXH FRXUVH ZLWKLQ  VHFRQGV
WKHPHDQYDOXHKDVEHHQFDOFXODWHGRQWKHEDVLVRIVXFKFRXUVH
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)LJ6WDQGDUGSLVWRQVIULFWLRQORVVHVFRXUVHVDQGPDUNHGZLWKSRLQWHUVFKDQJHVUHFRUGHGDIWHUUHSODFHPHQWRI
VWDQGDUGSLVWRQVZLWKH[SHULPHQWDORQHVZLWKFDUERQQDQRWXEHVFRYHUHGVNLUW

7KUHHPDLQPHDVXULQJVHULHVGHILQHGE\WKHRLOWHPSHUDWXUH&&and 110 °C can be
GLVWLQJXLVKHG LQ WKH SURJUDP :LWKLQ HYHU\ VXSHULRU VHULHV DQRWKHU WKUHH VHULHV UHODWLYH WR WKH
SUHVVXUHEHIRUHFKDUJHVXSSO\YDOYHVFDQEHGLVWLQJXLVKHGQDPHO\EDUEDUDQG EDU 7KHVH
series correspond consecutively to valves closed 1RSHQ FRQQHFWHGWRDPELHQWDLU RUFRQQHFWHGWR
WKHFRPSUHVVHGDLULQVWDOODWLRQZLWKEDURIDEVROXWHSUHVVXUH(DFKPHDVXULQJVHULHV– of total
nine – FRQVLVWVRIHOHYHQSRLQWVGHILQHGE\URWDWLRQDOVSHHGYDULDEOHZLWKLQWKHUDQJHIrom 500 rpm
WR  USP ZLWK D  USP VWHS 7KH ZKROH SURJUDP FRQVLVWV RI  PHDVXULQJ SRLQWV DQG ZDV
FDUULHG RXW RQ WKH HQJLQH ZLWK VWDQGDUG SLVWRQV 7KH PHDVXUHPHQWV ZHUH UHSHDWHG RQ WKH HQJLQH
ZLWKH[SHULPHQWDOSLVWRQV5HVXOWVREWDLQHGIRUH[WUHPHYDOues of oil temperature are presented in
)LJ
7KHDSSOLFDWLRQRIFDUERQQDQRWXEHVRQSLVWRQVNLUWFDXVHGDFRQVLGHUDEOHUHGXFWLRQRIIULFWLRQ
ORVVHVH[SUHVVHGE\GHFUHDVHGH[WHUQDOWRUTXHUHDFKLQJHYHQLQPRVWIDYRUDEOHFRQGLWLRQVRI
HQJLQHUXQ,VKRXOGEHQRWHGWKDWSUHVHQWHGGLIIHUHQFHUHODWHs WRWKHWRWDOIULFWLRQORVVHV WKDWWDNH
LQWR DFFRXQW QRW RQO\ ORVVHV RQ SLVWRQ VNLUW EXW DOVR WKRVH JHQHUDWHG E\ WKH ULQJ SDFN DQG VOLGH
EHDULQJV 'DWD DYDLODEOH LQ OLWHUDWXUH SURYH WKDW WKUHH NLQHPDWLF SDLUV PHQWLRQHG KHUH DUH
FRPSDUDEOH ZKHQ IULFWLRQ ORVVHV DUH WDNHQ LQWR FRQVLGHUDWLRQ %HFDXVH RI WKDW WKH UHGXFWLRQ LQ
IULFWLRQORVVHVUHFRUGHGDIWHUDSSOLFDWLRQRISLVWRQVZLWKPRGLILHGVXUIDFHDUHVXUSULVLQJO\KLJK
$IWHU ILQLVKHG HQJLQH WHVWV WKH H[SHULPHQWDl pistons were removed and samples were taken
IURPWKHLUVXUIDFH ZKLFKZas HYHQWXDOO\LQYHVWLJDWHGZLWKDWUDQVPLVVLRQHOHFWURQPLFURVFRSHRI
KLJKUHVROXWLRQ)LJSUHVHQWVDQH[HPSODU\YLHZRISLVWRQVNLUWVHFWLRQZLWKDQDQRWXEHOD\HU
analysis of all VDPSOHV WHVWHG DOORZ WR FRQFOXGH WKDW FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV KDYH QRW suffered
destruction GXULQJHQJLQHWHVWV

1

&ORVLQJRIFKDUJHVXSSOHPHQWLQJvalves actually EULQJVDERXWFHUWDLQQHJDWLYHSUHVVXUH but it is not a perfect vacuum; WKHYDOXH
ZDVDVVXPHGLQRUGHUWRVLPSOLI\QRWDWLRQRIPHDVXUHPHQWILOHV+HUHLWPHDQVRQO\WKDWWKHFKDUJHLVQRWVXSSOHPHQWHG
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Fig. 9. A view of carbon nanotubes RQDVDPSOHVXUIDFHRISLVWRQUHPRYHGIURPHQJLQHSLFWXUHWDNHQE\DKLJK
resolution transmission electron micURVFRSH +57(0

7. &RQFOXVLRQVDQGILQDOUHPDUNV
&RQVWUXFWLRQ RI SURWRW\SH H[SHULPHQWDO R[LGL]LQJ FDWDO\WLF FRQYHUWHUV DQG SLVWRQV DQG
HYHQWXDO WHVWV VKRZ D considerable functional DGYDQWDJHV UHVXOWLQJ IURP DSSOLFDWLRQ RI FDUERQ
QDQRWXEHV,QDFDVHRIFDWDO\WLFFRQYHUWHULWKDVEHHQVKRZQWKDW
x FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV DUH QRW GHVWUXFWLRQ SURQH XQGHU RSHUDWLRQDO FRQGLWLRQV RI R[LGL]LQJ
FRQYHUWHUGHGLFDWHGWRGLHVHOHQJLQH
x WKHGHYHORSHGVXUIDFHRIQDQRWXEHVDOORZVIRUDVLJQLILFDQWOLPLWDWLRQRIDSSOLHGSODWLQXP
WKRXJKVXFKFRQYHUWHUGHPRQVWUDWHKLJKOLJKW-RIIWHPSHUDWXUH
x WHFKQRORJ\RIFRQYHUWHUKDVEHHQGHYHORSHGWKDWFRXOGEHLPSOHPHQWHGLQPDVVSURGXFWLRQ
Tests carried out on pistons allow to IRUPXODWHIROORZLQJFRQFOXVLRQV
x FDUERQQDQRWXEHVRYHUSLVWRQVNLUWGRQRWGLVLQWHJUDWH
x QDQRWXEHOD\HURQSLVWRQVNLUWJLYHVFRQVLGHUDEOHUHGXFWLRQRIIULFWLRQORVVHVZLWKLQDZLGH
UDQJHRIHQJLQHRSHUDWLRQDOFRQGLWLRQV
x WHFKQRORJ\ XVHG IRU PDQXIDFWXULQJ RI H[SHULPHQWDO SLVWRQV FRXOG EH LPSURYHG DQG
HYHQWXDOO\DSSOLHGWRWKHPDVVSURGXFWLRQ
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nanotube bearings-RXUQDORIWKH0HFKDQLFVDQG3K\VLFVRI6ROLGV -
'H 9ROGHU 0)/ 7DZILFN 6+ %DXJKPDQ 5+ +DUW $- Carbon Nanotubes: Present
DQG)XWXUH&RPPHUFLDO$SSOLFDWLRQV6FLHQFHYRO
)HQLPRUH $0 <X]YLQVN\ 7' +DQ :4 )XKUHU 06 &XPLQJV - =HWWO$ Rotational
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)HUNHO + %DFKPDQQ 0 9ROSS H-5 6W|ZH . +HQVJHQ / (GHOPHWDOOIUHLH
1DQRNDWDO\VDWRUHQIU'LHVHOSDUWLNHOILOWHU07=
+XDQJ % +XDQJ 5 -LQ ' <H ' /RZ WHPSHUDWXUH 6&5 RI 12 ZLWK 1+ 3 over carbon
QDQRWXEHVVXSSRUWHGYDQDGLXPR[LGHV&DWDO\VLV7RGD\-
,VNUa $ .DáXĪQ\ - Babiak 0 *DSLĔVNL % 3RPLDU NV]WDáWX SRZLHU]FKQL ERF]QHM WáRND
SRNU\WHMZDUVWZąQDQRUXUHNZĊJORZ\FK-RXUQDORI3ROLVK&,0$&
.DáXĪQ\ - (NVSHU\PHQWDOQH ]DVWRVRZDQLD QDQRUXUHN ZĊJORZ\FK Z NRQVWUXNFML WáRNRZHJR
VLOQLND VSDOLQRZHJR :\GDZQLFWZR 3ROLWHFKQLNL 3R]QDĔVNLHM 6HULD 5R]SUDZ\ QU 
3R]QDĔ
/HLQR$50RKO0.XNNROD-0lNL-$UYHOD3.RNNRQHQ76KFKXNDUHY$.RUGDV.
/RZ-WHPSHUDWXUH FDWDO\WLF R[LGDWLRQ RI 0XOWL-walled carbon nanotubes &DUERQ  
/L 4<DQJ+4LX)=KDQJ;Promotional effects of carbon nanotubes on V 2 2 5 7L2 2
IRU12 x removal-RXUQDORI+D]DUGRXV0DWHULDOV-
/LQ 50 /X & 0RGHOLQJ RI LQWHUIDFLDO IULFWLRQ GDPSLQJ RI FDUERQ QDQRWXEH-based
QDQRFRPSRVLWHV0HFKDQLFDO6\VWHPVDQG6LJQDO3URFHVVLQJ9RO,VVXH
/X&K-<:H\0-<7KHSHUIRUPDQFHRI&17DVFDWDO\VWVXSSRUWRQ&2R[LGDWLRQ$7ORZ
WHPSHUDWXUH)XHO-
/X+*ROGPDQQ-'LQJ)6XQ<3XOLNNDWKDUD0;.KDEDVKHVNX91<DNREVRQ%,
/RX-)ULFWLRQDQGDGKHVLRQSURSHUWLHVRIYHUWLFDOO\DOLJQHGPXOWL-walled carbon nanotube
arrays and fluoro-nanodiamond films&DUERQGRL
/XFDV03DODFL,5LHGR(=KDQJ;7RVDWWL(Hindered rolling and friction anisotroS\
LQ VXSSRUWHG FDUERQ QDQRWXEHV 1DWXUH 0DWHU     DU;LYY FRQGPDWPWUO-sci
0D 4 :DQJ ' :X 0 =KDR 7 <RQH\DPD < (IIHFW RI FDWDO\WLF VLWH SRVLWLRQ 1LFNHO
nanocatalyst selectively loaded inside or outside carbon nanotubes for methane dry
reforming)XHO-
0DLOODUG ) 6LPRQRY 3$ 6DYLQRYD (5 &DUERQ 0DWHULDOV DV 6XSSRUWV IRU )XHO &HOOV
(OHFWURFDWDO\VWV &DUERQ 0DWHULDOV IRU &DWDO\VLV (GV 3KLOLSSH 6HUS DQG -RVH /XLV
)LJXHLUHGR:LOH\
1    – :\VRNRHIHNW\ZQ\ VDPRFKRGRZ\ UHDNWRU NDWDOLW\F]Q\ QD ED]LH
WUyMZ\PLDURZ\FKKLHUDUFKLF]Q\FKQDQRVWUXNWXUZĊJORZ\FKUDSRUWNRĔFRZ\3R]QDĔ
3RWWX] /- 'DVVHQR\ ) 9DFKHU % 0DUWLQ -0 0LHQR 7 Ultralow friction and wear
EHKDYLRURI1L<-based siQJOHZDOOFDUERQQDQRWXEHV 6:17V  7ULERORJ\,QWHUQDWLRQDO9RO
,VVXHV-
6DOYHWDW -3 %RQDUG -0 7KRPVRQ 1+ .XOLN $- )RUUy / %HQRLW : =XSSLUROL /
0HFKDQLFDOSURSHUWLHVRIFDUERQQDQRWXEHV$SSOLHG3K\VLFV$-
6HUYDQWLU - *DVSDUG 3 Rotational dynamics and friction in double-walled carbon
nanotubes3K\V5HY/HWW  
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>@ 7HKUDQL06DIGDUL0%RURXMHQL$<5D]DYL=&DVH6:'DKPHQ.*DUPHVWDQL+
$O-+DLN 06 Hybrid carbon fiber/carbon naQRWXEH FRPSRVLWHV IRU VWUXFWXUDO GDPSLQJ
DSSOLFDWLRQV1DQRWHFKQRORJ\
>@ 9DQGHU:DOO5/0L\RVKL.6WUHHW.:7RPDVHN$-3HQJ+/LX<0DUJUDYH91
.KDEDVKHVNX91)ULFWLRQSURSHUWLHVRIVXUIDFH-fluorinated carbon nanotubes:HDU9RO
,VVXHV-
>@ 9', 5LFKWOLQLH 9',  .RKOHQVWRIIVFKLFKWHQ *UXQGODJHQ 6FKLFKWW\SHQ XQG
(LJHQVFKDIWHQ
>@ =KDQJ6/LX:.5XRII56Atomistic simulations of double-walled carbon nanotubes
':&17V DVURWDWLRQDOEHDULQJV1DQR/HWWHUV   
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF GAS FLOW IN
A LABYRINTH SEAL FOR A NUMERICAL AND THEORETICAL
MODEL
3DZHá.DV]RZVNL0DUHN']LGD
*GDĔVN8QLYHUVLW\RI7HFKQRORJ\
8O1DUXWRZLF]D-*GDĔVN3RODQG
7HO
H-PDLO SDZNDV]R#SJJGDSOG]LGD#SJJGDSO

$EVWUDFW
/DE\ULQWKVHDOVDUHDQLPSRUWDQWFRPSRQHQWRIJDVDQGVWHDPWXUELQHVGHVLJQ0DQ\FDOFXODWLRQPRGHOVDUH
DYDLODEOHLQRUGHUWRGHWHUPLQHWKHWKHUPRG\QDPLFSDUDPHWHUVRIJDVDORQJWKHVHDOOHQJWKVWDUWLQJZLWKPRGHOV
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Labyrinth seals are commonly used in turbomachines, such as generator, compressor and
blower turbines. They have been designed for and integrated into turbomachines for the purpose
of dampening a liquid leak between two spaces: one in which there is a high pressure of the
working medium, and the other with a lower one. They are placed between the rotor shaft and
the housing. The seals are used when the unit shaft is rotating with a high speed. They perform
important functions in the design and operation of machines. Several problems must be
highlighted, though. One of them is the issue of the labyrinth wear and the resultant reduction in
the turbine efficiency. Another one is the lack of possibility of controlling the seal operation and
specifying its overhaul date.
A labyrinth seal consists of connected tooth. Its tightness depends on the number of flow
contractions, density of the seal teeth, height of clearance and volume of chambers between the
teeth. In an ideal sealing the flow is turbulent just downstream of the seal and completely
decelerated upstream of another contraction. A simplified model of a labyrinth seal is shown in
Fig. 1.

)LJ6HPL-IXOOODE\ULQWKVHDO
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In a labyrinth seal the value of clearances between rotating and fixed elements is constant.
Therefore, the surface area of those clearances should be equal for all teeth:
 ܣൌ ʹߨݏݎ

(1)

where:
r – average clearance radius,
A – clearance cross section,
s – clearance height.
/DE\ULQWKVHDOFDOFXODWLRQPHWKRGV
Knowing the input parameters of the seal operation, i.e. gas pressure upstream of the seal,
pressure donwstream of the seal, number of flow contractions and the seal geometry, the
thermodynamic parameters of gas along the labyrinth length can be calculated in the following
manner:

)LJ6HDOPRGHOXVHGIRUFDOFXODWLRQV

Let us assume that the pressure drop in subsequent clearances is linear and calculate it using
the following formula:
ο ൌ

 െ 
݊

(2)

where:
n – number of seal teeth.
The seal clearance surface area is determined in accordance with formula (1). Specific volume
of gas and entropy ݏ were derived from charts. Thus all the parameters enabling the
specification of the 0 point location on chart h – s (Figure 3) were determined.

)LJ)DQQRFXUYHLQVHDO
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In order to determine the change in steam parameters during an isentropic expansion process
between points (0-1) the following formula should be used:

௩

ൌ

ሶ


ൌ =ܭidem

(3)

Gas velocity at the segment outlet is determined using the following formula:
ܿ ൌ ݒ

݉ሶ
ܣ

(4)

ο݄ ൌ

ܿ ଶ
ʹ

(5)

Enthalpy reduction in the seal segment:

Considering operational and geometric parameters of the seal we obtain:
ο݄ ൌ ݒ ଶ

݉ሶଶ

(6)

ʹܣ ଶ

Considering the enthalpy reduction in the first segment of the seal in the h – s diagram we obtain
the location of point 1 – the outlet from the first segment. The assumption that the conversion
between points 1 – 2 is an isobaric deceleration of the stream (ଵ ൌ ଶ) guarantees the
conversion of kinetic energy into heat through deceleration, as a result of friction combined with
the lack of heat exchange with the surroundings. During this conversion process, steam enthalpy
increases to the value equal to the value prior to the medium entering the seal.
݄ଶ ൌ ݄ଵ 

ܿଶଶ
ൌ ݄
ʹ

(7)

Prior to each subsequent contraction it is assumed that the medium has a constant value of
enthalpy equal to the initial enthalpy. Gas temperature is read from steam charts. In view of the
fact that mass deceleration takes place during an isobaric process and considering the initially
calculated pressure distribution and the presented method for performing calculations, the
location of all points on the h – s diagram will be determined.
The main issue with labyrinth seals is the determination of the size of a mass stream flowing
through individual teeth of the seal. Most calculation models use the Saint-Venant's equation for
this purpose:
ଶ

݉ሶ ൌ ܣඩʹ݃

ିଵ


ߢ
ାଵ 
ାଵ
൬
൰ െ൬
൰
ߢെͳ



൩


ݒ

(8)

Using the given calculation model we obtain differences in gas mass streams in the individual
clearances of the seal. It means that the pressure distribution in subsequent segments of the seal
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is unclear and te pressure distribution calculations must be corrected. The method for
performing those corrections is described in article [5.].
Currently, the computing power of computers enables quick Computational Fluid Dynamic
calculations with a high level of accuracy. They constitute an alternative to analytical methods.
Fluent software included in the Ansys package contains a calculation model based on a turbulent
flow k – epsilon standard. The K-epsilon model is the most common of all turbulent models that
ensures sufficient calculation accuracy. It is based on transport equations.
The equation for k turbulence kinetic energy:
߲
߲
ሺߩ݇ሻ 
ሺߩ݇ݑ ሻ
߲ݐ
߲ݔ
߲
ߤ௧ ߲݇
ൌ
ቈ൬ߤ  ൰
  ܩ  ܩ െ ߩ߳ െ ܻெ  ܵ
߲ݔ
ߪ ߲ݔ

(9)

and energy dissipation ߳:
߲
߳
ߤ௧ ߲߳
߳ଶ
߲
߲
ሺߩ߳ሻ 
ሺߩ߳ݑ ሻ ൌ
ቈ൬ߤ  ൰
  ܥଵఢ ሺܩ  ܥଷఢ ܩ ሻ െ ܥଶఢ ߩ  ܵఢ
ߪఢ ߲ݔ
݇
߲ݐ
݇
߲ݔ
߲ݔ

(10)

Where:
ߤ௧ - turbulence viscosity,
ܵ – strain tensor.
ܩ represents the velocity gradient included in the turbulence kinetic energy, while ܻெ
represents fluctuations resulting from turbulence changes. ܵఢ and ܵ are initial conditions. ܥଵఢ ,
ܥଶఢ and ܥఓ are experimentally determined constants for the K – Epsilon model and they amount
to: ܥଵఢ ൌ ͳǡͶͶ, ܥଶఢ ൌ ͳǤͻʹ and ܥఓ ൌ ͲǡͲͻ, respectively.
ߪ , ߪఢ are experimentally determined Prandtl turbulence numbers for the turbulence kinetic
energy and they amount to ߪ ൌ ͳǡͲ, ߪఢ ൌ ͳǡ͵, respectively.
6LPXODWLRQV
The model assumed for the calculations involves the seal length of 200 mm. There are 20
flow contractions (teeth) along the seal length, Figure 4. The seal pitch equals c=10 mm, and the
distance between teeth amounts to b=9 mm. The tooth thickness is d=1 mm. It is assumed that
the average clearance of the seal amounts to 0,5 mm. The following input parameters of the seal
operation were assumed: temperature ܶ and pressure  of gas upstream of the seal inlet equal
308 K and 4,5 bar respectively, while the assumed gas pressure at the seal outlet equals 3 bars.
Analytical calculations assume maximum gas velocity at the moment the gas flows through a
clearance. In a chamber between clearances gas is completely decelerated as a result of the
isobaric expansion process. Computer simulations were performed in accordance with the kepsilon turbulent model.
Calculations were performed for the following parameters:
Number of seal teeth
Seal length
Tooth height
Seal pitch
Chamber width
Tooth thickness
Nominal seal clearance

n
L
h
c
B
d
S
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20
200
9,5
10
9
1,0
0,5

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Shaft diameter
Gas pressure upstream of seal
Gas temperature upstream of seal
Gas pressure downstream of seal

H

ܶ


150
4,5
308
3,0

mm
bar
K
bar

The seal geometry is presented in Figure 4.

)LJ*HRPHWU\RIODE\ULQWKVHDOXVHGIRUFDOFXODWLRQV,QWKHILJXUHE–FKDPEHUZLGWK'–VKDIWGLDPHWHUG–
WRRWKWKLFNQHVVK–WRRWKKHLJKW/–VHDOOHQJWKS–VHDOSLWFK -JDVSUHVVXUHXSVWUHDPRIVHDO –JDV
SUHVVXUHGRZQVWUHDPRIVHDOV–QRPLQDOVHDOFOHDUDQFHܶ –JDVWHPSHUDWXUHGRZQVWUHDPRIVHDO

A calculation mesh presented in Figure 5 was used for the calculations. The mesh contains
1 284 700 elements. At crucial points, i.e. seal clearances, the mesh is more dense.

)LJ&DOFXODWLRQPHVKIRUODE\ULQWKVHDO

Figure 6 shows a diagram representing pressure distribution along the seal length. The
results obtained through numerical calculations using CFD modelling are highlighted in blue,
while the results obtained through an analytical model are highlighted in orange. The analytical
model was described in item [4]. There is a slight difference in the obtained results caused by
the fact that in the analytical model we obtain averaged pressure values. In the case of CFD
calculations we obtain a calculated pressure values profile in the mesh nodes along the entire
width of a clearance. The pressure profile is presented in Figure 6. The diagram shows average
values for the results obtained with the CFD method.
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CFD calculations

Analytical calculations
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)LJ'LDJUDPRISUHVVXUHSURILOHVLQLQGLYLGXDOWRRWKRIVHDO


Figure 7 shows pressure distribution in individual seal teeth. As expected, pressure values in
the profile reach their maximum values within approximately 0,05 mm from the frame. These
profiles have a similar shape in all clearances of the seal.
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)LJ*DVSUHVVXUHSURILOHIRUL-WKWRRWK

Figure 8 shows a pressure profile in the cross section of the seal i-th clearance. The
pressure value in the clearance is increasing while moving in the direction of the frame. It
means that friction between the seal and gas reaches its maximum values by the walls, having
maximum values near the tooth.
140
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Figure 9 shows a diagram of gas velocity versus the seal length. Cyclic repetition of locally
maximum velocity peaks may be observed. It results from the fact that the medium velocity is
maximum when flowing through a clearance and gas is decelerated in the chamber between the
seal teeth.
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)LJ'LDJUDPRIJDVYHORFLW\GHSHQGHQFHIRUWKHVHFRQGDQGWKLUGWRRWK

The velocity diagram for the second and third tooth of the seal is given in Figure 10. The
velocity profile in the mid of the seal clearance is highlighted in red, while the tooth thickness is
highlighted in orange and purple. It can be observed that maximum velocities are reached by gas
just downstream of the tooth. Local increments in gas velocity downstream of the clearance may
also be observed – Figure 10.
The advantage of the CFD calculations over analytical calculations is the possibility of
visualization. Figures 11 and 12 show pressure distribution and the velocity field along the
length of the labyrinth seal. Such simulations make it possible to present the solution to the
problem thanks to a diversified colour map which facilities the understanding of the challenges
faced. It is possible to select calculation mesh nodes in such a manner that more results are
obtained in areas requiring special attention. Analytical calculations do not provide for this, as
they provide average values.


)LJ3UHVVXUHGLVWULEXWLRQLQODE\ULQWKVHDO


)LJ*DVYHORFLW\ILHOGLQODE\ULQWKVHDO
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6XPPDU\
There are many calculation models available for labyrinth seals. All of them provide similar
results. Theoretical models provide only the most important information, while CFD
calculations also enable the visualization of the obtained results. They provide information on
the gas thermodynamic parameters at each point of the labyrinth seal. Because of the computers
computing power increase it is possible to model the operation of more and more complex
systems.
The results obtained using both calculation models are similar. The k-epsilon model provides
more information than the analytical model. It means that depending on the required precision of
results we may use both models interchangeably. It also proves the correctness of both models.
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Abstract
The article presents WKHVHOHFWHGPHWURORJ\LVVXHVFRQFHUQLQJWKHH[KDXVWWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHWXUERFKDUJHG
marine engines during operation. The VSHFLDO FRQFHUQ KDV EHHQ SDLG RQ H[LVWLQJ GLVWXUEDQFHV DV ZHOO DV
thermodynamical interpretation of the recorded measurement signal. A diagnostic informativeness of the
standard H[KDXVWWHPSHUDWXUH¶Vmeasurements has ZRUNHGRXWZKLOHWKHHQJLQHUXQVLQVWHDG\VWDWHVKDVEHHQ
also considered DERXWPDQ\DVSHFWVof technical state evaluation of its working spaces, the fuel injection unit as
well as the ORDGH[FKDQJHV\VWHP.
Key wordsmarine diesel engines, H[KDXVWWHPSHUDWXUH, standard measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION
The marine diesel engine exhaust temperature measured in characteristic control
sections of its thermal-flow unit might stand for a valuable source of diagnostic information
about a technical state of the elements separating that way the restrictive working spaces and
also its fuel fed system (a fuel injection unit) as well as its load exchange system (a timing
gear). In standard measurement units of the marine engines that are equipped with pulsatory
turbocharging system the exhaust temperature is measured in the outlets of individual
cylinders as well as in front and behind a turbine of the turbocompressor applying to this aim
the traditional thermocouples of considerable measurement inertia (time constants equal a
tenth parts of second and more) [Kluj, 2000].
It means, that for further diagnostic analysis an averaging values of the periodically
changing exhaust flux temperature leaving the engine’s individual cylinders, exhaust flux
temperature in a cumulative passage feeding as well as exhaust flux temperature in the turbine
escape passage are subjected - fig. 1. A proper interpretation of the temperature signal
registered during the engine’s steady working conditions represents the largest metrology
difficulty >:LĞQLHZVNL1983] and the principal problem, that a diagnostician has to deal with,
is to answer on the following question: "How far do directly observed exhaust temperature
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indications differ from a real values of the exhaust temperature which might be evaluated
indirectly on the basis of the measurements of different thermodynamic medium’s state
parameters?”. It consequently gives an opportunity to explain a special peculiar, and even
apparent anomaly of the turbocharged engine’s outlet exhaust system in which an averaging
value of exhaust temperature leaving individual cylinders is considerably lower (even over
100K!) than an averaging exhaust temperature in the turbocompressor’s inlet section.

a)

b)

TTk1

7FĞU

c)

77ĞU

Fig. 1. 7HPSHUDWXUHDOWHUDWLRQVRIWKHH[KDXVWOHDYLQJDQHQJLQHF\OLQGHU D , in a cumulative passage feeding
WKHWXUELQH E DQGLQDGLVFKDUJHSDVVDJHRIWKHWXUELQH F in terms of an angle of the crankshaft revolution of
the four-stroke engine.

2. EXHAUST FLOW TERMODYNAMICS
Energy processes worked out within the functional units of a marine engine with the
pulsatory turbocharging system might be considered in steady and unsteady working
conditions of the ship movement system 1 or ship electrical power system 2. Limiting the
analysis only to the propulsion engine, it is assumed that the steady working conditions occur
when derivatives of the state parameters of the analysed energy processes in relation to time
equal to zero or they have got the settled periodical character and the period equals to the
duration time of one working cycle (or equals its multiplicity resulting from a particular
cylinders’ number). Thus, the accumulation and dissipation processes of the energy and mass
do not exist within the engine’s functional units and average values of the all input and output
energy streams are continually the same. In such a situation values of the basic parameters,
e.g. the generated torque, the crankshaft’s and turbocompressor rotor’s angular speed as well

1
2

Propulsion engine – propeller – ship hull.
Propulsion engine - generator.
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as the summary warmth stream flowing through the engine, averaging for the time
corresponding to realization of several working cycles remain invariable.
However in reality, fluctuations of the alterations courses of the processes state’s
parameters occur. They come within a range of the engine’s one working cycle and result, in
peculiarity, from uniqueness of the burning process [Rychter and Teodorczyk, 2006,
:LVáRFNL @ In such a way a “delamination” (sometimes considerable enough) of
indicator diagrams is explain when the diagrams are registered from one working cycle to
another at the immovable strip of the fuel injection's pump and invariable crankshaft’s
rotatory speed. If it causes the observable (within the accessible measuring techniques)
alterations, in a time, of the average output engine’s values it might be recognized that the
unsteady conditions occur associated with an appearing the energy and mass accumulators in
the engine’s functional units.
In such a situation a simultaneousness consideration of the so called "micro-dynamic”
processes (quick-changeable) 3, worked out in the engine, which are associated with its cyclic
work as well as "macro-dynamic” processes (slow-changeable) 4 of the continuous flow of
mass, warmth and energy streams in functional units occurred in relation to the first ones with
a considerable delay requires a reasoning. A dynamics of the control process has to be also
taken into consideration. Additionally, time constants of "macro-dynamic” processes worked
out during unsteady working states of the ship movement system (or ship electrical power
system) in relation to “micro- and macro-dynamic” engine processes have to be estimated.
The ship movement system’s inertia equals several up to dozens minutes [Wojnowski, 1998].
Restricting further considerations concerning an energy processes’ dynamics of the
pulsatory turbocharged engine only to the exhaust system’s thermodynamics two conduct
ways are possible. The first one, supposing, that the considered thermal-flow processes will
be treated as the steady ones. In such a case full periodicity of these processes’ course is
adjusted and averaging values of the state parameters in a time considerably longer than the
duration time of one engine work’s cycle are accepted to calculate the values of
thermodynamical medium state’s function in the passage between cylinders and the
turbocompressor.
The second approach supposes, that the courses describing quick-changeable thermalflow processes in the exhaust passage are aperiodic, in a range of the one engine cycle’s
duration or aperiodic, in a range of the pathway time from one steady state to another (slowchangeable transient processes).
Thus, a qualification of the changeability character of thermodynamical medium state
parameters and function time courses in the exhaust passage (their temporary values’
measurement), in a sense of their periodicity: steady or unsteady, represents a key metrology
issue. A deep and credibility of the formulated diagnosis about the engine technical shape as
well as technical requirements towards the applied measuring apparatus (sensors’ inertia,
sampling frequency of the recorded signal measurement signal etc.) depend on the above
mentioned factors.

3. RESEARCH OBJECT
The modelling object represents the turbocharging system of the 6-cylinder Sulzer
6AL20/24 four-stroke engine equipped with pulsatory power supply of the turbine and
cooling supercharging air – fig. 2. The engine produces 420 kW nominal power, at crnakshaft
rortational speed 750 min-1. Other the engine’s technical data are, as follows: cylinder bore
3
4

Time constants from several to dozens milisecond.
Time constants from several to hundreds second.
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and displacement - 200 mm i 7540 cm3, piston stroke and mean piston speed - 240 mm i 6,0
m/s, compression ratio - 12,7.
The system consists of sub-assemblies as follows: turbocharger’s rotor with radial
turbine (T) and radial compressor (S), flow passages of air and exhaust, cooler of the engine’s
supercharging air (CH). Measuring places for the engine control parameters are marked in the
figure as well. The measurements are carried out by means of the computer measuredrecording system during standard shipyard tests. Table 1 includes a set of the serial engine’s
observed parameters, registered during steady working conditions, at five different load.
pCH
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the WXUERFKDUJLQJV\VWHP of the SULZER engine 6AL20/24 type

The singular supercharging system of the engine of firing sequence: 1-4-2-6-3-5 is
equipped with a radial turbine having exhaust bipassage pulsatory power supply system. An
alteration course of exhaust pressure in the pipes before the turbine wears a character similar
to the one presented in figure 3. Such a solution, where the exhaust valve opening lasts
D=3400 crankshaft revolutions, ensures positive interfering effect of pressure waves impulses
from two cylinders by D=1000 OWK. Thanks to the phenomenon the lowest exhaust pressure
in the outlet passages is higher than an outlet antpressure. This way, the improvement of
turbine efficiency is obtained. Unfortunately, much more energy expenditures is needed to
remove exhaust (an antpressure in the exhaust outlet passage is higher) 5.
p
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4

340
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Fig. 3. :DYHIRUPFRXUVHRIH[KDXVWSUHVVXUHLQWKHH[KDXVWRXWOHWGXFWV. F\OLQGHUQXPEHU-2- DQG.
F\OLQGHU-- LQIURQWRIWXUELQHRIWKH68/=(5HQJLQH6AL20/24 type

5

During the cylinder scavenging, in order to remove the biggest exhaust quantity, a pressure in the escape
exhaust passage must be lower than the charged pressure.
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That’s why a suitable division within the engine’s exhaust passage into individual
branches is made. Cylinders are connected to them according to their ignition order, in such a
way to avoid disturbing the scavenging process in one cylinder by escape impulses of the
other one. Therefore, only exhaust outlets of cylinders, for which the self-ignition interval
(measured in OWK degrees) is not smaller than exhaust valve’s angle, might be connected to
the common exhaust branch 6. For example, looking at fig. 3, an amplitude of the exhaust
pressure wave (an impulse) from cylinder No. 1 decreases up to the suitably low level, before
the exhaust escape in cylinder No. 2 begins. Therefore an application of the branched exhaust
makes it possible the average pressure’s lowering in individual branches, and in result,
reduces the pumping losses in the engine, fuel consumption as well as smoking during the
acceleration process.
It is also well visible in fig 3, that the amplitude of the flowing through exhaust pressure
waves of the cylinders laid in a central part of the escape passage, close to the turbine,
decrease in relation to one of the cylinders whose outlets into the common escape passage are
the most distant from the turbine 7.
7DEBasic and control parameters of the SULZER engine 6AL20/24 type S DPE =1014 hPa, T DPE =292 K,
n.c.v.=41970 kJ/kg
Load
Parameter
Crankshaft rotational speed – n [min-1]
Effective average pressure - pe [MPa]
Effective power - Pe [kW]
Indicator of the engine’s load: reg./eng. – Wo [-]
Hourly fuel consumption – Ge [kg/h]
Specific fuel consumption – ge [g/kWh]
Cylinder pressure – maximum:
cyl. 1 – p maxC1 [MPa]
cyl. 2 – p maxC2 [MPa]
cyl. 3 – p maxC3 [MPa]
cyl. 4 – p maxC4 [MPa]
cyl. 5 – p maxC5 [MPa]
cyl. 6 – p maxC6 [MPa]
Cooling medium:
Pressure – p CH [MPa]
Temp. in front/behind the air cooler –
t CH1 /t CH2 [0C]
Temp. in front of the engine – t CHS1 [0C]
Temp. behind the engine – t CHS2 [0C]
Lube oil:
Pressure – p ol [MPa]
Temp. in front of the engine – t ol1 [0C]
Temp. behind the engine – t ol2 [0C]
Supercharging air:
Pressure – p d [MPa]
Temp. in front/behind the air cooler
–
t dCH1 /t dCH2 [0C]
Outlet exhaust:
Temp. behind cyl. 1 – t C1 [0C]
Temp. behind cyl. 2 – t C2 [0C]
Temp. behind cyl. 3 – t C3 [0C]

0,25 Pe

0,50Pe

0,75 Pe

1,0 Pe

1,1 Pe

750
0,37
105
3,9/3,8
26,4
251,4

750
0,74
210
5,0/5,1
46,8
222,8

750
1,10
314
6,2,6,2
68,6
218,4

750
1,48
419
7,7/7,7
90,1
215,0

750
1,63
461
8,3/8,3
100,8
218,6

6,4
6,4
6,2
6,5
6,2
6,4

8,4
8,5
8,7
8,6
8,4
8,5

9,7
10,0
10,1
9,8
9,7
9,7

11,2
11,4
11,5
11,3
11,5
11,2

12,1
12,1
12,4
12,1
12,4
12,2

0,24
22/23

0,24
23/25

0,24
24/27

0,24
26/31

0,24
27/34

66
72

68
74

71
78

74
81

76
83

0,38
56
66

0,38
58
68

0,38
60
70

0,38
62
72

0,38
64
74

0,011
42/24

0,046
72/28

0,084
96/33

0,134
130/43

0,157
140/47

255
260
235

285
285
280

315
335
310

365
375
340

365
390
355

6

It usually equals 240 degrees OWK for the four stroke engines.
Every pressure waves (impulses) lose the part of their kinetic energy in the way between the outlet valves and
turbine guide vanes because of the friction, flow resistance through the turns etc.

7
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Temp. behind cyl. 4 – t C4 [0C]
Temp. behind cyl. 5 – t C5 [0C]
Temp. behind cyl. 6 – t C6 [0C]
Temp. av. behind cyl. – t &ĞU [0C]
Temp. in front of a turbine (cyl. 1,2,3) –
t Tk1 [0C]
Temp. in front. of a turbine (cyl. 4,5,6) –
t Tk2 [0C]
Temp. behind the turbine – t TT2 [0C]
Losses of the total pressure in the exhaust
passage (exhaust back-pressure) – p cK [Pa]
Fuel pressure in front of the engine - p pal [MPa]

270
270
255
258
305

300
295
290
289
395

330
315
315
320
450

370
350
345
358
495

375
365
360
368
510

320

390

440

485

505

265
400

325
800

350
1500

360
2500

380
2800

0,24

0,24

0,23

0,23

0,25

This phenomenon results from a character of the expansion process in central cylinders
where exhaust expansion is carried out in both directions: towards the turbine and towards the
passage’s beginning. The amplitudes decrease is greater when a volume of side branches of
the connecting channel is greater [Korczewski and Zacharewicz, 2012].
4. EXHAUST TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY
Within the considered marine engines having a pulsatory turbocharging system the
exhaust escaping from the cylinder heads flows towards the turbocompressor with high speed
(much more than 50 m/s 8), in the beginning, through the heat insulated connecting turns, then
- through the insulated cumulative passage at constant cross 9 – fig. 4. Thermal deformations
of the passage are taken with the compensators made of the high temperature resistant
material. They are put between the individual passage parts – fig. 5.

Rys. 4. Schematic diagram of the e[KDXVWSDVVDJH

8

Durnig cylinders scavenging, at the moment of exhaust valve opening, an acoustic longitudinal wave (pressure)
is generated. It displaces with the local sound velocity in relation to the flowing exhaust parts stream.
9
As was explained in a foregoing chapter at least two such passages are applied in a pulsatory exhaust powered
system of a turbocompressor of six-cylinder engines.
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standard
thermocouples

compensator

Fig3ULQFLSDOYLHZRIWKHSDVVDJHVIHHGLQJWXUERFRPSUHVVRULQth pulsatory system

The process might be treated, in an engine’s work steady conditions, as a periodically
changing flow (steady) and energy isolated i.e. adiabatic, without making a technical work
>:LĞQLHZVNL @ Friction losses associated with a flowing exhaust’s viscosity are
additionally taking into account (irreversible adiabate). In such a situation, assuming that a
quantity of exhaust flowing in a time unit does not change, the exhaust enthalpy stream in
cross-section of the passage connecting cylinders and turbocompressor stays invariable as
well:
H
m  c p  T
idem
(1)
However, the parts of individual components of the exhaust enthalpy stream change.
They represent kinds of energy10, as follows – fig. 6:
c2
,
- kinetic energy ek
2
p
- pressure energy (forcing through) e p
,

U

- internal energy u

10

cv  T .

Exhaust stream potential energy alterations represent irrelevant and omitted position of the energy balance.
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Fig. 6. $OWHUDWLRQVFRXUVHRIWKHHQHUJ\LQWKHH[KDXVWSDVVDJH

Therefore, within a turbocompressor feeding system successive impulses of the hot
exhaust escaping engine’s cylinders compress adiabatically the gas column located in front of
them [Woodyard, 2004]. Because of growing hydraulic resistances a flow decrease and
dissipation of concentrated medium’s kinetic energy take place as a cost of a growth of its
internal energy (working medium absorbs the arising friction warmth) and pressure energy
(forcing through work). A drop of exhaust velocity as well as a growth of exhaust static
temperature and pressure in an inlet cross-section of the turbocompressor’s turbine stand for
the observable symptoms of the phenomenon. Moreover, the growth of exhaust temperature
in front the turbine can be so considerable, that it exceeds a temperature value directly behind
the cylinders, even 100 K (and more).
The above described phenomenon is not the only cause of the observed exhaust
temperature growth in a feeding passage of the turbocompressor. There should be additionally
consider another factors having an essential impact on the observed anomaly.
1. In the exhaust passage, which is made of creep-resistance steel or stainless, the reaction of
catalytic oxygenation of the unburnt hydrocarbonaceous particles takes place (afterburning). It occurs on the flowing passage’s internal surface in the presence of iron
oxides (catalytic influence of iron oxides e.g. Fe 2 O 3 ), what explains the growth of exhaust
temperature in front of the turbine.
2. A thermocouple placed directly behind the exhaust valve registers an average temperature
of the exhaust stream impulse. It is subject to the influence of the very hot exhaust in an
initial period of their outflow, and then to the influence of the considerably colder mixture
of the exhaust and the loading air, within a period of cylinders’ scavenging . The hot
particles of the exhaust stream from another cylinders do not reach this place from
(however, the exhaust pressure waves - primary and returned might reach). On the
contrary, a thermocouple placed in the cumulative passage feeding a turbocompressor,
directly in front of a turbine, is subject to influence of the following impulses of the
exhaust stream, with three times (it depends on a number of cylinders connected to this
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passage) larger frequency than thermocouples placed in the individual branches of the
exhaust passage, directly behind the cylinders. Hence, the occurring growth of average
exhaust temperature in front of a turbocompressor in relation to ones behind the engine
cylinders.
An excessive growth of the exhaust temperature escaping a cylinder is particularly
dangerous for cylinder valves’ reliability, however exceeding its admissible value in an inlet
cross-section of the turbocompressor may cause extensive and usually irreversible damages of
the turbine’s rotor blades and guide vanes. Just, with regard to above mentioned reasons - this
parameter is monitored on-line during an operation process of contemporary marine diesel
engines.
There are many operation causes of an excessive growth of the escaping exhaust
temperature. In case of the marine engine it usually stands for the consequence, as follows:
a) an excessive engine’s load, in the result of a hulk sprouting or damages of the propellers’
wings (collisions, entry on shallow etc.);
b) performance disturbances of the jacket water cooling installation (choked passages in
result to the hard removable fouling deposits, aerated water spaces etc.);
c) fouling the exhaust passage (a layer of the fuel incomplete burning’s products settling
down on the passage’s internal surfaces as well as on surfaces of the turbine’s rotor blades
and guide vanes stands for a reason of the exhaust active cross-sections flow’s decrease
along with the further, besides the exhaust temperature’s growth, consequences for the
engine and turbocompressor’s efficiency and reliability [Piotrowski i Witkowski, 2002];
d) performance disturbances of the executive mechanism of the turbocompressor’s feathering
paddles’ control system (deformations, fouling, cracks, seizures etc.);
e) disturbances of the fuel combustion process worked out in engine’s cylinders, because of:
x incorrect performance of the engine’s fuel fed system (low fuel quality, failures of
the injection's pump or injectors - fig. 7),
x dysfunction of the supercharging air system (obstructed filter on the air
compressor’s suction, fouled cooler, failures of the compressor’s rotor blades or
diffuser);
x performance disturbances of the working medium timing gear (inlet and exhaust
valves’ seat, face or head wear and tear, worn out elements of the valve propulsion
system – mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic).
Another reason of the excessive growth (usually violent) of the escape exhaust
temperature, in case of two-stroke engines, might be lube oil mist’s self-ignition in a loading
air container (resulted, the most often, from a returnable flow of hot gases from cylinders to
the container through leaky piston rings [Scott, 2011]).

Fig. 7. 3LFWXUHRIWKHSRVVLEOHGLVWXUEDQFHs of the injectors¶ performance – a set of the same engine
[www.intercars.com.pl]
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The introduced in article method of a technical state evaluation of a marine diesel
engine with pulsatory supercharging system consists in standard exhaust temperature
measurements carried out in characteristic control section of the engine’ thermal-flow unit
during steady working conditions of the ship movement system. It represents the base for the
further, deeper diagnostic investigation on the assumption that the function courses describing
quick-changeable thermal-flow processes working out in the exhaust passage are aperiodical
within the scope of the engine’s one working cycle duration.
Such an approach requires developing the new measurement technology which enables
a diagnostician to evaluate exhaust temperature’s instantaneous values in the passage
connecting cylinders to the turbocompressor while the engine is in current operation. It allows
precise determination of an alteration character of the disposed enthalpy flux feeding the
engine’s turbocompressor. It is foreseen to apply, for this aim, two thermocouple of different
diameters, made of the good thermal conduction and small thermal inertia material as well as
proper adapting a measuring method which was firstly proposed by H. Pfriema in 1936.
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1. ,QWURGXFWLRQ
The increasing number of motor vehicles on the Polish roads results in increased demand for
diagnostic tests and related specialist technical facilities. Qualified staff and appropriate equipment
are of great importance in technical facilities as they are to guarantee that the use of the tested
vehicle is safe and that their services are carried out to high standards [1,6]. In terms of security of
vehicle users as well as of environmental protection, vehicle testing stations are important
technical facilities. Their fundamental objective is to localize the faults in the vehicle assemblies
and sub-assemblies without disassembling the vehicle or with the removal of only some of its
parts. This objective is pursued by comparing the current vehicle condition with the nominal
parameters corresponding to the structural systems, assemblies and sub-assemblies in good
working order. Such comparison allows assessing the fitness or unfitness of the vehicle for further
use.
In motor vehicle diagnostics, the technical assessment of combustion engines is important
because their structures are currently undergoing rapid development and improvement. The
development of engine structures is highly influenced by the applicable regulations in respect of
the environmental standards and barriers for motor vehicles. The necessity of replacing traditional
fuels with alternative energy sources is another equally important reason for the development of
engine structures. This involves the introduction of hithertounknown solutions related to the new
generation of assemblies, sub-assemblies and control systems as well as to new research
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methodologies, diagnostic equipment with high performance parameters and, in the end,
diagnostic personnel with knowledge appropriate to the contemporary solutions.
2. 6LJQLILFDQFHDQGUHTXLUHPHQWVUHJDUGLQJYHKLFOHWHVWLQJVWDWLRQVDQGWKHUHODWHGUHVHDUFK
Technical testing of means of motor transport is done in vehicle testing stations which should
be located in places where there is demand for this kind of services, and where they are visible and
accessible to potential customers. They also should be appropriately marked. The marking
involves fitting the station with a suitable blue signboard with a white inscription containing an
identification code, an indication of the type of station and the opening hours. In order for a
vehicle testing station to be able to properly carry out technical tests, it must have at least one
control station and an external station for acoustic measurements [4,11].
The activity of technical facilities designed for vehicle diagnostics should have little or no
adverse effect on the environment and should be characterized by a minimal impact on the air
quality and the acoustic climate as well as on the quality of life of the inhabitants of the nearby
area. The operation of a vehicle testing station, e.g. the work of its equipment can cause noise that
might be bothersome to the people in the environment. Such noise should be eliminated by using
sound and thermal insulation in the facility as well as tight entrance and exit gates and tight
windows. It is also important to only use the equipment within the station’s opening hours and in
accordance with their intended purpose. All wastes generated as a result of the operation of the
vehicle testing station should be sorted and stored separately in a designated place until they reach
the amount required by the authorized waste collecting company but not longer than for 3 years. It
should be noted that the separators can only be cleaned by specialized companies. Particular
caution should be taken when dealing with hazardous waste. Before such waste is collected by an
authorized company, it must be stored in tight containers made of materials resistant to the
components contained in that waste, on hard and gap-free surface, in a place protected against
unauthorized entry.
The basic diagnostic tasks include assessing the current condition of the vehicle, anticipating
its future conditions for appropriate scheduling of the diagnostics and service, and deciding on the
end of life of worn-out means of motor transport. The diagnosis of motor vehicles can be made as:
- part of the periodic or/and constant tests and of the assessment of the vehicle condition by
means of the instruments installed in the vehicle (on-board diagnostic systems),
- part of the periodic tests and the assessment by means of attachable instruments (external
diagnostic systems),
- a combination of the above-mentioned diagnostic techniques.
The determination of the general vehicle condition without differentiating the individual
components of the motor vehicle is an essential task throughout the diagnostic procedure. The aim
of the test, called a vehicle inspection, is to check whether the car as a whole is roadworthy. Even
one negative result in the test called fault location means that the car is unroadworthy and should
undergo the second testing phase and the condition assessment, i.e., be tested for its components
that might require to be adjusted, repaired or replaced. Vehicle diagnosis contributes to [8]:
x enhanced usability of motor vehicles and increased performance of the transport process by:
- minimizing vehicle downtimes,
- reducing the number of vehicle repairs,
x reducing the costs of use of motor vehicles by:
- narrowing the scope of service,
- minimizing the costs of spare parts and rationalizing the workforce,
- minimizing service intensity,
x extending the efficiency of motor vehicles,
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x enhancing safety, i.e. improving the resistance of vehicles to faults in their function that are
the cause of the hazard to that system and the cooperating systems.
The result of regular diagnostics is greater use of the vehicle (ca. 20%), reduced fuel consumption
(ca. 15%), reduced wear of spare parts (ca. 20%) and increased mileage before overhaul (ca. 1.5
times) [7].
Specialist equipment that meets the applicable criteria is essential in vehicle diagnostics. The
required equipment includes devices and instruments for [10]:
- lifting the vehicle for the tests to be made,
- assessing the braking system performance,
- assessing the correctness of the wheel alignment,
- checking and adjusting the tyre pressure,
- assessing the correctness of the levelling and adjustment of the vehicle lights,
- assessing the sound intensity,
- measuring exhaust smoke density in Diesel engines,
- checking the function of the vehicle-trailer electrical connector,
- checking the function of the trailer’s overrunning brake,
- checking for suspension play,
- determining the composition of exhaust gas,
- checking the wheel alignment and the vehicle axis,
- assessing the function of the vehicle silencers,
- diagnosing the vehicle with the use of the on-board computer,
- determining the light transmission coefficient for the vehicle windows,
- location of leaks in the vehicle’s gas system.
The equipment of a vehicle testing station can be used to carry out technical inspections of
vehicles, if it has been subject to conformity assessment and bears the CE marking (if required by
the conformity assessment regulations). A vehicle testing station should also have the required
declarations of conformity for its devices and instruments, made in the Polish language or in
another language along with the Polish translation. Keeping the documents related to periodic
operational and metrological checks as well as to technical inspections is also an important
requirement imposed on vehicle testing stations.
As well as the equipment, qualified staff, or the diagnosticians (Fig. 1) are also important in
vehicle testing stations. They have [9]:
- university degrees in automotive sciences and substantiated 6-month traineeship in a vehicle
inspection station (VIS) or in a garage at control or repair stand,
- secondary technical education with a speciality in automotive industry and substantiated oneyear traineeship in a vehicle inspection station (VIS) or in a garage at control or repair stand,
- university degrees in sciences other than automotive and substantiated one-year traineeship in
a vehicle inspection station (VIS) or in a garage at control or repair stand,
- secondary technical education with a speciality in a field other than automotive industry and
substantiated 2-year work in a vehicle inspection station (VIS) or in a garage at control or
repair stand.
STAFF

&RQFHSW
GHYHORSPHQWVWDII

manage
GLDJQRVWLFWHVWV

KDYHNQRZOHGJH
DOORZLQJ WKHPWR
formulate
IRUHFDVWVDQG
FRQFOXVLRQV

Auxiliary
VWDII

VHFXUHWKH
GLDJQRVWLFWHVWV
LQUHVSHFWRI
engineering and
DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ

([HFXWLYH
VWDII

SUHSDUHWKH
HTXLSPHQWIRU
WKHWHVWLQJ

Fig. 1. Classification of VIS staff
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FDUU\RXWWKHWHVWV
DQGDQDO\VHWKH
UHVXOWV

3. 'LDJQRVLVRIFRPEXVWLRQHQJLQHV
A combustion engine is a very important assembly for the diagnosis of a motor vehicle. The
engine can be diagnosed using designated tools and devices. In engine diagnostics, organoleptic
and primarily service station methods are applied. The division of engine diagnostic procedures is
shown in Table 2 where the main functional systems have been taken into account. It should be
noted that in order to correctly formulate the diagnostic assessment, the registered parameters of
the individual assemblies or sub-assemblies should not change during the diagnosis of the entire
vehicle or its assemblies.
7DE &RPEXVWLRQHQJLQHGLDJQRVWLFVEURNHQGRZQE\IXQFWLRQDOV\VWHPV
7HVWVRQWKH
engine

Diagnosis of the
piston cavity

Diagnosis
of the timing
gear system

Diagnosis of the
cooling system

Diagnosis
of the
lubrication
system

'HVFULSWLRQRIRSHUDWLRQV
&RPSUHVVLRQSUHVVXUHPHDVXUHPHQW
x Compression pressure in the working space is measured using manometers with a defined measuring range
that depends on the type of engine.
x Before the test, allow the engine to warm up to normal operating temperature.
x Remove all spark plugs or fuel injectors in the Diesel engine.
x Screw the unit terminal in one of the holes or put it up the socket.
x Actuate the starter with the accelerator pedal fully depressed (and do so for each cylinder).
x Compare the obtained results with the data provided by the manufacturer.
&\OLQGHUWLJKWQHVVWHVW
x Tightness is tested using so called tightness testers.
x Before the test, allow the engine to warm up to normal operating temperature.
x Screw out all the plugs or injectors from the engine.
x Position the piston of the tested cylinder in the end of the compression stroke, connect the tester to the
cylinder on one side and to the compressed air system on the other.
x Open the compressed air valve and read off the tightness on the unit.
x Compare the obtained results with the values adopted as the criterion.
x Leaks are located using a sounding rod. Use it to sound the places with blowthroughs.
x Checking the timing gear belt or chain and determining the play values
x Remove the valve cover to check for play in the timing gear system and determine the play values using a
feeler gauge.
x Compare the measurement results with the data provided by the manufacturer.
x Check the thermostat for proper operation by determining the temperature, at which thermostat opens and
the flow begins.
x Checking the cooling system for tightness:
- Attach the instrument to the equalizing tank or the radiator, generate 0.5 bar pressure and use a
manometer to check whether the pressure holds.
- If the pressure falls, this may indicate that the system is not leaktight.
x Checking the cooling system fluid for usability:
- Once the fluid is taken up from the tank, the unit shows its freezing point.
- The result is to be compared with the manufacturer’s requirements.
x Oil pressure measurement to be taken with the use of a manometer:
- Before starting the test, check the oil level, top it up if needed.
- Warm the engine up to its normal operating temperature.
- Screw out the oil pressure sensor and mount the manometer tip in that place.
- Start the engine and check oil pressure.
- Compare the obtained results with the data provided by the manufacturer.
x Oil quality test to be carried out with the use of a special tester:
- Take up oil and place it in the tester’s measuring unit.
- Compare the result with the data provided by the manufacturer.
x The system is checked for tightness visually.
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Diagnosis
of the fuel
system

Measuring
exhaust smoke
density

x Checking the system components and the fuel pump for tightness, and the injectors for performance
efficiency.
x The fuel pump test is carried out with the use of a manometer:
- Connect the fuel pipe to the manometer using a T-connection.
- Start the engine and note the manometer readings.
- Compare the obtained result with the data provided by the manufacturer.
x Testing the injectors on a special test stand; Remove the injector from the vehicle and check injection
pressure and the quality of fuel atomization.
x Measuring with a filter-type smoke meter, the operation of which consists in pumping out a specific
amount of exhaust gas from the exhaust pipe and let it go through special paper and a filter in the optical
measuring system.
x Measuring with a light obscuration smoke meter that measures exhaust gas transparency (the degree of
absorption of the luminous flux filtering through exhaust gas).

The condition of the diagnosed engines must comply with the technical conditions specifying
their optimal performance. Reaching the so called maximum permissible or critical parameters for
the engine condition refers to the specific running time of the engine that may be operational or
non-operational but still within the usability limits. During the diagnosis with the engine running,
special care should be taken to ensure that exhaust gas is removed safely and the noise emission is
within limits. The test stand should be separated from the other stands or stations where other
systems of the vehicle are diagnosed without the necessity of switching the engine on. Exhaust gas
should be released outside through a piping system, with the close vicinity of the testing station
taken into account so as not to create any risk for the environment. The composition of exhaust gas
also provides information on the engine condition. If the composition is improper, it indicates that
one or more engine components do not work properly. The noise emitted during the test should be
eliminated, e.g. by the application of specially structured facility walls that can limit the noise
emissions to outside.
The diagnosis of modern combustion engines is largely based on the verification of the
performance data registered in the OBD (2Q%RDUG'LDJQRVWLFV) system. At present, the OBD II
standard is in force (its European equivalent is EOBD) and applies to malfunctions that could
increase emissions of toxic compounds from the exhaust system and fuel consumption in the fuel
system [3,5]. Such malfunctions relate to the assemblies and components within the power
transmission system that are responsible for the emission of toxic compounds. When the OBD
system has detected a malfunction, it illuminates the Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL) to inform
the driver about a failure, and registers the failure in the CPU memory in a very simple form of a
standard malfunction code. In addition, the system aims to detect malfunctions related to security,
such as failures of the brake systems or air bags. The OBD II system uses two types of codes:
Type A for failures that contribute most to the increase in emissions and make the control indicator
light up when the failure occurs for the first time; and Type B for failures that could increase
emissions but to a lesser extent than those of Type A; the illumination of the control indicator is a
result of a two-time occurrence of the failure. The indicator will go out once the fault is repaired. It
is possible to remove the fault codes from the computer memory only with the use of a diagnostic
unit or after disconnecting the controller from the power supply. Figure 2 shows an encrypted,
five-digit coding system.
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FAULT CODES
9HKLFOHV\VWHPORFDWLRQ

&RGHW\SH

P - power transmission system,
B - body,
C - chassis,
U - communication system

0 - standard,
1- manufacturer-specific

/RFDWLRQ RI VXEV\VWHPV LQ FDVH RI
WKHSRZHUWUDQVPLVVLRQV\VWHP
1 - mixture composition control system,
2 - injection system,
3 - misfiring,
4 - auxiliary emission control systems,
5 - system for neutral gear and auxiliary
inputs,
6 - computer and communication system,
7/8 - gear transmission (gearbox)

/RFDWLRQ RI SDUWV RU FLUFXLWV GHIHFW
GHVFULSWLRQ VKRUWLQJRSHQLQJHWF
In this example, misfiring occurs in the
fifth cylinder

Fig. 2. (QFU\SWHG2%',,V\VWHPIDXOWFRGHV>@

The increasing requirements regarding the service life and reliability of combustion engines
and the minimization of the costs of use and the adverse impacts on the neighbourhood create the
necessity to acquire information on the condition of the vehicle during its use (Fig. 3).
BEFORE INTRODUCTION OBD
9HKLFOHXVHUVDQGLQGHSHQGHQWVHUYLFHVWDWLRQV

AFTER INTRODUCTION OBD
9HKLFOHXVHUVDQGLQGHSHQGHQWVHUYLFHVWDWLRQV
Information
diagnostic
service

No
AFFHVV

Full
AFFHVV

6WDQGDUGGLDJQRVWLF
information, NQRZQ
SURFHGXUHVIDXOWFRGHV
one interfDFH

0DQXIDFWXUHU-VSHFLILF
WUDQVPLVVLRQV\VWHPV
GLDJQRVWLFSURFHGXUHV
IDXOWFRGHV

Intranet

Ultimately, the Web

$XWKRUL]HGGHDOHUVKLSVDQG VHUYLFHVWDWLRQV

$XWKRUL]HGGHDOHUVKLSVDQG VHUYLFHVWDWLRQV

)LJ'LDJQRVWLFLQIRUPDWLRQ DYDLODELOLW\ >@

As a result of the introduction of the requirement to manufacture vehicles in conformity with
the OBD II standard, it is now possible to access the data stored in the controllers for particular
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systems. This solution creates new opportunities to diagnose the condition of these systems. Early
detection of minor defects can prevent more serious failures that could affect the emission volume
and the operating parameters of the engine. This is also essential in terms of economy because, the
smallest the defect, the lower repair costs and the shorter vehicle downtime [7].
4. &RQFOXVLRQV
Technical facilities that are well organized in respect of the diagnostics of motor vehicles and
combustion engines play a key role in ensuring the safe use of vehicles. Their good organization is
also important in terms of environmental protection. Technical tests carried out on motor vehicles
in vehicle testing stations help maintain them in proper condition as well as in constant
roadworthiness. This is possible due to quick detection of even the smallest defects, before they
become the cause of a serious failure or accident, or considerable environmental pollution.
In order to ensure high standards of their services, vehicle testing stations should invest in best
quality devices and instruments, and engage the best specialists who must keep improving their
skills. The necessity of improving the employees’ skills during specialist training courses is due to
the dynamic development of the automotive industry and to the modern motor vehicles that are
more and more advanced in terms of their structural design and technology. Vehicle testing
stations must also meet a number of legal requirements imposed on enterprises The relevant
legislation forces on them both the dimensions for test stands, test equipment, testing procedures
and the number and type of training courses the diagnosticians have to undergo in order to gain the
right to perform vehicle diagnostics. The regulations applying to vehicle testing stations are aimed
at eliminating those entities that do not meet the imposed requirements and cannot provide the
adequate quality of their services.
Failures and malfunctions of all kinds, which could increase the emission levels, are a serious
risk to the vehicle user who cannot diagnose it by himself or herself. The development of on-board
diagnostic systems has contributed to the improvement in the assessment of emission performance
as well as of the vehicle components, the wear or damage of which could have an impact in
increased emissions of toxic substances from the vehicle. The best of the diagnostic systems that
are currently in use is OBD II because it oversees the vehicle components that have an effect on
the emission of toxins with exhaust gas. It can be expected, based on the studies conducted in the
leading automotive concerns, that the nearest future will offer us systems capable of controlling
and diagnosing the vehicle by means of radio waves or digital data transmission systems. Cars
analysing their condition on their own, sending the information to the service station and
scheduling the repair at the same time will represent substantial progress in the development of
vehicle diagnostics.
5HIHUHQFHV
>@%LHGURĔVND - )LJDV]HZVNL - .R]DN . /LVLN $ 0LNRĞ-Rytel W., 3URMHNWRZDQLH RELHNWyZ
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LQĪ\QLHUVND SURPRWRU(G\WD=LHOLĔVND 3ROLWHFKQLND5]HV]RZVND
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Abstract
In thhe article an approach to the problem
m of estimatin
ng reliability data based on physical models is
proposedd. The possibbility of relia
ability assessm
ment for seleected elementts of ship pip
ipelines, baseed on the
recognitioon of the desttructive physiccal phenomenna taking placce in them, is discussed.
d
To do this, an ovverview of
these pheenomena has been made. In addition, a preliminarry review of existing meassures of destrruction of
materialss has been maade to check th
heir suitability
ty for possiblee use them to solve
s
a given problem. Thee article is
an introdduction to furthher, more deta
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1. Introoduction
r
to the
t works on designin
ng marine power sysstems on th
he given
The article is related
reliabiliity level. To
T solve the problem
m it is neccessary to show the ways of building
mathem
matical moddels of reliaability and m
methods off obtaining reliability ddata, which
h are the
inputs too the modells.
In thhe author's opinion,
o
the first spheree of issues related
r
to th
he constructtion of such
h models
is alreaddy well devveloped. In the availabble literaturee the metho
ods for quanntitative asssessment
of reliabbility are widely
w
descriibed. The m
models are based
b
on the reliabilityy structure methods,
m
fault treee and eveent tree methods.
m
A much bigg
ger problem
m is obtainning the necessary
n
reliabiliity data forr the itemss included in the pipee systems located
l
in ship powerr plants.
Therefoore on this isssue it is wo
orth to pay m
much more attention.
In prrevious worrks, the auth
hor's attentiion was foccused on sollving the prroblem of obtaining
o
reliabiliity data baseed on the sm
mall numbeer of data, ussing a variety of methoods, includin
ng fuzzy
logic annd the possibbility theory
y.
In thhe article a different
d
approach to thhe problem
m is proposed. The posssibility of reeliability
assessm
ment for seleected elements of ship pipelines, based
b
on thee recognitioon of the destructive
physicaal phenomenna taking place
p
in theem, is discu
ussed. To do
d this, an overview of these
phenom
mena has been
b
made. In additioon, a prelim
minary rev
view of exiisting measures of
destructtion of mateerials has beeen made too check theiir suitability
y for possiblle use them to solve
a given problem. The
T article iss an introduuction to furrther, more detailed
d
connsiderationss.
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2. Is it worth to deal with reliability of pipes and fittings?
The marine pipelines include different types of devices such as pumps, filters, heat
exchangers. In addition: pipes, fittings, pipe connections, gaskets and control - measurement
equipment. Pipelines are essential for the transport of liquids and gases, which are necessary
for the operation of the main engines, generators, boilers, and many other marine systems.
The pipelines are located in the machinery space but also out over the deck and in the holds.
Due to limited access, the marine crews don’t pay proper attention to the technical
condition of pipelines with the exception of mandatory surveys. Such situation leads to an
unexpected failures of the pipelines that can cause adverse effects such as fire, harm for
people, equipment damage, environment pollution, flooding of ship compartments, or in the
worst case, even total loss of the vessel.
The rules of classification societies focus on pumps and filters. For the main engine
systems the redundancy of pumps is required. The use of duplex filters or self-cleaning filters
is required to avoid the need to stop the main engine during the cleaning of filters. These
requirements are reasonable, because pumps and filters are the most unreliable elements of
ship pipelines.
The author's intention is to focus on the other components used in the piping systems such
as straight sections of pipes and fittings. They also are very important from the point of view
of the reliability of the ship power plant. To prove it, it’s enough to compare the reliability
data published in [1]. The average failure rate for pumps, heat exchangers and valves is given
in the Table 1.
Tab.1. Failure rate for pumps, heat exchangers and valves [1]

Item
Pumps

O
O
Heat exchangers O
O
Valves
O
O

Failure rate
106.0310-6 h-1
10-6 h-1
6.0310-6 h-1
10-6 h-1
12.3910-6 h-1
10-6 h-1

Reference time
calendar time
operating time
calendar time
operating time
calendar time
operating time

Looking at the results shown in the Tab. 1 it can be seen that: 9 valves connected in series
gives a failure rate of greater than one pump (taking into account the calendar time), 13 valves
connected in series gives a failure rate of greater than one pump (taking into account the
operational time). Because in marine pipelines they are usually installed one, two or four
pumps and a few or more than dozen of valves, so we can conclude that their reliability is
very important for the reliability of operation of these systems. Responding to raised at the
beginning of the chapter question we can say with certainty, that it is worthwhile to pay
attention to the reliability of fittings and pipes.
3. Destructive phenomena in marine pipelines
Ship pipelines are destroyed from the inside and from the outside. Piping degradation
processes depend on the ambient conditions and on the nature of the transported medium.
Destructive phenomena described widely in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] include: uniform
corrosion, pitting corrosion, abrasion, erosion, galvanic corrosion, graphitic corrosion, fatigue
damage, stresses imposed by the assembly or temperature changes, water hammer and other.
Uniform Corrosion spreads evenly over the surface of the metal. The intensity of corrosion
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dependss on the huumidity, temperature, salinity an
nd oxygen availabilityy. Pitting corrosion
c
occurs iin the areass where thee layer of m
material pro
otecting the pipe has bbeen damag
ged. It is
characteerized by thhe formation
n of pits or holes of sm
mall diameteer. Abrasionn occurs wh
hen solid
particless such as sand
s
or otheer contaminnants contaained in the liquid streeam rub agaainst the
tube maaterial. In thhis way theey destroy tthe protectiive layer, and
a this may
ay result in uniform
corrosioon or pittingg. Erosion is
i caused byy the turbullent nature of
o the flow of liquid in
nside the
pipelinee, when thee liquid hitss the pipe material. Electrochem
E
mical corrosiion is the result
r
of
contact between tw
wo differentt metals, iff there is a possibility of current fflow betweeen them
(via thee electrolytee). Graphiticc corrosion is typical for
f the cast iron. The iiron in the cast
c iron
graduallly oxidizes and turns to rust, w
which togeth
her with the petals off graphite creates
c
a
porous ccoating insiide the pipee. Water ham
mmer is typ
pical for steeam pipes, bbut it can afffect any
pipe whhen the draaining of fluid
fl
is not proper. Faatigue damaage is caussed by periiodically
varying stresses occcurring in the
t materiall of the pipeeline caused
d by connecction with vibrating
v
machinees. The streess in the material
m
of the pipe caan also be caused by faulty asseembly or
temperaature changees. An impo
ortant probllem is also the depositiion of residdues inside the
t pipe.
The effeects of destrructive phen
nomena in ppipelines arre shown in Figure 1.

Fig.1. The
T effects of ddestructive ph
henomena in pipelines
p
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4. Possibilities of shaping the reliability of pipelines by a designer
There are two groups of factors that determine the reliability of pipelines. In the first
group, the designer has no impact on the reliability or that impact is very limited. In the
second group of factors, decisions taken by a designer are very important and they have a
significant impact on the final reliability of pipelines.
The first group includes the type of transported medium such as: sea water (cooling water,
ballast water, water for vacuum evaporator); fresh water (cooling water, feed water for boilers
and feed water for hydrophore system); fuel oil (heavy fuel oil, light fuel oil); gas (LNG);
lubricating oil (cylinder oil, system oil); air (starting air, control air, intake air); the exhaust
gases; steam; bilge water and others. In addition to the type of transported medium the
lifetime of pipelines is determined also by physical parameters such as; pressure, temperature,
salinity, content of impurities etc. Besides, the external conditions have an impact on the
reliability of pipelines. Thus the designer possibilities here are very limited.
The second group includes: the material from which the pipes and fittings will be made;
diameters and wall thickness of pipes; types of connections (joints, welds, flanges); types of
seals; a way of laying the pipeline (number of bends, elbows); the contact of different metals;
protection against corrosion (passive and active methods). It is clear, that in this group the
designer decides of applied solutions. Therefore, the designer has a significant impact on
achieved reliability level of ship pipelines.
5. Reliability assessment of pipelines including destructive phenomena acting on them
The idea of such an approach to reliability assessment the of marine pipelines stems from
problems in obtaining the reliability data. The failure rate for pumps, heat exchangers and
valves, used in the second chapter, has been estimated for the offshore installations. There is
no such data for ship systems for public use. That’ s why, in the previous works [16, 17], the
author's attention was focused on solving the problem of obtaining reliability data based on
the small number of data, using a variety of methods, including fuzzy logic and the possibility
theory.
Furthermore, the data contained in [1] does not take into account the type of material and
thickness of the valve bodies. Use the failure rate as the reliability data - implies the necessity
of the use of the exponential distribution for reliability assessment. This distribution is
appropriate for components exposed to accidental damage, which have a constant failure rate
in time. Meanwhile, the condition of ship pipelines mostly is deteriorating gradually as time
goes, under the influence of destructive phenomena such as corrosion. Thus, the problem will
be the object of consideration in further works.
Estimating the reliability of pipes and fittings, taking into account destructive phenomena
occurring in them, should be based on the mathematical models developed for this purpose.
The input data for computational models should consist of: the type of transported medium,
the parameters of the medium, the material from which the considered element was made, the
phenomena occurring inside the pipeline, environmental conditions outside the pipeline,
means of active and passive protection used to protect the pipeline. The mathematical model
should reflect the impact of those data on the lifetime of the pipeline component being under
consideration. The output of the model should be: a time to reach the limit technical state of
element (for example a wall thickness of the pipe or valve), and the time to perforation or
other kind of damage.
According to preliminary considerations of the author - the estimation of reliability should
consist of the following steps: determining the properties and parameters of the transported
fluid or gas; determining the properties and parameters of the external environment; overview
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of pipes and fittings (material, wall thickness); overview of used passive and active protective
means, creating a list of the most important phenomena degrading state of the protective
means; estimating the velocity of the degradation of protective means; creating a list of the
most important phenomena degrading state of the pipe’s material or fitting’s material;
estimating the velocity of the degradation of the material; assessment of the acceptable time in
service of the pipeline section being under consideration.
The creation of such models will be difficult. First of all, the conditions inside and outside
the pipelines are variable in time. Secondly a lot of factors affect the lifetime of pipelines.The
person making the analysis will have to choose the most important ones and evaluate their
destructive potential. And that is the most essential task to perform in the future works.
Based on textbook [8] it is known that the average lifetime of marine pipelines transporting
water is: 5 to 7 years - for galvanized steel pipes, 5 to 9 years - for copper pipes, 20 or more
years - for copper and nickel alloys pipes, about 20 years - for the polyvinyl chloride pipes.
Such data are indicative. In order to estimate the reliability of the pipelines the degradation
rate should be more accurately determined. Methods of corrosion rate calculation are good
examples here. The rate of corrosion is the speed at which a metal deteriorates in a specific
environment. The rate, or speed, is dependent upon environmental conditions as well as the
type, and condition, of the metal [15]. Average corrosion rate can be expressed by: mass loss
in g/m2 ·24 h, the loss of the dimension of the test specimen in mm/year, and as a percentage.
Corrosion resistance of the material shows Tab.2.
Tab.2. Corrosion resistance of material [11, 12]

Group Average corrosion rate [mm/year] Material resistance
0.001
completely resistant
I
0.001 - 0.01
very resistant
II
0.01 - 0.1
resistant
III
0.1 - 1
less resistant
IV
1 - 10
low resistant
V
>10
not resistant
VI
The ability to assess the loss of material in mm/year would be very useful in assessing the
reliability of marine pipelines. However, one should develop a method that will take into
account not only the corrosion. The method should take into account the previously discussed
factors such as: material properties, the properties of the transported medium, environmental
conditions, and of course destructive phenomena.
6. Final remarks
Ship piping systems are essential for the safe operation of the vessel. Hence the need to
establish their reliability at a sufficiently high level. To do this, it is necessary to recognize the
phenomena that occur inside and outside the pipelines. In addition, we should examine their
destructive effect on the lifetime of pipelines.
This problem is complex and requires extensive theoretical and practical studies. It is
necessary to consider a few of media being transported, many physical and chemical
phenomena, many materials from which ship pipelines are built.
As it has been said above, the loss of material of pipe or fitting body expressed in mm/year
seems to be a very useful measure in assessing the reliability of marine pipelines. But the
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problem arises - how to transfer the results of theoretical considerations, retrospective studies
and studies made in laboratory conditions for real conditions during operation of pipes.
This article is an introduction to future research in this area.
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Abstract
Periodic inspections in service stations do not always deliver optimal results due to limited service time,
restricted scope of the inspection and the absence of working load during the diagnostic process.
Diagnostic systems in modern wheeled tractors do not make full use of the relations between diagnostic symptoms
and parameters. Damaged components in a given assembly are not specifically identified.
The diagnostic system for a wheeled tractor determines a tractor's operating parameters based on fuel
consumption data, and the identified defects are classified into several groups in view of the consequences they
produce: functional defects (u f ), exhaust defects (u e ), defects that jeopardize driving safety (u s ) and defects that affect
engine performance (u d ).
A series of diagnostic procedures were developed for the needs of an OBD system in a wheeled tractor. The
results of tractor trials indicate that significant mechanical defects lead to changes in various diagnostic parameters.
For this reason, a wide range of diagnostic parameters should be analyzed by an OBD system to reliably identify
defects and minimize the risk of an incorrect diagnosis. This paper presents an on-board diagnostic system developed
at tKH8QLYHUVLW\RI:DUPLDDQG0D]XU\LQ2OV]W\QDQGWKH*GDĔVN8QLYHUVLW\RI7HFKQRORJ\7ULDOUHVXOWVUHYHDOHG
that the analyzed OBD system is capable of detecting a wide range of tractor defects in real time.

1. ,QWURGXFWLRQ
A wheeled tractor is a motor vehicle that is specifically designed to haul machinery and
implements without a self-propelled drive system. Machines and implements are attached to the
tractor using a three-point hitch. Wheeled tractors are used in agriculture, forestry, construction,
transport and municipal services.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the main components and systems in a wheeled tractor
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A wheeled tractor is powered by a combustion engine (Fig. 1) which is largely responsible for
a tractor's performance. Modern diesel engines meet stringent emission standards and achieve high
performance results.
A tractor's power transmission system comprises the clutch, gearbox, reduction gear, rear axle
and portal axles. In all-wheel drive tractors, the power transmission system is additionally
equipped with a transfer case, a drive shaft and a front drive axle. The speed range for wheeled
tractors is from under 1 km/h to 50 km/h. Torque is an important parameter in tractors. There are
two types of power transmission systems in wheeled tractors: rear-wheel drive and all-wheel drive.
Wheeled tractors can be provided with additional subassemblies, including hydraulic lifts for
suspended tools and machines, power take-off for powering machines, pneumatic trailer braking
systems and external hydraulic systems.
2. &RQWUROOLQJWKHRSHUDWLRQRIZKHHOHGWUDFWRUV
Periodic inspections in service stations do not always deliver optimal results due to limited
service time, restricted scope of the inspection and the absence of working load during the
diagnostic process.
In the past decade, tractor engines have evolved significantly in terms of the applied functional
solutions, structural materials, manufacturing technologies, electronics and IT components for
controlling mechatronic systems.
Contemporary tractors and farming machines rely on the latest mechatronic systems for
controlling the power transmission unit, funFWLRQDO VXEDVVHPEOLHV DQG LPSOHPHQWV >&LHĞOLNRZVNL
2009].
Diagnostic systems in modern wheeled tractors do not make full use of the relations between
diagnostic symptoms and parameters. Damaged components in a given assembly are not
specifically identified.
A tractor's parameters should be monitored online to detect possible defects, prevent serious
damage to the vehicle and minimize environmental pollution. The first symptoms of technical
failure in unmonitored vehicles are often observed too late [Michalski, Gonera 2012].
State-of-the-art tractors are equipped with automatic steering systems that eliminate the need
for an operator. This highly advanced solution increases vehicle performance, reduces fuel
consumption, optimizes torque and engine output. Defects are immediately detected by an
electronic control system, which prevents a long-term increase in fuel consumption and further
damage to the tractor [Carrera 2010].
The results of the analysis indicate that diagnostic systems in contemporary wheeled tractors
monitor basic operating parameters in the engine and selected assemblies, and they are restricted to
parameters that are indispensable for controlling engine operation. In the event of damage to the
exhaust system, the diagnostic system will monitor only engine parameters which indicate that
safe smoke levels in exhaust gas could have been exceeded, but the composition or smoke levels in
exhaust gas are not analyzed [Michalski, Janulin 2012]
A new approach to simulating the operation of wheeled vehicles is needed to ensure
compliance with environmental protection regulations and to reduce fuel consumption. Toxic
emissions from wheeled tracts significantly affect crop production and pose a serious threat of
environmental pollution [Dyer 2006].
Advanced electronic control systems facilitated and improved the quality of control operations
in wheeled tractors, but the availability of multiple control options significantly contributed to
those systems' complexity. For the sake of simplification, many agricultural tractors are equipped
with electronic systems that rely on diagnostic trouble codes [Mamala 2008].
On-board diagnostics (OBD) in an agricultural tractor facilitates the detection and repair of
defects and faults in a vehicle [Krzaczek 2009].
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To date, tractor defects were analyzed by modeling the operation of diesel engines in computer
simulations based on the engine's general characteristics and performance measured at several
points. This is a simplified method of determining the most cost-effective areas of engine
operation [de Souza 1999].
3. 6WUXFWXUHRIDGLDJQRVWLFV\VWHPLQDZKHHOHGWUDFWRU
The diagnostic system for a wheeled tractor was designed with special emphasis on:
 streams of diagnostic information addressed to the user,
 model technical solutions for developing a mechatronic damage control system in a
tractor,
 generally applicable structural solutions for a given class of tractors,
 standard diagnostic procedures for localizing defects,
 diagnostic knowledge base and inference algorithms.
The diagnostic system determines a tractor's operating parameters based on fuel consumption
data, and the identified defects are classified into several groups in view of the consequences they
produce: functional defects (u f ), exhaust defects (u e ), defects that jeopardize driving safety (u s )
and defects that affect engine performance (u d ). The adopted model of a wheeled tractor relies on
traction values which describe the vehicle's operation and determine its wear in a given load cycle
(Fig. 2).
Forcing factors
Load cycle

Specific fuel consumption
g

Q

Engine
simulation
model

Performance (Nu,Fu,V)

Defect category
U(uf,us,ue,ud)

Rd
Diagnostic
system

Fault
(SN)

Fig. 2. Diagnostic diagram of a wheeled tractor based on the proposed mechatronic system for monitoring the
condition of wheeled tractor (MSMC), where: g – specific fuel consumption, S N - fault, U - defect category [4]

A tractor's operating status is determined by: driving speed, resistance to motion (of the tractor
and implements), mass, gear ratio in the power transmission system, layout of the power
transmission system, rolling radius of drive wheels, etc. The severity of damage to tractor
components is influenced by the load cycle and material strength. The basic diagnostic symptoms
are performance parameters, temperature and mechanical vibrations. Those symptoms are
measured with the use of various diagnostic sensors which are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of diagnostic sensors in a kinematic diagram of a tractor's power transmission system

Fig. 4. Distribution of sensors for monitoring engine operation in a wheeled tractor [9]

Operating parameters can also be classified into the following groups subject to the nature of
changes in the recorded values:
&RQVWDQW coefficient of rolling resistance, weight of performance-ready tractor, trailer weight,
operator weight, effectiveness of the power transmission system;
5DQGRP ground inclination, slip ratio of drive wheels;
'HFODUHG engine rotational speed set by the operator, working speed set by the operator,
weight of load transported on trailer;
0RQLWRUHG engine rotational speed, specific fuel consumption, driving speed, fuel
consumption.
A mechatronic diagnostic system of a wheeled tractor (MSDC) can be represented by the
following relationship: [Michalski, Arendt, Janulin, Gonera 2014]:
MSDC = [ PI, PS, PZ, PP, PD, CK, R D ], (1)
where:
PI – computer subsystem,
PS – control subsystem,
PZ - power supply, data communication and material supply system,
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PP – working and auxiliary process subsystem,
PD – diagnostic subsystem,
CK – wheeled tractor,
R D – diagnostic and control relations.
The main functions of MSDC are:
x monitoring components which affect the operation, safety, performance and toxic gas
emissions of a wheeled tractor,
x recording information about component failures,
x recording information about tractor parameters at the moment of damage,
x communicating defects to the operator.
A tractor's diagnostic subsystem has the following elements [Michalski, Arendt, Janulin,
Gonera 2014]:
PD = [ E d , C d , S, M d , ,Ī, Op, A d , R d ], (2)
where:
E d – set of elements which are diagnosed in a selected monitoring function,
C d – sensor set,
S – electronic control system (controller),
M d – data bus,
,Ī – system for the visualization of diagnostic data,
Op – software,
Ad – diagnostic algorithms,
R d – diagnostic relations.
x
x
x
x
x
x

A diagnostic subsystem in a wheeled tractor:
monitors a tractor's operating state,
monitors performance parameters,
generates error (fault) codes,
monitors instantaneous fuel consumption,
registers operating time,
registers GPS data (map, trace, speed, altitude).

A model diagnostic device, MSDC-2 (Fig. 5), was developed for on-board diagnostics in a
wheeled tractor. The device can monitor and analyze up to 20 diagnostic parameters based on the
adopted diagnostic procedures in a dedicated application.

Fig. 5. Diagnostic device - MSDC->3KRWRJUDSKE\-DURVáDZ*RQHUD@
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4. 'LDJQRVWLFSURFHGXUHVLQDWUDFWRU V2%'V\VWHP
A series of diagnostic procedures were developed for the needs of an OBD system in a
wheeled tractor. Selected diagnostic procedures are presented below. In the process of identifying
defects, symptoms characteristic of various defects were associated with specific operating
parameters.
Evaluation of the technical condition of a wheeled tractor's engine:
T ch – coolant temperature.
Coolant temperature is measured by a cooling system sensor installed in the area of the coolant
pump. Tc ! Tc max , indicates: engine overheating due to overload, coolant pump failure, low coolant
level, thermostat failure, radiator failure, cooling system airlock.
T ols – engine oil temperature.
Engine oil temperature is measured directly by a sensor installed in the lubrication system.
Tols ! Tols max , indicates: engine overheating due to overload, excessive engine speed under given
operating conditions /inadequate setting of the power transmission system, low engine oil level,
engine seizure.
T kw1 – exhaust gas temperature in cylinder 1,
T kw2 – exhaust gas temperature in cylinder 2,
T kw3 – exhaust gas temperature in cylinder 3,
T kw4 – exhaust gas temperature in cylinder 4.
Exhaust gas temperature is measured by sensors installed in the exhaust manifold by every
cylinder.
1 j
Tkwi ! 1,15  TkwĞZ or Tkwi  0 ,85  TkwĞZ , where TkwĞZ
¦ Tkwi , indicates injector system failure
ji1
or abnormal pressure in the ith cylinder.
p ks – suction manifold pressure.
Pressure is measured directly by a sensor in the engine's suction manifold. p ks  p ks min ,
indicates: air filter blockage, blockage of the air supply conduit.
a s – engine vibration level.
Engine vibration levels are measured directly by a biaxial vibration sensor. a s ! a s max , is
indicative of engine failure.
Evaluation of the technical condition of the gearbox (reduction gear and final drive):
a spr – vibration levels in gearbox and reduction gear.
Vibration levels are measured directly by a biaxial vibration sensor installed on gearbox
housing. a spr ! a spr max is indicative of gearbox or reduction gear failure.
T sp – gearbox temperature.
Gearbox temperature is measured directly by a sensor installed on gearbox housing.
Tsp ! Tsp max , indicates gearbox failure or low gearbox oil level.
Evaluation of the technical condition of the left portal axle (right portal axle):
n zl – left wheel speed, n s – engine speed, i – overall gear ratio.
Wheel speed is measured directly by a speed sensor. When the differential is locked and the
n
clutch is disengaged, n zl  s is indicative of power transmission failure.
i
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5. 2%'WHVWV
A wheeled tractor was equipped with sensors measuring: engine rotational speed, wheel
rotational speed (Fig. 6), engine vibration levels, vibration levels in the gearbox and reduction
gear, vehicle position – displacement, pressure in the induction system, coolant temperature,
engine oil temperature, exhaust gas temperature in each cylinder (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Rear wheel rotational speed sensor (left) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (right) >3KRWRJUDSKE\-DURVáDZ
Gonera]

Changes in engine rotational speed during the test are presented in Figure 7. Significant
fluctuations in engine rotational speed were noted during alternating motion (700-2500 rpm).

Fig. 7. Changes in engine rotational speed over time

Changes in exhaust gas temperature in each cylinder during load transport are presented in
Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Changes in exhaust gas temperature in each cylinder over time
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Changes in the temperature of the coolant and engine oil over time are presented in Figure
9. Oil and coolant temperature increased with time.

Fig. 9. Changes in the temperature of the coolant and engine oil over time

Engine vibration levels were measured in a parked and operating tractor as engine rotational
speed was increased. Changes in engine vibration levels are presented in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Changes in engine vibration levels over time

The results of tractor trials indicate that significant mechanical defects lead to changes in
various diagnostic parameters. For this reason, a wide range of diagnostic parameters should be
analyzed by an OBD system to reliably identify defects and minimize the risk of an incorrect
diagnosis.
6. &RQFOXVLRQV
On-board diagnostic systems installed in contemporary wheeled tractors were analyzed in the
study. The results of the analysis indicate that most OBD systems monitor the tractor's current
operating parameters and control selected subassemblies, but they completely lack dedicated
procedures for diagnosing the vehicle's technical condition based on the monitored parameters.
Different categories of defects in a wheeled tractor should be monitored online to identify
potentially serious failures and to prevent further damage.
This paper presents an on-board diagnostic system developed at the University of Warmia and
0D]XU\LQ2OV]W\QDQGWKH*GDĔVN8QLYHUVLW\RI7HFKQRORJ\>0LFKDOVNL$UHQGW-DQXOLQ*RQHUD
2014]. Trial results revealed that the analyzed OBD system is capable of detecting a wide range of
tractor defects in real time.
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Summary
At preseent, when fueel resources are
a becomingg increasingly limited, in th
he face of evver-increasing
g demand for
energy, andd constantly rissing fuel prices, energy effficiency evalua
ation issues are
a of particullar importancce. The above
factors also fforce activitiees aimed at ob
btaining energgy from renew
wable sources (RES). Furtheermore, the cu
urrent global
climate channges, caused by emissions of greenhousse gases (GHG
Gs), that acco
ompany the prroduction of energy,
e
force
an action to be taken in order
o
to protecct the environm
ment. Conseq
quently, the dirrections of thee current reseearch studies,
wards the seaarch for new technologies and
a the devellopment of neew equipment
and financinng thereof, arre oriented tow
which providde energy effi
ficiency even higher
h
than bef
efore as well as
a the possibillity of obtainin
ing energy fro
om renewable
sources.
wing up the en
nergy balancee, presented in
n this paper, has been narr
rrowed to issu
ues related to
The prooblem of draw
maritime traansport, and especially to the assessmeent of the energy efficiencyy in the proceess of marine power plant
operation. T
The article presents the con
ncept of draw
wing up the en
nergy balancee, together witth the results of studies in
this regard, concerning a selected marrine power plaant. On the ba
asis of researrch results obbtained, one ca
an assess the
o its increasee. The article also
a presents
energy efficiiency of the seelected marinee power plantt and analyse the potential of
directions oof efforts unddertaken in marine
m
powerr plant design
n, and discu
usses their exxamples, with
h the aim off
increasing thheir energy eff
fficiency and protection
p
of tthe marine environment.
Key words: maritime traansport, marin
ne environmennt protection,, energy efficiency, drawinng up the eneergy balance,
Energy Efficiiency Design Index
I
(EEDI),, CO2 emissions, power plant operation

1. Introd
duction
Broadlly understood technolo
ogical progr
gress, growtth of the world's popuulation and striving of
individuall countries for
f econom
mic growth ccause the in
ncreased demand for eenergy. Thaat energy is
mainly obbtained connventionally
y, from miineral fuelss [1,23]. Limited fuell resources and high
demand ffor fuels, which
w
accom
mpanies thee increased
d demand for
f energy, result in continuous
growth off fuel pricess and, whatt it involvess, the price of energy [20,23]. Inccreased pro
oduction of
energy alsso results inn the increaased emissioon of comb
bustion prod
ducts, whicch are harm
mful for the
natural ennvironment, mainly CO
O2 and NOx [20]. Thereefore, energy
y efficiencyy evaluation
n of current
power genneration tecchnologies is
i increasinggly importaant, and so is
i the searcch for new, innovative
and low-carbon, techhnologies, in
ncluding rennewable eneergy sourcees (RES). Thhis applies to both the
processes of enerrgy production/distribbution, an
nd to thee final eenergy co
onsumption
[14,15,17,,22,23,28]. It
I can be co
oncluded thaat the elemeents of the relation:
human being



energy
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envvironment

are inextriicably linkeed and consttitute a causse and effect relation.
On thee basis of thhe data from
m the Statisttical Yearbo
ook, it can be
b observedd that in 200
09 the final
energy consumption in the Euro
opean Unioon was divid
ded as follo
ows: 33% tr
transport (m
mainly land
% agriculturaal sector. Su
uch energy
transport),, 27% consttruction, 24% industry,, 13% servicces, and 2%
consumptiion by varioous sectors of the econnomy roughly corresponds to theirr share (perccentage) in
the emissiion of envirronmentally
y harmful ccombustion products, mainly
m
CO2 [20]. It iss estimated
that the grreatest potenntial for inccrease in ennergy efficieency lies in the construuction sectorr, followed
by transpoort. Transpoort (includin
ng maritimee transport)) is characteerized by thhe highest growth
g
rate
of energy consumptioon and the greatest
g
dep endence on
n fossil fuelss [14,20,22]].
Maritim
me transporrt developin
ng in the B
Baltic Sea constitutes
c
an
a opportunnity for thee economic
developmeent of the European
E
Un
nion, but, aat the same time,
t
it poses a threat tto the atmosphere and
the marinee environmeent, and to the
t Baltic coountries, beeing a publicc health hazzard in these countries
[7,27,34,339]. The vollume of marritime transpport in the Baltic
B
Sea iss shown in FFig. 1.

Fig.1 The volume of maaritime transpo
ort in the Balttic Sea [34]

By impplementing measures for
f innovativve and sustaainable tran
nsport, the E
European Co
ommission
supports thhe efforts aimed
a
at pro
otecting thee marine environment and
a energy efficiency, as well as
implemennts legislatioon in this regard in ccooperation
n with Interrnational M
Maritime Orrganization
(IMO). Am
mong the more
m
importaant activitiees of the Eurropean Unio
on are:
í The addoption of the
t MARPO
OL Convenntion, which
h comprisess provisionss aimed at preventing
and miinimizing pollution
p
from ships, including the
t reductio
on of greennhouse gas emissions
(GHGss). The Convvention is a living docuument and it
i is constan
ntly updatedd. Recently, legislation
on enerrgy efficienncy for ship
ps (Energy Efficiency Design Ind
dex – EEDII and the Sh
hip Energy
Efficienncy Managgement Plan
n – SEEMP
P) was intro
oduced, whiich also appplies indireectly to the
reductioon of CO2 emissions
e
[1
19,21,24,255,26,29,31,3
33,37,38,39]].
í Establishing the Baltic
B
Sea, North
N
Sea, aand the Eng
glish Chann
nel as an areea of speciaal emission
controll (Emissionn Control Areas
A
– EC
CA), and conducting work on the establiishment of
A – NECA
A [19,30,33
3,34,38].
Nitrogeen Emissionn Control Area
í Fundinng research on vessell traffic m
monitoring, and modelling of airr pollutant emissions
(AIS --Automatic Identificattion System
m, AMVER
R – Autom
mated Mutuual-Assistan
nce Vessel
Rescuee System, DOAS
D
– Differential
D
l Optical Absorption
A
Spectromet
etry, LIDAR
R – Light
Detectiion and Raanging, SA
AMBA – S
Satellite monitoring
m
of
o ship em
mission in the Baltic
Sea) [77,8,9,10,27]..
í Initiatinng and suppporting acctivities rellating to th
he implemeentation off the Transs-European
Transpoort Networkk (TEN-T) [15,16,22].
This aarticle will present th
he issues rrelated to energy effficiency and
nd possibilities of its
enhancingg, and to prrotecting the environm
ment, referriing in particular to thee operation of marine
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power plants, and to the protection of the marine environment. It will also present preliminary
results of the energy efficiency evaluation of a selected marine power plant.
2. Energy efficiency and ways to increase it
Energy balance of any thermodynamic system is often presented graphically, by means of the
so-called Sankey diagram [2,11,12,13]. This diagram shows in an easily comprehensible way the
percentage of energy input to the system (Ed) that is converted into useful energy output (EuĪ), and
the extent of energy dissipation (energy of losses – Estr). A simplified Sankey diagram representing
the energy balance of any thermodynamic system is shown in Figure 2.
SURROUNDINGS
System boundary

EuĪ

Ew
Ed
Estr

'E1-2
System

Fig. 2 Graphic representation of the thermodynamic system energy balance in the form of a Sankey diagram

While specifying how energy is lost, the Sankey diagram simultaneously presents in
a graphical way the type, and the share of each type of energy that make up total energy of losses.
A measure of the energy efficiency of a thermodynamic system under consideration is
its energy conversion efficiency. For a steady energy process it is defined as the total useful
energy effects achieved in an energy process (transformation) divided by the total energy
input [2,11,12,13]:

EuĪ
Ed

K

,

(1)

Energy conversion efficiency is therefore a quantitative indicator of the useful effects of energy
per unit of input energy (propulsive energy). The idea of energy efficiency is not only equal to
saving energy, but, above all, to finding a way for the considered energy processes to take place at
a lower demand for primary energy obtained from fuel combustion [2].
When taking into consideration complex thermodynamic systems, their energy conversion
efficiency is expressed by the ratio of the sum of all the useful effects of energy to total input
energy:
n

K

¦E

uĪ

i 1
n

¦ Ed

,

(2)

i 1

When analyzing the energy balance of any thermodynamic system operating in a steady state
we can conclude that the increase of its energy efficiency can be achieved in three ways:
í As a result of technical changes or the utilization of innovative technologies,
which will reduce the demand for useful energy required to operate the thermodynamic
system under consideration, while maintaining its functionality, for example: to provide
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higher vessel speed with less demand for useful energy. Consequently, such action will also
result in reducing the demand for energy input. Although such actions may not cause an
increase in the energy efficiency of the system, its operation will take place at lower demand
for energy. Such action will therefore reduce operating costs, and reduce emissions of harmful
compounds with exhaust gases. From a practical point of view, however, the above idea may
be implemented to the fullest extent, and in the shortest time possible, during the design of
a new device, using the latest relevant technology available. For existing systems, there may
be a number of technical obstacles indicating that this idea is unprofitable.
í Using a part of the energy of losses for increasing the energy input of a thermodynamic
system (Fig. 3a) or its useful energy (Fig. 3b). It is also possible to use the energy of losses of
one system as the input energy of another thermodynamic system (Fig. 3c). Such a process is
known as cogeneration. It leads to the increase of energy efficiency in both single and
complex thermodynamic systems.
í As a result of obtaining the energy supplied to a thermodynamic system from renewable
energy sources (RES). Such action will reduce the energy input of the thermodynamic system
under consideration, obtained in a conventional manner from the combustion of fuel (Fig. 4),
and, consequently, it will reduce the emission of harmful substances with exhaust gases. This
will thereby reduce the operating costs, despite the fact that the efficiency of the system under
consideration may remain unchanged. Measurable benefits of this solution will result from the
amount of fuel saved corresponding to the amount of input energy obtained from RES. From
the practical point of view, the profitability of this type of idea may be a serious obstacle to its
implementation, resulting from the fact that the price of technology used in generating energy
from renewable sources is currently relatively high. A certain peculiarity in determining the
energy conversion efficiency of the considered system may also be the reference of useful
energy to energy input obtained solely from the combustion of fuel (as that is what the users
pay for), and the exclusion of energy obtained from RES. Then, in theory, it would be possible
to obtain the efficiency of the thermodynamic system under consideration exceeding 100%.
SURROUNDINGS

System boundary

Ed

Ed

Estr

a)

EuĪ

System boundary

EuĪ

SURROUNDINGS

Estr

b)
SURROUNDINGS

System boundary

Ew I

Ed I
'E1-2 = 0
System I

EuĪ I

System boundary

Estr I = Ed II

EuĪ II
'E1-2 = 0
System II

c)

Estr II

Fig. 3 The idea of increasing the energy efficiency of a thermodynamic system as a result of using the energy of losses:
a) to increase the energy input of the system, b) to increase the useful energy, c) as the energy input to another system
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SURROUNDINGS

System boundary

Ed

EuĪ

Ew
'E1-2 = 0

Estr

System

Fig. 4 The idea of increasing the energy efficiency of a thermodynamic system
as a result of using the energy obtained from RES

The above mentioned efforts to increase the energy efficiency of a thermodynamic systems can
be implemented on an individual basis, but they can also be combined with one another, with
various degrees of simultaneity, e.g. efforts to reduce energy losses and the cogeneration process
with the simultaneous utilization of energy obtained from renewable energy sources.
At this point, it is worth mentioning that the general design criteria of energy systems have
always resulted from the availability and price of fuel, broadly understood availability of
technologies, and from the regulations in environmental protection, which were not so strict in the
past Therefore, the design of energy systems was previously focused on the simplicity, reliability,
and invariably on low operating costs. Currently, the economic calculation is equally important,
however, the efforts to increase energy efficiency are encouraged, and indeed, more and more
frequently enforced, by regulations on environmental protection and energy efficiency. It is those
regulations which really make it necessary to look for new, innovative technologies relating to
energy production, distribution and final consumption. This also applies to the search for new
energy sources, including the acquisition of energy from renewable sources. Thus, research
concerning energy efficiency and the utilization of renewable energy sources, significantly
contributes to lower operating costs, and to protecting the environment by reducing the emission
of harmful substances in the products of combustion.
3. Marine power plant as a thermodynamic system
The power plant of a civilian or naval ship is a complex system of engines, machines and
equipment used for producing each type of energy (mainly mechanical, electrical and heat)
necessary for the performance of tasks arising from the utilization of a given vessel. For the
purpose of evaluating the energy efficiency of a marine power plant, we can take assume that the
power plant is a ship's energy system (Fig. 5), whose configuration depends on the type and
utilization of the ship, comprising:
í the propulsion system for producing mechanical power required to propel the ship at
a predetermined speed. The propulsion system with the propeller, and the ship's hull is
a kinetic system, whose speed depends mainly on the resistance of the hull, and the power of
the installed main engines,
í generating sets for generating electricity necessary to power the ship's power system with
loads,
í heating or cooling systems for the social and living needs of the crew,
í systems for producing the high enthalpy working media, used for the processes carried out in
marine power plant installations, in particular for producing steam,
í there is also a possibility of using systems designed for energy generation from renewable
energy sources for production of useful energy, electric, mechanical or heat.
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SHIP’S ENERGY SYSTEM

POWER PLANT

SURROUNDINGS
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RES SYSTEMS
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Fig. 5 Diagram of a marine power plant as the ship power system

Power systems used in a marine power plant may be configured in series or in parallel (Fig. 6).
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EuĪ I = Ed II
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SURROUNDINGS
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Fig. 6 Complex energy system
a) with series energy conversion, b) with parallel energy conversion

Typical power systems used in marine power plants are systems with serial energy conversion
(Fig. 6a). In such a system the useful energy of each of the subsystems connected in series, each of
which may be considered as a separate power system, is the energy input of the subsequent
subsystem. The energy supplied to the first subsystem is the energy supplied to the complex, serial
conversion energy system, while useful energy of the last, n-th subsystem, is the complex system's
useful energy. The last system in the chain of energy transformations is always the receiver of
useful energy. The efficiency of such a complex serial system is the product of the energy
efficiency of all subsequent individual systems:
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(3)

An example of such a serial energy system may be the ship's propulsion system consisting of
the engine, reduction gear, shafting with bearings, and the propeller.
Other systems used in marine power plants are systems with parallel energy conversion
(Fig. 6b). Complex parallel power systems are used when individual systems connected to one
another fulfill the same functions related to energy conversion, but their joint work can increase
the amount of useful energy demanded from the system.
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If the subsystems connected to one another which form a complex parallel system have the
same energy efficiencies, the efficiency of the complex system corresponds to the efficiency of
individual systems:
ߟ௨Ǥோ ൌ ߟூ ൌ ߟூூ ൌ ߟூூூ ൌ ߟ ڮ ,

(4)

If interconnected parallel energy systems differ from each other with regard to their
efficiencies, the efficiency of the complex parallel energy system is equal to the weighted average
calculated from the relationship:
ߟ௨Ǥோ ൌ

σ
సభ ாೠĂ
σ
సభ ா



,

(5)



An example of such a complex parallel energy system is the ship's propulsion system made up
of several main engines operating on a common reduction gear or several generator sets which
supply the ship's electrical system.
The primary source of energy used so far in marine power plants is liquid fuel. The most
common is the fuel which due to its properties is referred to as "light." In the NATO nomenclature
that fuel is designated as F-75. It is composed mainly of carbon and hydrogen. The mass fraction
of carbon in the fuel is approx. 86%, and hydrogen approx.13%. The remainder is sulfur and
nitrogen. Its calorific value is in the range 42-43 MJ/kgpal [40].
4. The essence of the Energy Efficiency Design Index – EEDI
In the context of the discussion on energy efficiency, it is essential that useful energy be fully
utilized in order to do "the expected work" without "being wasted". In merchant fleet, the concept
of "expected work" is understood as "the effect of transport work" closely related to the type and
purpose of a given type of vessel. This applies to the fact that useful energy under consideration
may not always be used for doing the corresponding "transport work". A good example may be the
comparison of two vessels, which have different capacities (they are able to carry different
amounts of cargo), and the useful energy demand for the execution of "transport work" of both of
them will be similar. Another example could be the realization of the maritime transport function
in the shortest possible route, or the passage without full load or with no load at all.
The above problems are very well recognized by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) which introduced the Energy Efficiency Design Index í EEDI,whose idea is expressed by
means of the relationship below [21,25,31]:
 ܫܦܧܧൌ

௧௧௦௦ைమ ሾሿ

,

௧௦௧௪ሾ௧ήெሿ

(6)

The total CO2 emission is the sum of emissions from all operating energy systems, in which fuel is
burned. Is dependent on the composition of the fuel used, the unit fuel consumption, and on the
power of energy systems under consideration, necessary for the operation of the vessel (mainly to
provide its required speed). It is determined as the sum of the system power products, unit's fuel
consumption, and the ratio characterizing the share of carbon in the fuel used. The effect of the
transport work is the product of the vessel's load carrying capacity and its speed. The EEDI index,
therefore, contains all the parameters essential for the operation of the vessel, characterizing the
one hand, the energy requirement for doing "transport work", and, on the other hand, CO2
emission related to the production of this energy [21,25,31]. The value of EEDI calculated for
a given vessel refers to its maximum value, specified by IMO Resolution. Maximum values of the
EEDI index depend on the type and capacity of the ship. The value of the EEDI index determined
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for a given type of vessel should always be less than or, at most, equal to its maximum allowable
value [21,25,31].
The introduction of the EEDI by IMO is intended to improve the energy efficiency of certain
vessel types, resulting in a reduction of CO2 emissions by about 25-35 % by the year 2030. It is
estimated that shipping currently accounts for approx. 3% of the global CO2 emissions caused by
human activity on Earth. According to the IMO data, these emissions would increase by 150-250%
by 2050 if relevant legislation have not been adopted in this regard. According to the IMO
assumptions, the introduction of the EEDI index will force the appropriate actions in the process of
designing and building new ships, regarding the improvement of their energy efficiency. Adopted
regulations assume improving energy efficiency of newly built vessels by 10% in the years
2015-2019, then by 20% in 2020-2024, and after 2024 by 30%, compared to the initial reference
state [21,25,31].
When analyzing the EEDI index a conclusion may be drawn that in the near future it will force
a tendency to build vessels of large capacity, which will carry out "transport work" equal to, for
example: 3 smaller vessels whose combined CO2 emission in relation to "transport work" would be
greater. This trend can already be observed in the news from the shipbuilding sector. An example
would be the MV Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller of Maersk's Triple E class of container vessels, with
the length of 399 m, and the tonnage of 194 153 DWT, commissioned in mid-2013 It is the first
vessel of 20 ordered by its owner company, Maersk Line [35].
In the light of the provisions concerning the EEDI index, different approach is taken towards
vessels, for which the "effect of transport work" is difficult to determine, e.g. tugs or other
auxiliary vessels. This problem also applies to naval vessels, which so far are largely exempt from
respecting certain IMO regulations concerning the protection of marine environment, which also
include the EEDI index. Recognizing, however, in the perspective of the next few years, the
possibility of including the naval vessels in the legal regulations for the protection of the marine
environment, studies have been undertaken to determine the energy efficiency of naval ships'
power plants in a similar way as in the case of merchant ships.
Due to the fact that in the case of naval vessels, because of heir function, it is not possible to
define the "effect of transport work", a different approach should be adopted towards them.
Difficulties in this area result also from the diversity of tasks performed by naval ships due to their
use, and the consequent diversity of marine energy systems installed on board. Large power of
marine propulsion systems is designed to provide high speed, and marine weapon systems require
high-power generator sets. The specifics of naval vessels lies also in the fact that their power
systems operate in a wide range of load variation. This has forced, among other things, the
application of combined marine propulsion systems, which is an example of efforts made to
increase the energy efficiency of the power plant. Because naval vessel spend a fairly large
proportion of the time in the harbor, research studies on increasing the energy efficiency of their
power plants should include both the time spent at sea, as well as the time in the harbor.
5. Ways to increase the energy efficiency of the marine power plant
Currently existing methods and technologies that improve energy efficiency (meet the EEDI
criteria) can be divided into the following categories [21,33]:
a. design:
í increasing the deadweight tonnage of the vessel, while maintaining the allowable draft, and
taking into consideration the current (or projected) level of harbor infrastructure,
 hull optimization and the utilization of coatings which are innovative in terms of reducing
hydrodynamic resistance, and thus reducing the power demand to reach the required speed,
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 optimizing the propulsive force generated by increasing the efficiency of the vessel's engines
and propellers (due to the utilization of newer or different solutions in this respect), as well as
by optimizing the propeller wake or reducing the cavitation process,
b. technical:
 utilization of nuclear energy,
 utilization of energy recovery systems to increase input or useful energy, for example waste
heat recovery boilers,
 utilization of exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) – scrubbers and catalysts,
 utilization of power systems to generate energy from renewable sources,
c. operational:
 reducing vessel's operational speed associated with lower fuel consumption, and, what it
involves, reducing CO2 emissions,
 transport routes optimization interconnected with the optimum logistic management in terms
of goods transport,
d. fuel type:
 utilization of fuels with low sulfur content,
 utilization of dual-fuel power plant solutions, i.e the installations which allow engines to run
on a suitable fuel in special emission control areas (ECA),
 utilization of liquefied natural gas (LNG) due to the lower share of carbon in the fuel relative
to previously used hydrocarbon liquid fuels,
 utilization of biofuels, which, owing to their origin, are classified as RES.
The ideas presented in section 3 may be utilized in order to increase energy efficiency to
various extent, and with various degrees of simultaneity. However, due to technical problems or
profitability of the project, opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of existing marine
power plants will be limited. The greatest possible utilization of the latest, innovative technologies
in this area will occur in the case of newly built vessels. Following reports from the broadly
understood maritime sector, we can now observe that shipowners are more willing to build new
ships rather than to upgrade the vessels already in operation. Currently operated vessels that either
do not meet the applicable standards or will not meet them in the near future are transferred by
shipowners outside emission control areas (ECA), or are intended for sale or decommissioning
[33,39]. The decisive factors are in that respect financial analyses and profitability. The most
popular among the activities most commonly undertaken by shipowners in order to increase the
energy efficiency of vessels, both newly built and already in operation, include [33,39]:
í utilization of gaseous fuel and energy systems adapted to the combustion of it,
í utilization of dual-fuel power plant solutions,
í increasing the deadweight of vessels,
í utilization of hybrid, combined diesel-electric, and even fully electric, propulsion systems.
6. Preliminary studies for the evaluation of the energy efficiency of marine power plants
The objective of the preliminary studies was to evaluate the energy performance of the selected
marine power plant, in the aspect of conducting further studies to determine the marine power
plant energy efficiency ratio.
The study comprised the power plant of the naval training ship ORP "Wodnik", which
includes:
í propulsion system consisting of two shaft lines, the main propulsion engines of the
CONSENT-SULZER 6TD48 type, with the power of 1325 kW, and the controllable pitch
propellers,
í three MPAP 350 generating sets consisting of 416 kW CUMMINS KTA-19 D engines driving
the 348 kW HCM 534D1 electric generator,
í VX0710A-10 steam boiler with the capacity of 1000 kg/h.
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The study was conducted for a typical operating variant of the power plant i.e. operating at sea.
The typical variant of operation is the work of the propulsion system, one generator set and the
steam boiler. At that only the load of the propulsion system is dependent on the speed of the
vessel, while the load on the generator results from the number and the power of electrical
receivers in use, and in the case of a steam boiler from the demand for steam on the part of the
power plant installations and general utility installations of the vessel. During the study, the energy
balance of the power plant under consideration was assessed for a nominal load of the propulsion
system. The results of measurements were used for determining the fluxes of energy supplied with
the fuel (input) to the various energy systems, and for determining output energy fluxes. The
results, illustrated by the Sankey diagram, are shown in Figure 7.
Ed GS = 10,5 %

QSB = 9,5 %

Qspal GS = 6 %

Qstr SB = 1,5 %

Qspal SB = 4 %

Qw chá PS = 17,5 %

Qol smar PS = 5,5 %

Qstr PS = 0,5 %

Qspal PS = 14,5 %

Pe = 36,5 %

EuĪ = 50,5 %

Ed SB = 15 %

Ed PS = 74,5 %

Ed with fuel = 100 %

Pel = 4,5 %

Fig. 7 Energy efficiency evaluation results of a selected marine power plant

On the basis of the test results, it was found that of the total amount of chemical energy input
(supplied with the fuel), 74,5% is the energy input of the propulsion system, 15% the input of the
steam boiler, and 10,5% of the generating set. The total amount of useful energy is 50,5%, while
the remainder constitutes energy losses. In the analysis of energy losses, it is concluded that the
greatest heat losses occur in the exhaust gas extraction – a total of 24,5%, and, subsequently, in the
main engine cooling water – 17,5%, and in lubricating oil – 5,5%. In total, the above mentioned
losses are 47,5% of the energy input.
Conclusion
The issues presented in this article are related to the, much-discussed today, evaluation of
energy efficiency, the possibility of its increase and the environmental protection. This issue was
presented in the context of marine power plant operation and the protection of the marine
environment. The current activities in this area are more and more frequently and strongly
enforced by the IMO regulations. Naval vessels, as opposed to commercial vessels, must meet
these regulations only partly [18,26,33,36,37]. However, taking into consideration the tightening
of the criteria in this regard, to be implemented in the next few years, one can also expect the
extension of the legal framework applying to the naval vessels. In view of the above, undertaking
the research studies in determining the energy efficiency ratio for marine power plants, is
considered to be relevant and purposeful [3,4,5,6]. This is confirmed by the preliminary results
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concerning the energy efficiency assessment of a selected marine power plant, which show that the
total energy input (supplied with fuel) is converted into useful energy at approximately 50%.
Energy losses are related to the dissipation of heat with the exhaust gases coming from all energy
systems of the power plant, cooling water, and lubricating oil of the main engines. The total
energy loss is approximately 45 % of the total energy input (supplied with the fuel). This argument
also points out to the fact that undertaking research studies concerning the problems of increasing
energy efficiency of marine power plants, reducing harmful emissions, and obtaining energy from
renewable energy sources (RES) seems to be highly appropriate. The results of these studies
would therefore, tangibly contribute to the reduction of operating costs of ships, as well as could
be a point of reference when ordering and building new ships. Furthermore, the test results will
allow to determine the percentage of emissions of environmentally harmful products of
combustion coming from the Polish Navy ships, in relation to the national maritime sector.
The problems presented in the article also contribute to the promotion of knowledge
concerning energy efficiency and protection of the marine environment in the educational process
of seamen.
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Abstractt
The knoowledge of pistons' TDC is crucial
c
while pperforming an
ny kind of mea
asurement benneficial to dia
agnostic infereence
of a diesel engine. The research
r
of en
ngines under exploitation often cause impartial
i
diffificulties with, eg. capabilityy of
mes crucial to minimalize th
hose. The paper presents a description of
o a TDC impuulse
probe installlation. Thereffore, it becom
distributor - divider that provides
p
sign
nal delivery too more than one measurement system useed during thee research (heere cylinder inddication system
m and Langmu
uir probe systtem). The neccessity of galva
anic separatioon of signals was justified and
detailed, eleectronic schem
matic diagram
ms of two soluutions of TDC
C signals distrributors were presented. Those
T
are systems
with two annd four indepeendent output.. The distribuutor's system with
w two outputs was realiz
ized in practicce as a protottype
used duringg measurementts performed on
o diesel engiines. Alternattive possibilities of manufaccturing any kiind of distribuutor,
according too user's needs, were presented.
Key words: diesel engine,, top dead cen
nter, Langmuirr probe

1. Introduction

on in TDC ppoint (Top Dead Pointt) is cruciall to determiine the corrrect
Knowiing the pistton's positio
performannce of a dieesel or petro
ol engine. T
TDC is used
d as eg. a reeference pooint (Fig. 1)) during meeasurements oof parameteers listed beelow [1,4]:
a) presssure changee course (using electronnic pressuree meter),
b) poinnt when vibrrations appeear in enginee structure (using
(
vibraation meter)),
c) crankkshaft's rotaation period
d (rotation vvelocity meaasurement)
d) selfignition anggle,
e) otheer courses available
a
to
o imagine uusing an osscilloscope, eg. electriccal pulses received frrom
Langmuir''s probe)
A relevvant limitattion during simultaneoous measuriing of thesee parameterrs is that, when
w
only one
o
source of TDC impuulse distribu
ution is usedd, it is neceessary to connect one oof measurin
ng tip of every
i a referen
nce point coommon for all measuriing systemss. This com
mmon measure
system muutually. It is
point is m
marked as GN
ND and is called
c
a me asurement mass. The common coonnection of
o one meassuring tip (too GND poinnt) is a relev
vant limitattion during measuremeents, as addditional interrfering signnals
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are broughht in. Thesee interfering
g signals aree formed ass a result of existing cuurrent flows during pottentials leveliing betweenn measuring
g tips of inddividual meaasurement systems.

Fig.1 Measuremeent systems tha
at collect TDC
C impulse

Fig.22 Schematic diagram
d
of TD
DC impulse disstributor witho
out galvanic separation,
s
wiith common GND
G
point.

2. Gallvanic sepa
aration of measureme
m
ent systems

Measuurement systems that create
c
indiviidual chann
nels, mentio
oned previoously as 1 a - e, are most
m
commonlyy reinforcedd by separatte sources. T
The perfectt solution (that brings nno additional disruptioons)
is transferr of TDC siignal to sep
parate meassurement sy
ystems with
hout connecction to thee mutual GN
ND
point. Thee measurement limitatio
on can be reemoved when galvanicc isolation (sseparation) in TDC siggnal
transfer too each measuurement sysstem alone is used.
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Fiig.3 Diagram scheme of a T
TDC signal disstributor with galvanic sepaaration

Fig.3 rrepresents such measurrement situaation. In succh system th
he TDC siggnals (directted to differrent
measurem
ment systemss) have sepaarate, not coonnected to each other outputs GN
ND1 ÷ GND4.
In Fig.. 7 applicattion of this solution inn a TDC im
mpulse distriibutor projeect is presen
nted. Galvaanic
separationn can be creaated in a nu
umber of waays:
a) Inn practice a solution when
w
signal is relayed through sep
paration connverter (maagnetic sepaaration) is used. This method hass its limitatiions related to separatio
on converteer usage and
d its control.
b) bby using opttical signal transfer
t
circcuits.
Inn practice, a TDC signal is binary logic signaal (the so-caalled digital)). The varieety of electroonicc componennts based on
n digital signnal relay alllows to desiign various constructio
ons.
3. Sen
nsors detectting a TDC
C point locaation

There are a few tyypes of locaation sensorrs that can be
b used. In practice thee most used
d types of sensors - TDC
C detectors are as follows: [3,4]:
a) ssensors reaccting to metaal presence before the sensor's heaad
A rrepresentativve of this grroup is a seensor that works
w
based on a rule off muting thee built-in ellectronnic generatoor's vibratio
ons. The viibrations arre muted ass metal befo
fore the sen
nsor's head appeaars,
b) a sensor whhich uses thee Hall effecct where maagnetic flow
w is changedd as a resullt of ferromagnetiic metal inffluence,
c) eeddy-currennt sensors th
hat use the eeffect of edd
dy currents in
i the metall base
Each oof these types of sensorrs has a buiilt-in compaarator that change
c
the vvalue of thee measurem
ment
signal to a binary loggic signal. The
T comparaator has a seet value of a reference level of thee measurem
ment
signal. If the value of
o the signaal is below the comparrator's reference value,, the logicaal signal at the
he value off the signall is over thee comparatoor's
sensor's ouutput has a logical value of "0" ((false). If th
reference vvalue, the loogical signaal at the sennsor's outputt has a logiccal value off "1" (true).
a) sensors reaccting to a change of vaalue of a reeflected opttical signal
The prrinciple of operation
o
of this sensoor is sendin
ng an opticaal signal tow
wards the su
urface tha tret
flect the liight beam. The
T source of light is uusually a light-emitting
g diode. Thhe surface has
h a separaated
area that eeither refleccts (or absorrbs) the lighht beam. Th
he reflected
d beam is deetected by the
t light raddiation detecttor. The dettector is usu
ually a phottodiode or a phototran
nsistor. The reflected siignal is ampplified to thee value allow
wing the prroper work of the senso
or. As in th
he magneticc sensors, th
he sensor haas a
biult-in coomparator, that
t alters th
he measuredd signal to a binary logic signal.
b) sensors reaccting to disscontinuity of optical signal
s
In this technologiical solution
n of the sennsor, the ligh
ht-emitting diode transsfers the opttical signal directly to tthe light dettector. Thiss principal iis used in angle
a
- pulsse converterrs. The con
nverters of this
t
type conveert the anglle position of
o converterr's shaft to a certain nu
umber of im
mpulses (eg.. 3600 impuuls175

es/1 full rotation). Modern converters have one extra output that sends a single impulse per one full
rotation of the crankshaft. The duration of the impulse is, for the presented example, 1/3600 of T duration of the crankshaft rotation.
4. The prototype of the TDC signal distributor of the diesel engine with galvanic separation.

In Fig. 8 a scheme diagram of the TDC impulse distributor was presented, it is a scheme diagram
of a distribution system performed as a prototype. In the TDC impulse distribution system, the elements of combustion pressure analyzer's construction produced by LEMAG [5] were used. The analyzer has in its construction a built-in inductive sensor. The inductive sensor is powered by combustion pressure analyzer's AC. Due to inductive sensor's connection to analyzer with a 3-wire connection
(using a socket), there is a possibility of access to signals occurring on single wires of the connection.
A proper signal adapter as created for this purpose. The combustion pressure analyzer has three wires
marked respectively:
a) +Uz=8V,
b) GND,
c) SGN – a signal changing level H to L, when the inductive sensor detects a metal element.
To the wire of + 8V voltage, a stabilizer of + 5V was attached, which supplies integrated circuits
U1 and U2 that form the signal transferred to the optocoupler TN1 and TN2 (optical isolation). The
power supply of + 8V is so high that there is no problem with the control optocouplers.
Distributor's system has two in-built separation transformers (DC/DC) +12V/+12V.
Primary side of these transformers is powered by an additional power supply with +12V voltage.
An additional power source, such as power supply (+12V) or a VRLA battery +12V, can be used.
Additional voltage of +12V is supplied to the distributor's system through a power plug.
4.1 Signal forming circuit VIBRATIONS
This circuit has a separated signal mass GDN - E.
The signal forming circuit includes:
- transformer DC/DC, 12V/12V,
- +8V and +5V voltage stabilizers, while +8V voltage stabilizer is used to supply power to the
impulse signal output with 0÷ +8V voltage. The +5V stabilizer supplies power to digital integrated
circuits,
- TN1 optocoupler, which transistor directs the U3, U4 and U5 digital systems,
- U4 digital system (74LS06) allow to create a TDC signal of +8V voltage,
- U5 digital system (74HCT541) allow to create a TDC signal of +5V voltage,
- to the adequate pins of DB9-F (having pin number given) all TDC signals were input. Fig.8 presents these signals' distribution by connector described as VIBRATIONS.
TDC output signals with +8V and +5V also have a different direction of signal's level change.
Signals marked as ŏ (positive), change their level from 0V to +5V or +8V.
Signals marked as Ŏ (negative), change their level from +5V or +8V to 0V.
A pulsing green LED signal diode informs of presence of +8V TDC signal. A pulsing red LED
signal diode informs of presence of +5V TDC signal.
4.2 Signal forming circuit OSCILLOSCOPE
This circuit has a separated signal mass GDN - I.
The signal forming circuit includes:
- transformer DC/DC, 12V/12V,
- +8V and +5V voltage stabilizers, while +8V voltage stabilizer is used to initial voltage reduction
of +5V stabilizer. The +5V stabilizer supplies power to digital integrated circuits,
- TN2 optocoupler, which transistor directs the U6, and U7,

- U7 digital system (74HCT541) allow to create a TDC signal of +5V voltage,
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- to thhe adequate pins of DB
B9-F (havingg pin number given) alll TDC signnals were in
nput. Fig.8 prep
sents theese signals' distribution
d
by connecttor describeed as OSCIL
LLOSCOPE
E.
TDC ooutput signnals with +5
5V also haave a differrent directio
on of signaal's level ch
hange. Signnals
marked ass ŏ (positivve), change their level from 0V to
o +5V. Sign
nals markedd as Ŏ (neg
gative), channge
their levell from +5V to 0V.
A pullsing red LE
ED signal diiode inform
ms of presencce of +5V TDC
T
signal..
o the TDC signal disttributor of the diesel engine
e
withh four galv
vanic separrat5. The project of
uts,
ed outpu
In Fig.. 9 a differeent idea of another
a
proj ect's version of the TD
DC signal diistributor off the diesel engine with four galvannic separated
d signal groounds and having
h
+5V amplitude ooutputs wass presented.. In
this projecct an extendded range of additionall supply of voltage to DC/DC traansformers was
w used. The
T
+35V. Thiss range of th
supply of voltage maay vary betw
ween +8V÷+
he supply oof voltage alllow to suppply
the TDC ssignal distriibutor both with +12V
V and +24V voltage. Su
uch universsality of thee supply faccilitates the uuse of the distributor
d
during
d
meaasurements on the ship
p. Additionaal +5V anaalog stabilizzers
were usedd. It allows to
t use the seeparation traansformers (DC/DC) +5V/+5V.
+
6. Diffficulties wiith supplying the TDC
C distributor
Duringg prolongedd measurements on a shhip it is cruccial to ensure the contiinuity of sup
pplying pow
wer
to the TDC
C distributoor. Not alwaays an AC ppower supp
ply with ~23
30V voltagee or DC witth +24V vooltage from tthe ship's power
p
grid is
i available . Using add
ditional pow
wer supply w
with +12V or +24V vooltage is neccessary in suuch case. To
T become iindependen
nt of the inccoming suppply of power parameteers,
the construuction of thhe TDC sign
nal distributtor must enaable supplyiing in a rangge, e.g. 8÷3
35V.
This prroperty can be achieved in a few w
ways:
a) a siingle DC/D
DC transform
mers (Fig.4)) having inp
put supply of
o voltage thhat can vary
y in a rangee of
e.g. 8÷155V (while output
o
supp
ply is set too e.g. 5V) can
c be used
d. The quanntity of such
h transform
mers
should coorrespond to
t the quantity of the seeparated exiits of the disstributor,
b) anaalog voltagee stabilizerss (e.g. LM77805) (Fig.5
5) which input supply is in range of +7,5÷355V,
while ouutput supplyy is set to +5
5V can be uused. The on
nly inconvenience of uusing this so
olution are vast
v
heat-lossses occurrinng in the anaalog stabilizzer system. The separation DC/DC
C 5V/5V traansformers are
supplied with voltagge of 5V. For the analoog stabilizerrs a proper radiators m
must be used
d. The quanttity
of the sttabilizers annd the transsformers shhould corresspond to the quantity oon distributtor's separaated
outputs,
c) a ssingle DC/D
DC transform
mer of highher power (Fig.6) of vaarying suppply of voltaage in rangee of
e.g. 8÷355V (having set output voltage
v
of . e.g. 5V) caan be used. All
A DC/DC
C 5V/5V sep
parating traansformers are supplieed by this 5V
5 voltage. This solutiion is the most
m econom
mic one, haaving the leeast
losses inn the power system.

Fig. 4 SSingle DC/DC
C transformerrs in- output vvoltage supplyy ranging +8÷
÷15V (having sset output volltage of +5V
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Fig. 5 Analoog voltage staabilizers (e.g. LM7805) wiith output voltage range +7,5÷
÷35, having seet output volttage of
C/DC 5V/5V separating
s
transformers
+5V and DC

Fig.6
F
A single DC/DC transf
sformer of higher power (wiithout
o separation
n) of output vooltage range of 8÷35V (haviing
set
s output volttage of +5V) aand DC/DC 5V/5V separatiing
transfformers

Fig.. 7 Schematic diagram of TDC
TD impulse generator
g
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Fig. 8 Th
The electric sch
hematic diagrram of a TDC impulse distriibutor - a creaated prototypee
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Fig.9 Schhematic diagrram of a TDC impulse distriibutor with four galvanically separated o utputs with +5V amplitudee
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5. App
plication off TDC imp
pulse distrib
butor

Fig. 10 and 11 present
p
exaamples of appplication of
o the TDC impulse
i
disstributor. Th
hese are exeemplary schematic diagrams of systems oof selfignitio
on angle meeter with sim
multaneouss measurem
ment
of thee pressure inn the cylindeer and vibraation registrration [1, 2].
7
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Fig.10 Ann example of application
ap
of TDC impulse distributor in
n a system of selfignition
s
anngle meter with simultaneouus
nt of the pressuure in the cylinder and vibrration registraation
measuremen

Rys.11 A
An example off application of
o TDC impulsse distributor in a system off selfignition aangle meter (u
using impulse-rotattion converter)
r) with simulta
aneous measurrement of the pressure
p
in th
he cylinder and
nd vibration reegistration
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6. Sum
mmary

In the Fig. 12 a manufactured
m
d TDC impuulse distribu
utor is presented. Faceeplate and back plate haave
descriptivee labels, siggnal LED diodes,
d
GMP
P output connectors, +12V sockett for connecction of an external pow
wer supply and
a tips (seet of connecctors) that create
c
a sign
nal tee to bbe connected
d to the siggnal
for the TD
DC location sensor enclosed. TDC
C location seensor may be
b an inducttive, optical or other kind
k
of sensor. Predominaatingly it is a sensor coooperating with
w pressure measurerr (the electrric analyzerr of
combustioon pressure)).
A sepaarate impD
DISTRIBUT
TORulse - rrotation con
nverter can be used (FFig. 11), which
w
allow
ws a
more preccise setting of
o moment of
o TDC imppulse generation.

Fig. 122 The view of faceplate
f
and back plate off the TDC impulse distributoor prototype
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Abstractt
A novell approach haas been propossed in understtanding and possible
p
elimin
nating dangerrous bending vibrations off
heory of vibraation of pipin
ng systems is
high pressure fuel lines of low speed marine dieseel engines. Allthough the th
h pressure fueel pipes are no
ot completely
rather develloped today, thhe reasons forr significant vvibrations occcurring in high
understood, and require thorough invvestigation annd study. Both
h analytical and
a experimeental studies performed
p
in
rational modess on the level of vibration aand its properties. Results
order to anaalyze dependeence of diesel engines opera
of numericaal studies of thhe equation off motion of hiigh pressure fuel
f
pipes werre obtained ussing Mathieu--Hill method.
Those resultts were suppleemented with data from fulll-scaled experriments perforrmed on Sulzeer 14RT-flex96
6C low speed
main enginee onboard of 15550
1
TEU co
ontainer vesseel Ebba Maerrsk. It has beeen proven thatt oscillations of the fuel in
high pressuure line, whicch take place in-between iinjections at the partial en
ngine load, ccause parameetric bending
vibration, annd in some caases parametriic resonance. A
w methods in oorder to avoid that.
Author has prroposed a few
Keyworrds: high presssure fuel pipe,, bending vibrration, parameetric resonancce, reliability

1. Introdu
uction
he P&I club
bs the reliabbility of hig
gh pressure
Accordding to the statistics reegularly pubblished by th
fuel systeems of marrine low sp
peed diesel engines reemains not sufficientlyy high. Forr example,
Swedish C
Club claimss that defects of fuel eequipment make
m
five th
he most com
mmon failu
ures of low
speed diessel engines.. Among those defects a special attention
a
is drawn by thhe significaant number
of recordeed cases of high pressu
ure fuel pippes breakag
ge. Since su
uch failure leads to thee complete
stop of main engine (or slow do
own), it cann be cruciall for the safe navigatioon while in
n port area,
o in other restricted
r
areeas.
during cannal transit, or
A posssibility of the
t fire hazzard in casee of an oil spill caused
d by a brokken pipe is prevented
today by a double waall around all
a high preessure fuel lines
l
of diessel engine. This measu
ure became
mandatoryy since Julyy, 2003 when
n rule II-2/44 55 of the SOLAS
S
Con
nvention caame into forrce.
Howevver, this doees not elimiinate the re ason for thee pipe break
kage. This ppaper proviides results
of the research aimed to solve the problem
m of high pressure
p
fueel systems iinadequate reliability.
Paper is a part of the complex reesearch in rreliability off heavy fuel and other oil productts pumping
systems.
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2. Method
ds of analyssis
d on the bassis of system
m-analysis technique. There weree following
The reesearch was constructed
stages inclluded in thee research process:
- Ideentification of high pressure fuel ssystem comp
ponents and
d their functtional propeerties;
- Deeterminationn of the disttinctions of high pressu
ure fuel pipees breakage ;
- Syynthesis the conception of the reseaarch;
- Perrforming thheoretical an
nd experimeental studiess following by the finall conclusion
ns.
It is knnown that design
d
of high
h
pressurre fuel systtems of marrine diesel engines haas not been
changed ssignificantlyy over the last
l centuryy. Basically, fuel system consists of high preessure fuel
pumps, fuuel injectionn valves, and
d piping connnecting theem [9].
Moderrn systems with
w an elecctronic conttrol bring some changees; however
er those do not
n change
the main principle of the functioning. F
Fuel has to
o be comprressed, fedd and injected into a
combustioon chamber during an every
e
cycle [3].
Here w
we determinne the princiipal feature of the high
h pressure fu
uel system. An impact created by
the high ppressure fueel pump plu
unger is folllowed by th
he process of
o a continuuous waves generation
and propaagation in a fuel. Thosee induce vibbrational modes
m
in pip
pes itself. Itt will be sho
own below
that vibrattion will be our main co
oncern.
In ordeer to undersstand those reasons,
r
whhich lead to the breakag
ge of high ppressure fuel pipes, the
literature ssurvey was performed.
Some authors repport that vu
ulnerabilityy of high pressure pip
pes can be a result off structural
defects, loow quality steel,
s
excessive operattional pressu
ure, and excessive bennding due to
o vibration
[2]. If the first three ones
o
are eassy to deal w
with, as damaged pipe can be replacced with a new
n one of
higher quaality, then thhe vibration
nal aspect brrings some challenges.
Since rreasons forr the critical vibration appearancee are not alw
ways easy tto find and
d eliminate,
pipe breakkage can reppeat continu
uously. Therrefore, this paper has raised a veryy actual and
d important
problem.
Crack formation due to a critical
c
vibrration of high pressurre fuel pipees has one important
distinct. Itt is orientedd in the tran
nsverse plaane with resspect to the pipe’s axiss, as shown
n in Fig. 1.
Such typiccal crack will normally
y occur undder the influence of the shear stressses, which appear due
to the pipee bending vibration.

Figg. 1. Typical transversally
t
oriented
o
crackk of high presssure fuel pipe of Sulzer RT-f
-flex main eng
gine
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Howevver, not alw
ways vibratio
on can resullt in a pipe breakage.
b
We
W can say vvibration is absolutely
normal coondition of structural elements oon a motor vessel. Wh
hen a certaain circumsstances are
fulfilled thhe resonant vibration can
c occur w
which can leead to the material
m
disinntegration. In order to
determine the mechaanism of daangerous reesonance ap
ppearance in
n high presssure fuel pipes
p
there
were somee theoreticaal and experimental taskks solved.

3. Theoreetical backgground
As thee governing concept off the researcch can now be formulaated as criticcal bending
g vibrations
of high prressure fuell pipe can take place in case of resonance, it is necesssary to get numerical
values of bboth forcedd and naturaal frequenciies of those vibrations involved inn creating a resonance
condition. However, in case of high
h
pressurre fuel liness we need to consider pparametric vibrations.
Those occcur when exxternal forcce dynamic parameterss are being changed inn time. Such
h vibration
can lead tto the paraametric reso
onance, whiich occurs in a mechaanical systeem when a system is
parametriccally excitedd and oscilllates at one of its reson
nant frequen
ncies [8, 11]].
In ordeer to derivee differentiaal equation oof high pressure fuel pipe
p bendinng vibration due to the
fuel pressuure oscillatiion let us co
onsider the geometricaal interpretaation of the problem. As
A it can be
seen from
m Fig. 2 elem
ment dx witth mass dm
m = (m / L) dx of the riigidly mounnted pipe oscillates in
direction oof the x axiss and creates displacem
ment w in dirrection of th
he z axis.

Fig
ig. 2. Analytica
al model of hiigh pressure fuel
f pipe

Transvverse distribbuted load qt on a pipe eexpressed by
b the formu
ula:
w2w
w2w
qt m( x ) 2  Pf Fi 2 ,
wt
wx
(1)
Pf P0  Pa coos Zt
P0
where
is th
he oscillatinng fuel preessure with
h its static
and dy
ynamic Pa
Fi Sri 2
r
,
m
(
x
)
amplitude componennts,
is the inteernal area of
o the radiu
us i
is the mass per unit
length, t iss the time.
Differeential equattion of the bended
b
axess Dx can be written as
w 2w
EJ 2  M .
wx
(2)
Then accoording to d'A
Alembert prrinciple equuation of mo
otion can tak
ke form [1, 4, 5]:
EJ

w 4w
wx 4

qt ,
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(3)

or
w4w
w2w
w2w
(
)
cos
0,
m
x
F
P
P
t



Z
i
a
0
wx 4
wt 2
wx 2
(4)
where E is the Young’s modulus and J is the axial moment of inertia of the pipeline cross sectional
area.
Eq. (4) describes forced bending vibration of a pipe when energy losses, shear stress and
steadying effect are considered not to be important. Since external force expressed by the
harmonic function of time, bending vibration of a pipe has to be parametric. Parametric vibration
is often analyzed by the Mathieu-Hill method. According to this method partial differential
equation of motion can be brought to the Mathieu form and then studied for stability [8, 11].
Let us search solution of Eq. (4) in the form of w( x) X ( x)  T (t ).
EJ

Then we obtain:
1 ªd4X
d 2 X º 1 2 d 2T
2


Z
 a
Q
(1
Q
cos
t
)
0
1
«
X ¬ dx 4
dx 2 »¼ T
dt 2
P0 Fi Q Pa .
, 1
P0
EJ

0,

(5)

m( x )
, Q0 2
EJ
where
Eq. 5 splits into two equations:
a2

1 ªd4X
d2X º
2


Z
Q
(1
Q
cos
t
)
0
1
«
X ¬ dx 4
dx 2 »¼

D  E Q0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt ),

(6)

and
1 2 d 2T
a
T
dt 2

D  E Q0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt ),

(7)

where Į and ȕ are the unknown equation splitting constants.
When integrating eq. (6) we need to consider t as a constant. Let us search its partial solution in
the form of
X eqx .
(8)
By substituting eq. (8) into eq. (6), we obtain
ª¬ q 4  Q0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt )q 2 º¼  e qx ª¬D  EQ0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt ) º¼  e qx ,
(9)
or
q 4  Q0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt )q 2 D  EQ0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt ).
(10)

From eq. (10) we find

q2

Q0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt )
Q0 4 (1  Q1 cos Zt )2
r
 D  EQ0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt )
2
4

G1 r G2 .

By defining
z j2

G1  G 2 ;

zk G1  G 2 ,
we obtain integral of the eq. (6), which can be expressed in a following form:
X Acoshz j x  Bsinhz j x  C cos zk x  D sin zk x.
2

(11)
In order to find unknown constants A, B, C and D we need apply boundary conditions at the
ends of the pipe in coordinates x 0; x L. Since pipe is rigidly mounted boundary, conditions
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should be

dX (0) dX (l )
0.
X (0) X (l ) 0,
dx
dx
These conditions yield to the set of four equations, which have only trivial solution. By
z zk ,
assuming j
we can simplify those equations. Then by equating the determinant of the
system to the zero, frequency equation can be obtained. It is expressed as [1, 5]
' ( zk L ) 0,
or
ch( zk L)cos( zk L) 1.
(12)
Transcendental eq. (12) has no analytical solution. Its first four roots are 4.73, 7.853, 10.996
and 14.137. In general form solution of the eq. 12 can be expressed with sufficient approximation
as
S(2k  1)
zk
;
k 1, 2,3...n.
2L
(13)
By excluding constants C, D and B from the eq. (11) and assuming A=1, we can simply find
solution in the form of
chzk x  cos zk x shzk x  sin zk x

Xk
x.
chzk L  cos zk L sin zk L  shzk L
(14)

Then general integral of the eq. (5) can be expressed as a sum:
w( x) ¦ X k Tk .

(15)

k

In terms of the result (13) solution for biquadratic equation will take now the form as
S4 (2k  1) 4 S2 (2k  1) 2

(1  Q1 cos Zt ) D  E Q0 2 (1  Q1 cos Zt ).
16 L4
4 L2
From where we define Į and ȕ:
S4 (2k  1) 4
S2 (2k  1) 2
D
,
E 
.
4
16 L
4 L2
and
Now let us integrate eq. (7), which takes the following form:
S4 (2k  1) 4 S2 (2k  1) 2 2
a 2 d 2T


Q0 (1  Q1 cos Zt )
2
T dt
16 L4
4 L2
or
·
bk2
d 2T
2
2 §



p
q
1
1
cos Zt ¸ T 0,
k
k ¨
2
2
dt
© 1  qk
¹

(16)

(17)

(18)

where
pk

S2 (2k  1) 2 b 2
, k
a 4 L2

4 L2  Pa  Fi
S (2k  1)2  EJ
2

Pa  Fi
,
Pcrit

qk2

P0  Fi
.
Pcrit

Formula for pk defines natural frequency of order k of unloaded fuel pipe [1, 4, 5]. Vectors
b and qk2 give the ratio between the maximum and minimum internal load and the critical load
Pcrit
(for each k), correspondingly. It is clear that natural frequency of the loaded pipe can be found
2
k

as
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P0  Fi
.
Pcrit
Eq. (18) is the required in ou
ur researchh Mathieu equation. In order to stu
tudy motion
n described
by the eq. (18) for staability, let us
u convert thhis equation
n to a more suitable
s
form
m.
By introduucing anothher independ
dent variablle as
2 x Zt ,
we can rew
write eq. (18) as
§
·
b2
d 2T 4 2
 2 pk 1  qk2 ¨ 1  k 2 cos 2 x ¸ T 0.
2
dx
Z
© 1  qk
¹
(18a)
If we definne
bk2
4 2
2
2h2
1
p

q
O
,
2
k
k
2

q
1
Z
k
and
:k

pk 1 

then eq. (118a) will takke well known form [8 , 11]:
d 2T
 O  2h 2 coss 2 x T 0.
dx 2
(18b)
Eq. (18b) can be also written in the
t Ince form
rm:
d 2T
 D  2T coss 2 x T 0.
dx 2
(18c)
Parameters Ȝ andd h2 as welll as Į and ș characteriize the stab
bility of mootion. Comb
bination of
those paraameters inddicates eith
her vibratioons are lim
mited or they do havve high intensity and
amplitude. In order to determinee the stabiliity of motio
on using paarameters Ȝ and h2 specially built
chart is ussed. It is diivided into zones of sttable and unstable
u
mo
otion and caalled Ince-S
Strutt chart
(Fig. 3) [11].
Mathieeu equationn is the subccase of the Hill’s equaation, wheree a general solution caan be given
by taking the "determ
minant" of an
n infinite m
matrix. For th
hose who in
nterested seee literature [7, 11]

F 3. Ince-Strrutt stability cchart. Dashed zones are zon
Fig.
nes of instabiliity

mental setu
up
4. Experim
mental study
y of vibratinng processees in the fueel system ppressure carrried on the
Full-sccale experim
ship Ebbaa Maersk wiith displacement of 1700,794 tons. Her propullsion plant iis equipped
d with twostroke low
w speed maiin engine Su
ulzer 14RT--flex96C. Engine
E
maxiimum poweer is 80080 kW at 102
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rev/min. T
This engine is equipped
d with a com
mmon rail fuel system
m with electrrohydraulicc control of
the fuel inj
njection [3].
The obbjective of the study was
w to get a full pictu
ure of the high
h
pressur
ure fuel pipees bending
vibration. For this puurpose bend
ding vibratiion was reg
gistered during engine operation at
a different
load (nom
minal and paartial). Dataa obtained w
were electrronically sto
ored and thhen analyzed by using
computer software.
Since ppiezoelectriic vibration sensors aree commonly
y used for vibration
v
deetection [10
0], this was
chosen forr the experiiment. Thin
n piezoelectrric sensor was
w mounted by meanss of straps on
o the high
pressure ppipe during engine operation as sshown in Fig.
F 4. Secu
urely mountted sensor provides a
qualitativee signal traansition. Oscillograms of vibratio
on processess were obtaained with the use of
portable ddigital oscillloscope and
d recorded inn its memorry.
Duringg measurem
ment the inteermediate cllamp for fix
xing the hig
gh pressure fuel pipe (F
Fig. 4) was
made loossen. This waas made to avoid any iinfluence on
n a pipe ben
nding vibraation, and th
hus to have
an agreem
ment with analytical
a
model.
m
Pipee dimension
ns were measured to use in thee modeling
process.
Each eengine cylinnder has thrree fuel injeectors conn
nected to inj
njection conntrol unit by
y means of
high presssure pipes. Two of theem have appproximatelly the same length, annd third onee is shorter
(center onne). When performing
p
experimennt it was deecided to ob
btain oscilllograms forr that pipe,
which wass considerabbly useful for
f the reseaarch. Pipe with
w higher vibration in
intensity waas selected.
This was oone of the loong pipes.

Fig.
F 4. Vibratiion sensor mo
ounting method

5. Resultss and discussion
Some interestingg results were
w
receivved during pipe bend
ding vibratition analysis. It was
establishedd that the oscillatory
o
process
p
in hhigh pressurre fuel pipe has a much
ch longer du
uration and
intensity w
when enginee is running
g at partial lload than at nominal. Bending
B
vibrration show
wn in Fig. 5
taken at 555 rpm has amplitude
a
an
nd intensityy two times larger as thaat shown inn Fig. 6 takeen 82 rpm.
After aanalysis perrformed it frrequencies w
were found and compaared. For thoose vibrations induced
at low enggine speed dominant frequency
f
w
was approxiimately 50 Hz when ffrequency of
o injection
was 0.9 H
Hz. And forr those forced vibrationns at high engine speeed main freequency waas 50 when
frequencyy of injectioon was 1.4
4 Hz. In orrder to und
derstand the reason foor such diffference in
frequenciees and vibraational charaacteristics aanalytical model
m
has to be analyzedd.
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500 mV/div

Only w
we are misssing now th
he data for internal prressure amp
plitude and frequency, which are
required in Eq. 18. Those
T
will allow answ
wering the question
q
reg
garding stabbility of thee vibrating
system, which is studdied here.
Let us write downn the parameeters from E
Eq. (18a):
bk2
2
4 2
h
.
2
O
pk 1  qk ,
2 1  qk2
Z2
Numeerical values of those O and h2 ffor two casees outlined in the expperimental part
p can be
found by uusing data from the faactory test rrecords. Waartsila has reported testt results forr its Sulzer
RT-flex 82C fuel injeection contrrol unit (IC
CU) perform
med in 2009
9 [6]. As it can be seeen from the
diagram oof the fuel pressure before
b
fuel injectors shown in Fig.
F
7, wheen injection
n is done,
oscillationn process takkes in a fuel line. Frequuency of tho
ose oscillatiions can be estimated as
a 200 Hz.

200 mV/div

500 ms/div
v
Fig. 5.
5 Bending vibration of highh pressure fuell pipe when en
ngine load is 555 rpm

100 ms/div
v
Fig. 6.
6 Bending vibration of highh pressure fuell pipe when en
ngine load is 882 rpm
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Obviouusly, frequeencies of th
he forced vvibration fo
or the partiial load andd nominal load cases
should be different. It
I follows from
f
the vibbrational th
heory. If tim
me between fuel injectiion is long
enough, beending vibrration in a fu
uel pipe to bbe induced by the post injection osscillations.
Otherw
wise, frequeency of injeection shoulld be the frrequency off the forcedd vibration, since post
injection ooscillations are dumped
d at once.
Thus, looking at the diagram
m in Fig. 7 we can define the neccessary num
merical valu
ues for the
Pa 20
P0 5
Z
1
2
256
final studyy. For the partial
p
load we take
MPa,,
MPaa and
rad/s. And
A for the
Pa 60
P0 5
Z
8.6
6
engine speeed of 82 rppm values will
w be
MPa,
MPa and
rad/s. Resu
ults for the
parameterrs O and h2 calculated for the twoo interested cases are presented
p
inn Table 1. There
T
were
ri 00.004
L
2.8
8
5
following numerical values used for the ppipe geomettry:
m,
m. Th
he Young’s
modulus w
was taken ass E 210 MPa.
M Momeent of inertiia is calculated with thee next formu
ula:
4
d
i
SDo
,
J
1  E4 , E
Do
664
0
where d i iis the internnal diameterr, Do is the oouter diameeter, Do 0.0325
m.

Fig. 7. Injeection test reco
ord for ICU

By usiing the dataa from Tab
ble 1 and thhe stability chart in Fig. 3, we caan observe that at the
partial loaad parametrric resonancce can take place on th
he third vibrrating modee; however we do not
see it on thhe experimeental oscillo
ograms. Proobably ampllitude of thee third modee is too smaall. In the
same timee first vibratting mode is
i very closee to the area of instability, and thiis should bee the cause
of amplifyying vibratioon with freq
quency of 225 Hz, whicch is very cllose to the ffirst naturall frequency
of the pipee.
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Table 1. Dependence of the vibrating fuel pipe stability on the engine load
Engine
load

Stability
parameters

Partial
Nominal

Value k
1

2

3

4

O

0.035

0.272

1.047

2.862

h2

5.674e-4
748.235
36.309

1.576e-3
5.803e3
100.857

3.089e-3
2.233e4
197.68

5.107e-3
6.104e4
326.777

118

328

643

1063

O

h2
Natural frequency
of the pipe pk, rad/s

In its turn parameters for the nominal engine load look fine. They all lie far in the stability
zone. Experiment has shown availability of vibration with frequency of 50 Hz. This leads us to the
second vibrating mode of the pipe. Obviously, first vibrating mode is being dumped by the forced
vibration.
6. Conclusions

The reliability connected to bending vibrations of the high pressure fuel pipes of marine low
speed diesel engines has been analyzed. Equation of motion has been studied for stability for two
different loads of the diesel engine with use of Mathieu-Hill method.
Basing on the results of the study, there are following conclusions can be made:
- High pressure fuel system reliability depends on the mode of diesel engine operation;
- Although high pressure fuel systems of modern diesel engines are built according to the
SOLAS Convention requirements, they cannot be considered reliable and safe;
- When designing fuel system of low speed diesel engine, every maker needs to perform
reliability analysis with an approach presented in this paper or similar;
- Geometrical properties of high pressure fuel pipes can be adjusted to avoid the negative
influence of fuel pressure oscillations on the parametric vibrations of those.
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APPLICATION OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS IN THE
ASSESSMENT OF THE SPREAD OF TOXIC COMPOUNDS EMITTED BY
A DIESEL ENGINE INSIDE A VEHICLE
0DFLHM=DZLĞODN
3ROLWHFKQLND:URFáDZVND
:\G]LDá0HFKDQLF]Q\
.DWHGUD,QĪ\QLHULL3RMD]GyZ
:\E:\VSLDĔVNLHJR
50-:URFáDZ
7HOID[ 
PDFLHM]DZLVODN#SZUZURFSO

1. INTRODUCTION
Diesel engines exhaust gases contain volatile substances detrimental to user’s health in their
composition. In particular, BTX group consisting of aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene,
toluene and xylene can be included in these compounds. These substances enter into the
environment of human life, due to their physical-chemical properties (volatility at temperature
of human existence), easily enter into the body through the respiratory tracts [1].
During the operation of diesel-engine vehicle especially specific threat to the health of its
users are the exhaust gases that enter into the interior, both emitted by a diesel unit, as well as
by other road users. This is particularly dangerous in the case of professional
drivers (trucks, working machines) [2].
This study covers the assessment of driver’s exposure on the contact with
hydrocarbons emitted by the diesel engine, which enter into the interior of vehicle through a
ventilation system, using the methods of computational fluid dynamics.
The atmosphere of environment inside a vehicle cabin is characterized by relatively high
sensitivity to external and internal flow- thermal conditions. Chemical composition of this
specific micro - atmosphere is a complex mixture of gas substances deriving both from internal
and external sources, with dynamically changing participation, closely associated with the
method and conditions of vehicle usage and also equipment morphology of the cabin itself [3].
Dynamics of changes in air-supply and temperature inside the cabin, therefore, will
determine chemical composition of the air in its interior, in particular the qualitative-quantitative
composition and spatial distribution of low-boiling and volatile organic combinations.
Spatial distribution is particularly important when we take into consideration ways of toxins
absorption into the body.
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Analysis of changes in the thermal and flow conditions is thus an important factor in the
assessment of the importance of vehicle’s air quality, particularly in terms of exposure to human
health, cannot be ignored. Volatile organic compounds enter into the human body mainly
through respiratory tracts. Such factors as physical-chemical properties and exposure time have
influence on the assessment of toxic influence on the heath of vehicles’ users. Distribution of
these substances in the vehicle’s interior and in particular their concentration at the height
of user's head is of great importance. The methods of computer aided engineering basing on
fundamental principles of fluid dynamics (CFD - Computational Fluid Dynamics)
are modeling tool for flow modelling of liquids and gases. They allow for modeling of laminar
and turbulent flows mainly using RANS method (Reynolds Average Navier - Stokes). Currently
used computational programs have the ability to choose a particular turbulence model for
accurate modeling of flow phenomena. Modelling programs additionally enable calculations of
heat flow, the flow of discrete phase (impurities) stationary and non-stationary. Thanks to
computer-assisted engineering work, it is possible in the virtual environment, in a relatively short
period of time, to simulate the movement of a number of variants with altered geometry boundary
conditions. It also enables optimization of geometry, depending on the selected flow parameter.
2. METHODOLOGY
For computational exemplary simulations of concentrations distribution of volatile organic
compounds, in the interior cabins of vehicles, ANSYS-FLUENT software was used.
Computational fluid dynamics methods are often used by researchers in air flow and VOCs
modelling in the interior cabins of vehicles [2]. Their use, however, have been limited so far to
assess the effectiveness of ventilation systems, evaluation of thermal comfort, efficiency in car
windows evaporation and heating the interior from direct sunlight.
According to the adopted proprietary methodology assessing the quality of the internal
environment of the vehicle cabin, CFD methods were used to model the spread of volatile
organic compounds inside the cabins in various types of vehicles. Tests and analyses were multidirectionally performed to evaluate[2-5]: performance of toxic substances in the interior
of vehicle cabin’s micro - atmosphere, methods of air distribution inside a vehicle cabin, and the
distribution of concentrations of volatile organic compounds, the impact of cabin’s geometry on
the distribution of VOCs in its interior, the impact of cabin’s geometry changes on the
distribution of carcinogens in its interior.
The following vehicles were chosen to be tested, which are representatives of
different categories of vehicles (including jobs positions): working machine excavator Doosan DX 190W, tractor - DAF XF 150, passenger car segment B - Fiat Punto.
Geometric models of selected vehicles were prepared in the Catia. Then,
on so prepared geometrical models computational grid was applied. The grid was basing on tetra
type elements, was compacted in air inlets and outlets contaminated with VOC.
RANS method of double-equitation of turbulence k-İ model was used for calculation. At
the inlets there was a velocity vector corresponding to ventilator capacity used in the ventilation
system. The vector was decomposed into 3 components in order to achieve the objective angle
of inlet air to the cabin in relation to the dashboard. At its outlet a boundary condition
of free effluent to the atmosphere was used. At the inlet there was VOC injection in form
of discrete phase. Two most common compounds toluene and benzene were adopted for
modelling. The value of given concentration resulted from measurements. The calculations were
carried out to obtain the convergence of results at the level of 10-4 for each monitored parameter.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Representative of lorries is a truck tractor DAF 105 XF. In the car, the driver who spends at
work according to the provisions about 9 - 10 hours driving. After finishing work on the road
the driver who also sleeps in it, nourishes and rests. Therefore micro – atmosphere in such a
vehicle is very important for the driver.
In the DAF type car there is possibility to divide the air flow onto: legs, central supply and
windscreen. A series of calculations with different combinations of air flow at the same flow
rates of the central fan were conducted (Fig. 1).
Conducted numerical simulations show that the highest concentrations of BTX compounds of
the group are at the level of driver's head when the central air flow was used
(Fig. 1b). Similarly high concentration of hazardous substances in the vicinity of the driver's
head is when air flow is on windscreen and central (Fig. 1d) and central flow and legs. (Fig. 1e)

)LJ $QH[DPSOHRI VLPXODWLRQRI benzene, WROXHQHxylene GLVWULEXWLRQ %7;  NJ/ m3) LQWKHWUXFN '$) FX 
cabin in the VHFWLRQRIGULYHU¶V SRVLWLRQ xy SODQH) air-VXSSO\: a) air-VXSSO\RQZLQGVFUHHQ b) central air-VXSSO\ c)
air-VXSSO\ on OHJV d) air-VXSSO\ RQDZLQGVFUHHQ and central e) central air-VXSSO\ and OHJV f) airVXSSO\ on ZLQGVFUHHQ, central and OHJV.
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According to the CFD results, which aim was to indicate the location in the vehicle cabin
places in which there is the highest VOC concentration that is the greatest health risk to vehicle’s
users, in order to take samples for chromatographic investigations it is necessary to set to central
air-supply and collect gas at the driver’s head position.
Numerical analysis of CFD showed that air-supply settings are very important in terms of
driver’s exposure on carcinogens in its interior. It is possible to set the air-supply in such a way
so as to allow the driver to work in comfortable working conditions (supply rate
and temperature) and to be minimally exposed to VOCs. Numerical modeling shows
the location of maximum and minimum concentrations of carcinogens in the whole vehicle’s
cabin.
Hundreds of samples from the whole vehicle’s cabin should be collected in order to obtain
similar results in experimental studies . The CFD results can accurately and
precisely determine the maximum concentration at particular air-supply settings to collect the
maximum concentration of carcinogens.
In order to analyze the effect of vehicle’s geometry on the distribution of toxic
concentrations of substances in the interior, numerical simulations of air flow inside the original
and modified vehicle’s cabin were performed. Geometrical model of passenger car’s cabin class
B was performed and then by modifying the geometry of the interior the impact of these changes
on the distribution of dangerous substances was tested (Fig. 2).

)LJ Geometrical model of FDELQ¶V interior of B-VHJPHQW YHKLFOH

Modifications of the interior were performed by increasing in each of the three models, whole
interior dimension of 10% for the individual axes. Apart from the base model, model longer by
10%, wider by 10% and 10% greater were also performed (Table. 1). The calculations take into
account selected VOCs carcinogens (benzene and toluene).
Table 'HVFULSWLRQRIYHKLFOH¶VLQWHULRUPRGLILFDWLRQV
Symbol

Geometry variant

Diameter
Len

Width
gth
B
E
1
E
2
E
3

Base geometry
Changed
(extended): wariant 1
Changed
(extended): wariant 2
Changed
(extended): wariant 3

geometry

X
X + 10%

geometry

X

Hig
ht

Y
Y

Z
Z

Y +

Z

10%
geometry

X

Y

Z +
10%

Calculations were carried out by setting the air flow in side ventilators (Fig. 2).
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The results of numerical simulations have shown that there is an effect of the interior’s
dimensions changes on distribution of volatile substances with carcinogenic nature (Fig. 3).

)LJ )ORZUDWH, m3 V central VXSSO\) 7KHERXQGDU\FRQGLWLRQV IRUWKHFDOFXODWLRQ are VKRZQLQ 7DEOH
7DEOH %RXQGDU\FRQGLWLRQV for &)'FDOFXODWLRQV
Compound concentration, kg/m3
Benzene (and isomers)
1,58*10-6
Toluene (and isomers)
3,14*10-6
Ventilation settings
Flow rate, m3/s
4,2*10-4
m3/s
Model setting of the
Side airventilation system
supply

In order to analyze the driver's exposure to toxic substances (as the most exposed
vehicle’s user of due to exposure time) in the analysis the distribution of concentrations in
driver's position cross-section was the most important factor to focus on (Fig. 4).

)LJ 7KHFURVV-VHFWLRQ LQGULYHU¶VSODQH

The test results of simulation of particle distribution of benzene and toluene in the interior of
the vehicle tested at baseline and after changes of geometry are summarized and shown in Table
3.
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Table 5HVXOWVRIWKH QXPHULFDODQDO\VLV RISDUWLFOHGLVWULEXWLRQ RIVHOHFWHG DURPDWLFFRPSRXQGV LQWKHYHKLFOH¶V
interior before and after the FKDQJHVLQ JHRPHWU\
Volume fraction
Benzene

Toluene

B

E1

E2

E3
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According to the model results it can be seen that even a relatively small change in geometry
of the vehicle’s interior changes the distribution of carcinogens in the cabin of the car, which is
best exemplified by benzene (Table 3). The highest concentration of benzene in the driver's
seat occurs when the geometry of the E3 variant (10% elongation of the vehicle’s cabin). Base
variant seems to be the most advantageous if we take benzene concentration distribution into
consideration. Analyzing toluene distribution the most favorable seems to
be variant E2 (10% length elongation). Analyzing concentrations graphs, it is
visible that change in geometry affects the distribution of VOCs concentrations inside the
vehicle’s cab. The calculations assume a small change in the geometry. Tests were carried out on
proportionally increased geometry in all three directions. Not analyzed Changes in the geometry
of the shape of individual components as seats, dashboard, windows; curves, air-supply
distribution, position of a steering wheel etc. were not analyzed. It is necessary to carry out a
series of calculations which take into account the release of VOCs directly from cabin’s
equipment elements.
Doosan dx 190w wheel excavator was chosen as a representative of heavy machine. Similarly
to DAF and Fiat Punto a 3D model of wheel excavator was prepared (Fig. 5).
a

b

)LJ 5. 7KHJHRPHWU\RI ZRUNLQJPDFKLQH¶V FDELQVLQ 'RRVDQ dx Z
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Similarly to the previous calculations the purpose of the study was to identify maps of
concentrations of selected toxic volatile aromatic hydrocarbons: benzene, toluene and xylene
(BTX) inside the cab, in working conditions of that machine.
BTX concentrations were measured in the air supply to the cabin and the flow rate of air
flowing through the ventilation system was measured.
As boundary conditions for calculation, the results of actual measurements were taken into
account: total concentration of VAH (volatile aromatic hydrocarbons) at 223.4 g/m3 and flow
rate settings of the air supplied from the outside on measured average level of: 75 m3/h and
maximum of: 150 m3/h. The results of numerical analyzes are shown in Figure 6.

)LJ 6'LVWULEXWLRQRIDLUIORZVSHHG, m/VHF, for different IORZ VHWWLQJV D  m3 / h, b)  m3 / h

Analyzing the results, the most important was the head position of the working machine’s
operator. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 7.

)LJ  %7;FRQFHQWUDWLRQV: a) yz FURVV-VHFWLRQ, IORZUDWH:  m3/h, b) yz FURVV-VHFWLRQ, IORZUDWHRI  m3KRXU c)
xz FURVV-VHFWLRQ, IORZUDWH:  m3/h, b) xz FURVV-VHFWLRQ, IORZUDWHRI  m3/h
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Distribution of tested compounds in yz cross section shows that higher flow rate is more
favorable if it goes for carcinogens distribution inside the cabin and results in better pollutants
dispersion inside the cabin (7b). In the case of lower, of set point, value of the flow rate, there are
the areas of elevated concentration of the body axis of the driver (operator) (7a). A similar
phenomenon is seen in the xy cross section. According to the numerical simulation results in the
case of air flow rate of 75 m3/h elevated concentrations of analyzed VOCs are shown in the
vicinity of the seat’s user (7c).
Swirled areas of elevated concentrations can be seen in the case of larger than the set
point flow rate at the level of the operator legs which is important in terms of human respiratory
system - main road of VOC absorption into the body.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using computational fluid dynamics methods it is possible to perform virtual exposure
assessment of vehicle users in contact with carcinogens emitted from diesel engine inside a
vehicle’s cab.
Possibilities of the methods allow to find a correlation between the occurrence of areas with
higher concentrations of hazardous compounds and ventilation system settings or geometry of the
vehicle’s cabin.
In future, these methods can be used in vehicle cabin’s interior design, or ventilation system
modules, in a way that minimizes risk to the health of vehicles’ users.
Research methodology was developed within the framework of research
project INNOTECH-K2/HI-2/218016 / NCBR / 12 funded by the NATIONAL CENTER
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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